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Abstract

In this thesis, a new method is proi)Osed to control iniilti-agent multirate systems with linear dynamics that are con])led via ini)nts and
states. These systems are multi-rate in the sense that either output
measurements or input njxlates are not available at certain sam})hng
limes. Such systems can arise when the number of sensors is less than
the number of variables to be controlh'd or when measnnmients of
outputs cannot l)e completed simnltaneously because of ap])hcational
limitations. The multi-rate nature gives rise to lack of information
which will cause imcertainty in the system's performance.
The pro])osal is to control such systems with a distributed model i)redictive control apj)roach based on Nash game theory. In most exist
ing predictive control structures, ini})lenientations are done through
l)artitioning the overall system into a nmnber of smaller dimension
subsystems. Each subsystem is controlled by a so-called agent which
solves its own local optimization problem.

It is known that such

a completely decentralized control strategy may result in nnacceptal)le control performance especially when the agents interact strongly.
Completely centralized control of large-scale systems is also viewed
by most researchers as infeasible and unrealistic in practice.
The proposed method here to control multi-agent multi-rate systems
is a distributed MFC approach based on Nash game theory in which
multiple control agents each determine actions for their own parts
of the system. Via commimication, the agents can in a cooperative
way take one another’s actions into account. To compensate for the
information loss due to the multi-rate nature of the systems under
study, a distributed Kalman Filter is proposed to provide the oj^timal

estiniation of the missing information.
In the proposed framework, linear predictive control with guaranteed
closed-loop stability and perfonnance properties is presented for three
different cases. In the first case, a linear dynamic system with inter
acting inputs is considered and in the second case a linear dynamic
system with coiii)led states is employed. In both cases, the conditions
in which agents are either synchronous or asynchronous are studied.
Measurements and process noises as well as disturbances are consid
ered in the pro])osed modelling framework.
Finally, the convergence and closed-loop stal)ility for the proposed
algorithm is established along with i)erformance and computational
cost investigations.
Aj)i)lications from chemical engineering and electrical engineering are
examiiu'd and the benefits of eni])loying the proposed distributed pre
dictive c-ontrol with distributed Kalman lilter paradigm are demon
strated. By applying the proi)osed distributed MFC and distributed
KF, the performance of the multi-rate model with interacting inputs
inii)roved by 38.20% for the asynchronous scenario and also the per
formance of the multi-rate model with interacting states im])roved by
74.41% for the synchronous scenario. The reason for this significant
im])rovement is due to the projxjsed distributed state estimator which
compensates for lost information faster than existing (decentralized)
scheme. For example results show that by sharing information within
the distributed Kalman filter the overall algorithm can converge al
most 50% faster with its consequent effect on performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This diai)ter ])ieseiits an overview of the backgroiiiid and inotivation to this thesis.
The research challeng(;s and the contril)ntion to the state of the art are identified
and an outline of the structnre of the thesis is presented.

1.1

Motivation

Research on Decentralized MFC dates back to the work of Wang et al [1] and
since then, the interest has grown significantly due to attempts to reduce the
coni])lexity of the centralized i)robleni [2]. Decentralized control techniques to
day can be found in a broad range of applications from robotics and formation
flight to civil engineering [3]. Since in the im])lenientation of decentralized kIPC
only local proce^ss data are required, it has become an attractive method to prac
titioners [4]. However, there is a well-known defect with decentralized techniques
and that is their performances are nsiilly far from oi)timal, esi)ecially when the
involved subsystems interact strongly. On the other hand, in centralized MFC,
the o})tinial nominal control solution is achievable for any system [4],[5]. However,
implementation of CklPC for large-scale systems is neither feasible nor practical.
Controlling large-scale networked systems will be even more challenging when
the systems are Multi-Rate (MR). In multi-rate systems neither output measure
ments nor input updates are available at certain sam])hng times. Such systems
can arise when tlie ninnber of sensors is less than the nnniber of variables to be
controlled or when measurements of outputs cannot be completed siniiiltaneoiisly

1.2 Contributions

because of applicatioiial limitations. This multi-rate nature gives rise to a lack
of information which will cause uncertainty in the system's performance. Con
trolling multi-rate systems with CMPC and also decentralized MPC have been
studied before in [6] and [7]. Accordingly, what motivated this work to produce a
new effective algorithm to control large-scale MR systems, was the absence of a
solid structure with high tracking ])erformance and less computational coni])lexity in recent literature.
Another motivation for this research is the current state of DMPC algorithms.
Most distributed MPC formulations in the literature operate based on the as
sumption that the input updates and output measurnients are available at each
sampling time. This assnmption is not apj)li(^able to MR systems. A multi-agent
controller based on Nash game theory [8] to control large-scale MR systems is i)rol)osed in which each agent includes distributed MPC along with distributed KF.
In chapter 7, using simulation studies on inulti-agent system exanii)les, distilla
tion column and two-area ])ower system, the added value of the ])roi)osed DMPC
and distributed KF (DKF) method is illustrated in comi)arison with a central
ized method and a DMPC with fully decentralized (i.e., no communication) KF.
One of the goals of this dissertation is to develop a distributed i)r('dictive control
and estimation framework with gnaranteed performance properties, an assured
l)erformance improvement over decentralized MPC and capable of approaching
centralized MPC j^erforniance for multi-agent multi-rate systems.

1.2

Contributions

The first contribution of this dissertation is the development of a generic frame
work based on Nash game theory for large-scale Multi-Rate (MR) systems with
linear dynamics that are coupled via either inputs or states. As previously men
tioned, there are number of techniques to control MR systems. However, existence
of control strategies which cover large-scale issues in controlling multi-rate sys
tems is lacking in recent literatures [9; 10; 11]. In this thesis the main focus is
develo])nient of a generalized framework that covers both aspects of distributed
control and estimation of multi-rate large-scale systems.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Since the proposed approach consists of two main different parts inchiding dis
tributed control and distributed estimation, the second contribution of this dis
sertation is to develop a reliable distributed estimator to provide state values for
the inter-sampling time in a JMR setting. The proposed optimal estimator is a
distributed Kalman Filter (KF) in which the local KFs share their locally esti
mated states. Furthermore, all known distributed MFC approaches require state
feedback and do not address the more realistic scenario in which the subsystem
states are estimated from measurements.
Combination of reliable and o})tinial controller and estimator to control multiagent multi-rate systems is an important issue that has not been addressed in
the literature. The ])roi)osed method in this thesis provides a novel distributed
MFC approach based on Nash game theory in which nmlti])le control agents each
determine actions for their own parts of the system. Via communication, the
agents can, in a c()o])erative way, take one another's actions into account. To
com})ensate for the information loss due to the multi-rate nature of the systems
under study, a distributed Kalman Filter is proposed to provide the optimal esti
mation of the missing information. Furthermore, the i)erformauce, convergence,
closed-loo]) stability and coni]:)lexity issues in large-scale multi-rate systems are
addressed.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews current literature on distributed MFC and distributed KF.
Dchciency of available distributed MFC formulations are discussed in this
chapter. Developments in the area of distributed state estimation are inves
tigated. Moreover, control structures for multi-rate systems are analysed.
Chapter 3 presents the general l)asis of control structures and also the compar
ison of centralized control structures vs. non-centralized control structures.
Chapter 4 discusses the general framework for centralized MFC and presents
numerical solutions for constrained MFC problem. Centralized Kalman
filter is also introduced in this chapter.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter 5 introduces the Nash game concept and presents the proposed method
that is Nash-based distributed MPC for multi-rate systems.
Chapter 6 focuses on the proposed method’s properties such as convergence,
stability and computational cost and demonstrates the mentioned proper
ties for both input coupling and state coupling cases.
Chapter 7 utilizes three benchmark simulation examples to show the efficiency
of the i)roposed methodology through its ai)plication on the presented exam])les .
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and discusses some future research directions
o])ened up by this work.

Chapter 2
Literature review
In this chapter literature related to distributed model ])redictive control for innltirate systems are reviewed. It is divided into three sections: mnlti-rate systems,
multi-agent systems and Distributed MFC (DMPC) are investigated.

2.1

Multi-rate systems

Many ])ractical control problems involve measurements sampled at ninltii)le rates.
One of the connnon cases arises when the process ont])iits or controlled variables
are measurable only with large sampling delays and intervals and secondary mea
surements must be utilized in order to design an effective control system [7].
The secondary measurements are usually sampled at much higher rates and con
sequently, a multi-rate system results. Controlling of product compositions in
distillation columns is a good industrial example where the sampling delays as
sociated with composition measurements can be significant. In [12], [6] practical
situations in which measurements of process variables and input updates occur at
different rates are illustrated. In multi-rate systems, either output measurements
or input updates are not available at certain sampling times. Such systems can
arise, e.g. when the number of sensors is less than the number of variables to be
controlled or when measurements of outputs cannot be completed simultaneously
because of ajiplicational limitations. The multi-rate nature gives rise to a lack of
information which will cause uncertainty in the system’s performance. In order to
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deal with the lack of information at the faster rates, state estimation techniques
in combination with control methods are typically used.
In mnlti-rate plants, either the measurements are available less frequently or
the control actions are made at a lower rate. Such systems can be encountered in
many industrial applications [6; 12; 13; 14], In the process industry, for instance,
(piality variables such as j^rodnct concentration or average molecular weight dis
tribution in a ]3olymerization ])rocess, can be evaluated/u])dated at much slower
rates coni])ared to other process measurements. On the other hand, in certain
biomedical ap]4ications [13] the input injection rate is inherently slower than
the output measurement, e.g. in drug infusion systems, the drug injection to the
l)atient occurs less freciuently than the l)ody symjhom’s measurements such as
blood pressure, body tenii)erature, etc. Multi-rate systems with large number of
in})uts and out])uts can be considered as distributed multi-rate systems. In [15],
both the theory and the ap})lication of o])tinial design of multirate systems have
been studied. In [16], single-input single-outj)ut (SISO) multi-rate systems have
been modeled and linear time-invariant (LTl) controllers desigiK'd to oi)erate at
the fast rate for SISO multi-rate systems.
On the other hand, economical and technological demands motivate the development of large-scale plants such as ])rocess ]:)lants, manufacturing systems and
satellite orbit formations with low complexity and high i)erforniance accuracy.
Large-scale systems consist of many subsystems that interact and have to be
controlled. Large-scale distributed systems are present in many engineering ap
plication domains including process plants, road traffic networks, water and sewer
networks, power distribution systems, wind farms and wireless sensor/actuator
networks [4; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22].

2.2

Multi-agent systems

The complexity of the large-scale systems is defined by their multi-agent nature
and multi-actor character, their multi-level structure, their multi-objective opti
mization challenges and by the adaptivity of their agents and actors to changes
in their environment. For these reasons, the operation and control of large-scale
systems that meet the desired economic, safety, and performance requirements
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is a challenging task. Strategies based on centralized control often require high
computational effort and are regarded by practitioners as impractical. Roughly
speaking, non-centralized control schemes can be divided into two categories: de
centralized techniques, where there is no connnunication l)etween different con
trollers, and distributed techniques where connnunication between different con
trollers is allowed. Furthermore, distributed control techniques can be categorized
as techniques that require connnunication with all the controllers in the network
and techni(iues that require commimication solely with directly neighboring con
trollers [23]. A distinction between non-centralized control techniques can also be
made de})ending on the level of coupling, i.e. some schemes handle dynamically
coupled systems while others handle dynamically decoupled systems with coui)led
objectives [23]. In [23], three non-centralized IMPC techniques are illustrated that
can handle cou})l('d dynamics.
In a distributed control structure, the whole system is deconii)osed into a
number of small subsystems. Each subsystem is controlled by a so-called ageMt
which solves its own local control and estimation problem. Multi-agent MFC
issues have been investigated since the 90s in [24; 25; 26; 27].
In multi-agtnit MFC, several control agents in the control structure use MFC
but each of these agents first measure their own states and then, subsequently,
determine the best actions over the ])redicted agent evolution to implement nec
essary actions.
The actions that an agent in a multi-agent control structure takes influence
both the evolution of the agent it controls and the evolution of the agents con
nected to its agent. Since the agents in a multi-agent control structure usually
have no global overview and can only access a relatively small number of sensors
and actuators, predicting the evolution of a subnetwork over a horizon involves
even more uncertainty than when a single agent is employed [24; 28]. Under the
assumption that control agents endeavor to find an optimal overall performance,
the challenge in implementing such a multi-agent MFC strategy is to ensure the
actions that the individual agents choose results on overall performance that is as
good as the hypothetical single-agent control structure in which all information is
available [17]; [17] focuses on the multi-agent MFC for the power network applica
tion. In the })ro])osed mnlti-agent structure, the objective of the control agent is
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to (leteniiine those actions that optimize the behavior of the system which mini
mize costs as specified through the objective function. In order to find the actions
that lead to the best performance, the control agent uses the i)rediction model to
predict the behavior of the system under various actions over a certain prediction
horizon starting from the state at the beginning of the control cycle. Once the
control agent has determined the actions that o])tiniize the system performance
over the prediction horizon, it implements the actions until the beginning of the
next control cycle at which point the control agent determines new actions over
the })rediction horizon starting at that point using updated information. Different
control methodologies can be ex])loited for iimlti-agent systems [3; 29; 30].

2.3

Distributed model predictive control

One advanced control methodology which has made a significant impact on in
dustrial control engineering is MFC. One of the main rccison for MFC success in
many industrial ai)plications is that it can take account of })roblem constraints
[31]. In addition, it is an easy to tune methodology which i)uts less emphasis on
constraints and optimization and more em])hasis on on sim])hcity and speed of
computation [31]. Model Fredictive Control (MFC) is a well-established method
that can handle constraints and is relatively easy to tune.
Model predictive control (MFC), also referred to as moving horizon control
or Receding Horizon Control (RHC), has become an attractive feedback strat
egy especially for linear processes [32]. Linear MFC refers to a family of MFC
schemes in which linear models are used to predict the system dynamics even
though the dynamics of the closed-loop system is nonlinear due to the presence
of constraints.

A good overview of industrial linear MFC techniques can be

found in [33; 34] where more than 2200 applications in a very wide range from
chemical })lants to aerospace industries are summarized. Important issues such
as online computation, the interplay between modeling/identification and control
and system theory issues like stability are addressed [35; 36; 37].
While the MFC paradigm encompasses several different variants, each one
with its own special features, all MFC systems rely on the idea of generating
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values for process inputs as solutions of an on-line (real-time) optimization ])roblem. That problem is constructed on the basis of a process model and process
measurements; process measurements provide the feedl)ack element in the MFC
structure [37], The MFC algorithm for single-agent structure can be smiimarized
as follows:
• The current state of the system is measured.
• The optimization ])robleni is solved subject to some constraints to determine
which actions oi)tiniize tlu^ cost function over the jrrediction horizon.
• lni])lenient the actions at the next control cycle and return to the stej) one.
The advantages of MFC are that in i^rinciple it can take into account all
available information and that it can therefore anticii)ate undesirable situations
in the future at an early stage. Additional advantages of MFC are [17; 31] its:
• ex])hcit way of handling const raints on actions, states, and oiUpnts.
• ability to oi)erate without intervention for long periods.
• ability to adapt to slow changes in the system parameters.
• ability to control systems with multiple inputs and multiple ont])nts.
• relatively easy tuning procedure.
However, there are also some additional issues that have to be addressed before
a control agent using an MFC strategy can be implemented successfully:
• the control goals have to be specified.
• the jrrediction model has to be constructed.
• the measurement of the system output has to be available.
• a solution approach has to be available that can solve the MFC optimization
])robleni.
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However, as ineiitioiied before, centralized MFC is impractical for control
ling large-scale systems including several interacting subsystems and requires
significant computation.

Many decentralized and distributed MFC methods

have been developed by researchers to cope with large-scale control prol)lems
[38; 39; 40; 41; 42] and architectures for distributed MFC have extensively been
reviewed by [30]. Different applications of distributed MFC have been investi
gated in [43; 44; 45; 46]. However, in most of them single-rate systems have been
studied in which the inj)ut and output data are available at all samj^ling times.
Distributed MFC strategies are also applicable for multi-rate systems. Design
of multi-rate MFCs have been investigated in [16; 47; 48]. In [47], design of a MFC
scheme using multi-rate sam})ling for nonlinear systems is proposed. However,
the ])roi)os('d met hod is only a})plical)le for the systems with slow and fast modes.
In [49] a framework for nnlucing demand su])ply imbalances in a smart grid
is proposed. The focus of t he work in [49] is on performance improvements that
arise from the com])lementary dynamics. The j)resented problem is a multi-rate
l^robleni since ix'gulation allows for freciuent control updates but suffers from
slower dynamics. Albeit multi-agent systems have not been considered in [49].
MFC is known as a well-established control method that has been addressed
by many researchers to cope with large-scale control i)roblenis [18], [50], [31], [51],
[52]. In MFC problems, in some cases, the controller might drive the states of
the system to a part of the state space where no solution to the finite time opti
mal control problem satisfies the existing constraints, i.e. the control ])roblem is
unfeasible. The lack of feasibility and stability guarantees has been addressed by
imposing terminal set constraints [36; 53] or by solving the infinite-horizon prob
lem [54]. The constraints on the terminal set that are necessary to show stability
tend to result in small terminal sets. The presented works in aforementioned
literature have considered centralized MFC stracture.
A distributed MFC formulation is proposed in [26], [55] in which agents solve
their optimization problem with locally relevant variables, cost functions and
constraints to achieve some degree of coordination. The authors show asymptotic
stability under state feedback provided the interaction between the subsystems
satisfy a stalhlity constraint. The presented methods in [26] and [55] are only
a]:)}:)hcable for single-rate systems.
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Different aspects of distributed MFC structures such as optimal partitioning
and decomposition methods, cooperation-based and communication-based struc
tures, convergence, feasibility, robustness, optimality and stability have been
studied in detail in literature [56; 57; 58; 59; 60; 61; 62], In [57] authors de
velop the algorithms for optimal partitioning of a distributed control system into
subsystems of manageable size for which control actions are found using MFC.
Conditions to guarantee stability and sul)optimality for a class of distributed
MFC is studied in [59].
In [63], some recent literature on distril)uted MFC is surveyed and some cor
relative ])roblenis about distributed MFC are discussed.
A distributed MFC formulation that considers couj)ling between various sub
system dynamics is ])roposed in [26],[55]. The authors show asymptotic stability
under state feedl)ack provided the interaction l)etween the subsystems satisfy a
stability constraint. The authors claim that their distributed MFC algorithm
yields a solution that is close to the t)])tinial, centralized solution. However, in [5]
the authors showed that tlu; distribut('d MFC formulation described in [26],[55]
is not necessarily oi)tinial.
In [64], an iterative' distributed version of the Hans })arallel method for convex
o])timization is ]:)resented that can l)e used for distril)uted MFC for dynami
cally c:oui)led linear systems. The underlying decomposition technique relies on
Fenchels duality and allows subproblems to be solved using local communica
tions only. Two distributed algorithms are investigated that aim at improving
the convergence rate of the iterative approach for coupled single-rate systems.
In [65], a new distributed iterative MFC method for linear time-invariant
systems that relies on a sensitivity-based coordination mechanism is j^roposed.
Coordination and therefore overall optimality is achieved by means of a linear
approximation of the objective functions of neighboring controllers within the
objective function of each local controller. An analysis of the method with respect
to its convergence i:)roperties is provided. The system under study in [65] is a
single-rate system.
In [66], a distributed MFC of nonlinear systems subject to communication
disrui^tions is studied. The main focus in [66] is on distributed MFC architecture
in which one of the distributed controllers is responsible for ensuring closed-loop
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stability while the rest of the distributed controllers coiiiniunicate and cooperate
with the stabilizing controller to further improve the closed-loop performance.
In [67], the aut hors present a distributed MPC algorithm for a class of dis
tributed linear systems consisting of several subsystems coupled through the in
puts. At each sampling time the control agents make proposals to improve an
initial feasible solution based on their local cost function, state and model. These
pro])osals are accepted if the global cost improves the cost corresi)onding to the
current solution.
In [68], an MPC method is })resented that provides robust feasibility with
tractable, real-time coni])utation. The presented method optimizes the closedlooj) system dynamic's wliich involves models of the process and the controller
at each stc]) in the ]uediction horizon. More specifically, the surveyed pa])ers
oil distril)uted control cover negotiation and coordination methods, decentralized
control and hierarchical control. The pa])ers on distributed optimization include
decomi)osilion methods, ])artitioning methods and i)arallel algorithms. The appli
cations considered involve chemical processes, temi:)erature control, hydro-power
plants, irrigation and water distribution networks and a real-life (luadruple-tank
l)rocess. However, existence of a solid structure with high tracking performance
for multi-agent multi-rate systems is missing in the aforementioned papers.
In [69], a decentralized MPC scheme is proposed for large-scale dynamical
processes subject to in])ut constraints using the cooperation of multiple decen
tralized model predictive controllers. Sufficient criteria for asymptotic closed-loop
stability are provided under possible intermittent lack of communication of mea
surement data between controllers. The approach is also extended to asyniptotic
tracking of output set-points and rejection of constant measured disturbances.
The main drawback of the decentralized structures is ignoring the interacting
parts among the agents. This reduces the efficiency of the decentralized struc
ture in comparison with the distributed structure.
In [70], the optimization-theoretic concepts of parallel and distributed meth
ods for solving coupled optimization problems are presented and how several
estimation and control problems related to complex networked systems can be
formulated in those settings is demonstrated. A systematic framework is develo])ed for exploiting the ])otential of the decomposition structures as a way to
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obtain different parallel algorithms, each with a different trade-off among conver
gence speed, message passing amount and distributed computation architecture.
The main focus of this work is on distributed deconii)osition of the large-scale
systems.
In [71], a distributed moving horizon estimation method for discrete-time
large-scale nonlinear systems is presented that can be partitioned into a num
ber of subsystems with non-overlapping states. In the ])roposed algorithm, each
subsystem solves a reduced-order moving horizon estimation problem to estimate
its own state based on the estimates coni])uted by its neighbors. The presented
cascade control structure in this paper is only applicable on specific crises.
In [72], authors study how distributed strategies can improve the i^erforniance
of decentralized strategies by using the information shared by the controllers. The
objective of this ])ai)er is to design, ini})lement and compare for a real-life fourtank b(;nchmark process eight different MPC algorithms including tientralized
and decentralized MPC schemes and several distributed MPC schemes based on
coo])erative game theory, sensitivity-based coordination iiiechanisms, bargaining
game theory and serial decomj)osition of the centralized ])roblem. The presented
distributed strategies are only a])i:)licable on single-rate systems.
In [8], a DMPC scheme based on Nash game theory is i)roposed.

In the

])resented method the on-line oi)tiniization of the whole system is decomposed
into that of several small cooperative agents in distriluited structures thus it
can significantly reduce computational complexity in model predictive control of
large-scale systems. Also, the nominal stability and the performance on singlestej) horizon under conmmnication failure is investigated.
However, in [60] [8] the main deficiency is that only single-rate systems have
been considered and MR systems with information loss have not been studied.
Game theory has become an increasingly challenging area of research in con
trol system theory. The reason is that game theory provides formalization of
many basic problems in large-scale systems, i.e. problems characterized as hav
ing several decision makers, or players, each of whom is trying to minimize his
own performance index. The system is described by a vector difference equa
tion and the performance indices are functions of control input vectors and state
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vectors. In the proi)osed method in this thesis the Nash equihbrinm strategy is
exploited that has the following definition for the case of two players [73].
As mentioned earlier, the main focus in this thesis is designing distributed
MPC for multi-rate mnlti-agent systems. This work follows a strategy similar to
[C] to ini])lenient imilti-rate measiirenient and input calculation mechanisms for
synchronous and asynchronous agents (see Figure 2.1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1; Schematic of a two-agent (a) single-rate system, (b) synchronons
multi-rate system and (c) asynchronous multi-rate system.
In [G; 7], a state-s})ace based mnlti-rate MPC scheme has been develo])ed
for a centralized case in which a centralized KF is used to estimate the missing
variables in inter-sanii)ling times. The novel distributed MPC and distributed
KF i)ro{)os(Hl in this thesis is an extension of the works j)resented in [6; 7].
In the new distributed MPC control strategy proi)osed for large-scale systems
with multi-rate nature in its subsystems, each of the subsystems is multi-rate in
inputs and/or outputs. The ])roposed mnlti-rate control method allows control
moves to be made using state estimates from a distributed KF (DKF).
The most well-known and widely used probabilistic state estimation methods
are the Kalman hlter [74] and its extension to nonlinear systems, the Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) [75], [76]. In [75], an overview of existing non-centralized
Kalman filter methods is provided. In [76], designing estimators for a class of
naturally distributed systems such as multi-agent systems is presented.
What makes the proposed distributed Kalman filter different from other ex
isting non-centralized Kalman filter strategies is the idea of sharing the Kalman
gain and also estimated states with other neighbouring agents. This leads the
multi-rate system toward better tracking performance.
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State estimators can be employed to compute important states of the plant
that are often difficult to measure using partly available measurement. The struc
ture of a state estimator involves a dynamical model of the system which is sim
ulated in parallel to the real jjlant using the same inputs and initial conditions as
the real plant. Moreover, the sensors of the plant are modeled and the simulated
measurements are compared with the real measurements. Then the simulation
error, defined as the difference between the real measurements and the simulated
ones, is used as feedback in the simulated model for correction. This error conies
into })lay as the initial conditions are often not known exactly. In such cases, if
no feedback is used, there is no guarantee that the predictions are close or equal
to the real states.
Th(' (x)m])utational effort nxjuired to implement the convi'iitional centralize^l
estimation algorithms, e.g. Kalman filters [77] for large-scale systems can be jirohibitive for many on-line ai)])hcations. Several decentralized estimation schemes
for large-scale systems have been projiosed [19; 22; 78; 79; 80] to make the estima
tion problem computationally efficient. In [79], a distributed KF for single-rate
sampk'd systems has been developed in which local measurements are used to
estimate the relevant ])lant states. This information is then used by a distributed
MFC controller. Considering connnunication among local estimators and controlh'rs })rovides a i)erforniance ini])rovement in com])arison with completely de
centralized controllers, a distributed control system based on independent MFC
and KF schemes has been developed in [80] for fault-tolerant applications. In
this work, the interconnected single-rate subsystems exchange information in a
cooperative way.
In [81], three Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE) methods are presented for
discrete-time partitioned single-rate linear systems in which the systems were decom])osed into coupled subsystems with non-overlapping states. The presented
methods have the capability of exploiting physical constraints on states and noise
in the estimation process. Several works on predictive control and estimation for
multi-rate systems have appeared recently.

The relevance and importance of

multi-rate i)rocesses has been investigated for the centralized Generalized Fredictive Control (GFC) framework in [82], [83]. In [84], a stochastic multi-rate control
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j)robleiii is considered and uses a centralized generalized ininiinum-variance apj)roach to solve the problem.
Recently, considerable attention has been devoted to control and estimation
])roblenis in large-scale systems and mnnerons distributed control [8; 18; 30; 50;
85] and estimation [86; 87; 88] methods have l)een proposed that are applicable
only for single-rate methods. The presented work in this thesis delivers a suitable
distributed control and estimation strategy specifically for multi-rate systems.
In large-scale mult i-rate systems when the number of control inputs, outputs,
and constraints is increased, the system regulation for the closed-loop stability
and ])erforniance becomes an important issue [7].
In this thesis the convergence and stability issues of distributed t:ontrol of
multi-rate systems are addressed through the suitable control and estimation of
the various suljsystems’ MFC schemes and Kalman hlter schemes. The designed
distributed local Kalman hlters are stable estimators. Local measurements along
with local and interacting Kalman gains are recpiired for estimator updates. The
trade-off here is the suboptimality of the generated estimates; the obtained esti
mates. however, converge to the optimal (centralized) estimates. In addition, the
closed-looj) stability of the resulting distributed controller and filters is analyzed
for those su])systenis with in])ut coui)ling. In fact, another contribution of this
thesis is to j)rovide the optimality and stability analysis of the theoretic frame
work i)ro])osed formerly in [56]. The computational coni])lexity of the proposed
method is also discussed in order to compare the method with centralized and
decentralized apjuoaches.
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Chapter 3
Control System Structures
This chapter investigates different methodologies in selecting control structure
in the context of distributed model ])redictive control. In general, the aim of
this chapter is to review a nmnber of decentralized, distril)iit('d and hierarchical
control architectures for large-scale, limit i-agent systems. Attention is focused
on the design a})i)roach(^s liased on Model Predictive Control. For the considered
architectures, the underlying rationale, the fields of application, the merits and
limitations are discussed.

3.1

Centralized vs. Non-centralized Control

Recently, there has l)een an increasing interest in the usage of MFC schemes
to control large-scale network systems. The major obstacle for implementation
is the large scale of networks which is prohibitive for a centralized approach.
Therefore, global centralized control techni(iues have a considerable drawback
when large-scale system control is considered. Centralized control implies that
a single controller is able to ])erforni the following sequence of operations within
a time sample: measure all outputs of the system, compute an optimal control
action and apply this control action to all actuators in the system. This is one
of the reasons why non-centralized formulation and implementation of control
methodologies, including MPC, receive more and more interest [89; 90].
Broadly speaking, non-centralized MPC schemes can be divided into two cate
gories: decentralized techniques, where there is no communication between differ-
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eiit controllers, and distributed techniques, where connnnnication between differ
ent controllers is allowed. Furthermore, distributed MFC techniques can be cate
gorized either as techniques that require commimication with all the controllers in
the network or techniques that require coinnmnication solely with directly neigh
boring controllers. A distinction between non-centralized and centralized hlPC
techniques can also be made based on the level of coupling, i.e. some schemes
handle dynamically cou])led systems while others handle dynamically decon])led
systems with coupled objectives. In some networked applications such as ])ower
networks the challenge is to obtain a com})iitationally vialffe non-centralized MFC
algorithm without losing properties such as optimality and state constraint sat
isfaction [23].
In this chapter, three non-centralized MFC techni(}ues that can handle (‘onl^led dynamics are investigat('d. The first non-centralized MFC technique con
sidered is called decentralized control structure. In the decentralized structures,
control does not require aii}' c:onmiunication (for a specific choice of subsystem
decom])osition). However, this scheme also allows for oveiiai)ping subsystcmis
[23]. The sec'ond non-c’entrahzc'd MFC scheme [55] that we investigate rc'quirc^s
communication among neighboring controllers and is referred to as distributed
MFC [55]. In the third non-centralized MFC technique [30], the controllers are
accommodated in different layers of hierarchy and the commimication is done
through these layers layers.
These three non-centralized MFC schemes are introduced in the following sec
tions.

3.2

Decentralized Control

Since the advent of MFC technology, many industrial applications such as the
jirocess industry have witnessed a gradual shift from conventional multi-loop de
centralized FID control strategies to centralized multivariable MFC control, [5(1].
The ability of MFC to handle the constraints and interactions among subsys
tems attracted the practitioners to implement MFC [33]. However, using a single
centralized MFC strategy has some drawbacks relating to high computational de
mand, esiiecially in systems with relatively large number of injints and oiit])uts,
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to sensitivity to model errors and to low resilience with respect to operational
changes [91]. This led to the idea of partitioning the original process into smaller
units or subsystems and applying MFC controllers to each one of these subsys
tems. The simnltaneons operation of several MFC controllers in such fashion has
been referred to in the literature as Decentralized MFC. When the individual
MFC controllers for the different subsystems are operated in a com])letely de
centralized fashion, closed loop performance may be significantly hampered since
some or all of the interactions are ignored and also the controllers may become
unstable if these interactions are strong. As a remedy to this problem, researchers
have propos('d the use of some specific form of coordination between the MFC
controllers for the diffen'iit snl)sy.st(ans. The main idea is to d(X ()nii)Ose the cen
tralized dynamic model of the system into local models for each sul)system while
interaction models are used to filter t he conmmnication of relevant information
l)etween the snl)systems [38; 92]. While all rei)orted methods share the same idea
of conniumit:ation to account for interaction, the major difference is in the ty})e
of local obje('tive function to be solved by every controller and in the way that
their operation is coordinated in order to achieve global objectives. On one hand,
when the local objective of each controller does not account for the goals of other
controllers then two ty])es of strategies arise: a decentralized strategy results if
the interactions are ignored or a Nash-based strategy results if the interactions
are taken into account [38].
Most large scale industrial systems are still controlled by decentralized architec
tures where the control input u and the controlled output y variables are grouped
into disjoint sets. These sets are then cou])led to produce non-overlapping pairs
for which local regulators are designed to operate in a completely independent
fashion. The local regulators can be single-input single-output (SISO) or multi
variable [30]. An example of a decentralized control structure is shown in Fig
ure 3.1, where the system under control is assumed to be deconii)osed into two
subsystems Si and S2, with states, control and output variables (xi,Ui,yi) and
(x2, U2, y2), resi)ectively, and the interaction between the subsystems is due to the
mutual effect of the states Xi and X2. Once the decent ralized controller structure
has been defined, the design of the local controllers, (Ci and C2), is trivial when
the interactions among the inputs and the outputs of different ])airs are weak.
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Figure 3.1: Decentralized control structure of a two input two output system.

These interactions can either l)e direct (input coujding) or caused by the mutual
effects of the internal states of the subsystems under control, like in Figure 3.1.
On the contrary, it is well known that strong interac'tions can even prevent one
from achieving stability and/or ])erforniance with decentralized control, see for
exanii)le [1; 93]. In a fully decentralized control structure, the interactions be
tween subsystems are totally ignored and each local controller has access only to
local measurements from which it solves a local cost function that includes only
the c'ontrolled variables assigned to the specific subsystem and without consider
ing the solutions of the other controllers. Therefore, a fully decentralized control
structure does not have the ability to achieve a close performance to a centralized
control structure.
In fact, the local control laws in a fully decentralized structure (for example con
trollers Cl for Si and C2 for S2 in Figure 3.1) can be computed with standard
control algorithms, e.g. MFC, by neglecting mutual interaction, e.g. Figure 3.1
and the application reported in [94]. However, in spite of the great importance of
the subject, few decentralized MFC algorithms with guaranteed properties have
been developed so far. Several reasons can be given for this. Firstly, the intrinsic
multivariable nature of MFC allows one to easily commission centralized regula
tors with many input and output variables so that often decentralization is not
a main issue. Nevertheless, for large scale systems made up of many weak inter
acting ])arts, it can be convenient to decompose the overall o])tiniization problem
associated to the design of a unique centralized controller into a number of smaller
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})robleiiis. A second reason for the lack of stabilizing decentralized algorithms is
because the feedback MPC law is implicit and the control v^ariables are the so
lution of an o])timization procedure rather than computed by an explicit control
law. For this reason, the analysis of the closed-loop system with MFC is difficult
and the main stability results are obtained by characterising the optimal cost as
a Lya])nnov function, see [36]. However, it is not easy to extend this analysis
techni(jue to decentralized control structures.
In view of the enormous relevance of decentralized control, starting from the 1960s
many efforts have been devoted to developing design struetures that guarantee
stability and performance. Among them, we enumerate here those based on vec
tor Lyapunov functions [95], on sequential design [96], on o})timization [97; 98],
and on overlapihng deK:oni])ositions [99; 100; 101]. Classical textbooks introduc
ing and investigating decentralized control structure are [95; 102]. More rtx'ently,
decentralized control has been considered in the survey i)ai)ers [103; 104; 105].

3.3

Distributed Control

As mentioned in the ])revious section, the main drawback of decentralized structnres is in ignoring the interaction between subsystems. This leads to an un
desirable ])erforniance which is not close to the centralized performance. This
l)ronipted researchers to think about a new control structure which could cover
interactions between subsystems after system decomposition. In distributed con
trol structures, like the simple example shown in Figure 3.2 for two subsystems,
it is assumed that some information is transmitted among the local controllers.
Cl and C2, so that each has some knowledge of the other’s l)ehavior. When the

local controllers are designed with MFC, the information transmitted typically
consists of the future j^redicted control or state variables computed locally so
that any local controller can predict the interaction effects over the considered
prediction horizon. By considering Figure 3.2, it can be observed that the MFC
controllers, Ci and C2, are designed to control the subsystems

and

82

, re

spectively. If the information exchange among the local controllers concerns the
l)redicted evolution of the system states, Xi and X2, any local controller needs
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Figure 3.2: Distributed control structure of a two iiii)ut two out])ut system.

only to know the dyiiamics of the subsystem directly controlled, Si and SV Al
ternatively, if the j)redicted future control actions, U] and U2, are transmitted,
the local controllers must know the model of all subsystems. In any case, it is
ai)])arent that the transmission and the synchronization jirotocols have a major
inii)act on t he achievable performance. Within the wide set of distributed MFC
algorithms proposed in the literature, a classification can be made depending on
the topology of the communication network. Specifically, the following cases can
be considered [30]:
• Information is transmitted (and received) from any local controller to all
the others (fully connected algorithms).
• information is transmitted (and received) from any local controller to a
given subset of the others (partially connected algorithms).
A partially connected information structure is convenient in the case of largescale systems made by a great number of loosely connected subsystems. In t hese
cases, restricting the information exchange among directly interacting subsystems
])roduces a negligible performance deterioration. An interesting discussion on this
point is re})orted in [92] where reference is made to chemical processes composed of
subsystems directly interacting only with their neighbors possibly with additional
recirculating flows.
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The exchange of iiifonnation aiiioiig local controllers can be made according to
different protocols:
• information is transmitted (and received) by the local regulators only once
within each sampling time (noniterative algorithms).
• information can be transmitted (and received) by the local regulators many
times within the sampling time (iterative algorithms).
It is a])parent that the amount of information available to the local controllers
with iterative algorithms is higher, so that an overall iterative })rocednre can be
set-ii]) to reach a global consensus on the actions to l)e taken within the sampling
interval. In this regard however, a further classihcation has to be considered [30]:
• distributed algorithms where each local regulator minimizes a local perfor
mance index (independent algorithms).
• distributed algorithms where each local regulator minimizes a global cost
function (cooperating algorithms).
Linear discrete-time systems are also considered in [5] where an iterative, cooj)erating method with many interesting i)roperties is presented. In particular, the
pro]K)sed approach guarantees the achievement of the global oi)tiniuni when the
iterative procedure converges but still ensures closed-loo}) stability and feasibility
if the ])rocednre is stopj)ed at any intermediate iteration.
A i)artially connected, noniterative and independent MFC algorithm for discretetime nonlinear systems has been presented in [106]. The approach consists of de
scribing the effect of the interconnections among the subsystems as disturbances
acting on the local models. The values of these disturbances can be predicted
from the predicted state trajectories broadcasted by the local regulators. Then,
a minmax approach aimed at minimizing local cost functions under the worstcase disturbance allows one to compute parametrized distributed control laws. A
feasibility property is proven together with convergence to a set.
Relying on the methods for distributed state estimation and control presented in
[107], distributed algorithms have been described in [108; 109], while an extension
of the^se techniciues based on MFC has been described in [85].
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3.4

Hierarchical Control

Many industrial, economical or sociological systems can l^e described by a hi
erarchical structure [110]. The highest layer of the hierarchy corresponds to a
dynamical system with slow dynamics. This system can be controlled by look
ing at its behaviour over a long time scale and by computing its control inputs
in subsystems placed at lower layers of the hierarchy which are characterized
by faster dynamic's. In fact , in hierarchical structures the controller at a higher
layer computes its desired control in])uts which then become the reference signals
for the layer immediately l)elow. As an exami)le, consider a hybrid vehicle with
two torcpie generators, an internal combustion engine and an electric motor. At
the higher level, a regulator must comi)ute the torcjue recjiiired for the engine
in order to satisfy the driver’s load recjnest and to o})timize the system energy
management (production and storage). At the engine level, the torcjne requested
must l)e ])rovided in the prescribed time and under operational constraints. In
such hierarchical structures, in order to guarantee that references computed at
the higher layer are feasil)le for the lower layer dynamics and constraints, as
well as to consider the i)res(mce of disturbances acting at the lower layer, some
additional information has often to be transmitted bottom-up. Moreover, the
controllers of the subsystems at the lower layer must guarantee the solution of
the corres]ronding tracking problems with an adequate level of accuracy so that
the mismatch between what is required by the higher level and what is provided
by the lower one does not destroy some fundamental properties such as stability
and performance.

3.4.1

Hierarchical control for coordination

All alternative to the distributed control structure described in the previous sec
tion consists of considering a two level hierarchical control structure as shown in
Figure 3.3. In this two level structure, an algorithm at the higher level coordinates
the actions of local regulators placed at a lower level and ])ossibly designed with
MFC. Designing the coordinator has been extensively studied over the last forty
years [110; 111]. The basic idea is to describe the overall system under control as
being coni])osed of a number of sul)systems linked through some interconnecting
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Figure 3.3: Hierarchical control for coordination of a two input
system.

two oiit]:)nt

variables, i.e. the ini)uts of a given subsystem are the outputs or the states of an
other one. Then, for any subsystem an o]:)tiniization ]:)robleni is solved with MFC
by minimizing a snita])le local cost function under local state, input and out])nt
constraints. If the computed local solutions satisfy the constraints imposed by
the interconnecting variables the procedure is concluded. Otherwise, an iterative
method is used. In the context of MFC, coordination schemes for discrete-time
systems have been described in [112; 113], where different communication proto
cols among the local agents are also considered. The proposed algorithms have
been used for control of transportation networks [18], and power networks [114].
Another two layer structure developed with similar arguments has been presented
in [115] which also describes an analogous two-level structure for state estima
tion. In fact, in hierarchical structures the controller at a higher layer computes
its desired control inputs which then become the reference signals for the lower
layer. In hierarchical structures, in order to guarantee that references computed
at the higher layer are feasible for the lower layer dynamics and constraints, and
the possible i)resence of disturbances acting at the lower layer, some additional
information needs often to be transmitted from bottom to u]). Moreover, the
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controllers of the subsystems at the lower layer must guarantee the solution of
the corresi)ou(liug tracking ])robleuis with an adequate level of accuracy so that
the mismatch between what is required l)y the higher level and what is provided
by the lower one does not destroy some fimdauieiital pro])erties such as stability
and performance.
There are several examples in the literature that investigate hierarchical struc
tures in detail [110).
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Chapter 4
Centralized Model Predictive
Control (CMPC)
Ill this chapter, we will introduce the ideas and terms basic to CMPC. In Sec
tion 4.1, a single-injint single-ontpnt (SISO) state-space model and its extension
to a mnlti-iniint ninlti-oiit})ut (MIMO) systems with an embedded integrator is
introduced which is used in the dc^sign of discrete-time MPC with intc^gral action
in this thc^sis. In Section 4.2, a constrained problem solution based on Quadratic
Programming (QP) is iiresentcd and the matrices associated with the MPC op
timization problem described. In a general framework of state-siiace design, an
observer is needed in the ini])lenientation and this is discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1

Discrete-time MPC

In model predictive control a model of the given system is used to predict the
future outputs and/or states in terms of past, present and future inputs. The
control problem of bringing all future outputs as close as possil)le to a certain
reference, given certain constraints on inputs and outputs, is then formulated as
a constrained optimization problem over a finite horizon. The goal is then to find
a way to formulate and solve the optimization problem fast enough such that the
MPC method can be used for the online, real-time dynamic optimization ])robleni. An important advantage of this type of control is its ability to handle the
hard constraints on controls and states. It has, therefore, been widely applied in
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])rocess industry and related industries where satisfaction of constraints is par
ticularly important because efficiency demands operating points on or close to
the boundary of the set of admissible states and controls. There are three gen
eral api)roaches to the design of a centralized MFC. Each approach uses a unique
model structure. In the earlier formulation of MFC, finite impulse response (FIR)
models and stej) response models were favoured. FIR model/step response model
based design algorithms include dynamic matrix control (DMC) [116]. The FIR
ty])e of models are apj^ealing to ])rocess engineers because the model structure
gives a transi^areiiL description of process time delay, response time and gain.
However, they are limited to stable plants and often recpiire large model orders.
Transfer function models give a more ])arsinionious description of process dy
namics and are ap})hcable to both stable and unstable plants. Representatives of
transfer function model-based i)r(Hlictive control include the ]rredictive control al
gorithm of Feterka [117] and the generalized prexlictive control (GFC) algorithm
of Clark(' and colleague's [118]. The transfer function model-based predictive con
trol is often considered to l)e less effective in handling multivariable plants. A
state-s])a(“e formulation of GFC has bt^en presented in Ordys and Clarke [118].
Rec'ent years have seen the growing })opularity of ])redictive control design us
ing state-space design methods [31; 119; 121); 121]. In this thesis, we will use
state-s})ace models in discrete time for simplicity of the design framework.

4.1.1

State Space Formulation

MFC systems are designed based on a mathematical model of the plant. Assume
that the model to be used in the control system design is a state-space model. By
using a state-space model, the current information required for predicting ahead
is represented by the state variable at the current time.
For sini]:)licity, we begin by assuming that the underlying plant is a SISO system
described by:

Xp{t + 1) = ApXpii) + Bpu{t) + Bdd{t),
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yj,{t) = CpXp(t) + w(t),

(4.2)

where t is the discrete time index and d, w are the general state/process noise
and measurement disturbance vectors, respectively which can be modeled as a
deterministic (step, ramp) or stochastic (white noise) variables; u{k) is control
in])iit. We need to change the model to suit onr design purpose in which an
integrator is embedded.
Performing a difference oj^eration on both sides of (4.1), we obtain:
Xp(/

+ 1) -

Xp(/)

= A,, (r,,(0 - x,,{l - 1)) + Bp {u{l) - u{f - 1))
+ Brf (,/(<)-(/(/-1)).

(4.3)

Now let
+ 1) ^ Xj,{t + 1) - Xp{l),

(4.4)

Axp{i) = Xp{i) - Xp{t - 1),

(4.5)

Au{t) — n(/,) — u{t — 1),

(4.6)

Wj,{t) = (i{i) - (i{t - 1).

(4.7)

Axj,{t

Then, (4.3) can be written as:
Axp{i + 1) = ApAxp{t) 4- BpAu{t) + BdWp{t).

(4.8)

Similarly, the output for the current and the next sampling instant can be written
as
yp{t + 1) — CpXp{t + 1) + w{t + 1),

(4.9)

yp{t) = CpXpit) + w{t).

(4.10)

Subtracting equation (4.10) from (4.9) we get:
Vpi^

+ 1) —

CpAxp{t

+ 1) + yp{t) + Wm{i)i
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where Wm is the measurement noise and defined as follows:
(4.12)

Wrn{t) = W{t + 1) - W{t).
Substituting (4.8) into (4.11) we obtain:
Vpi^ + 1) = CpAxp{t + 1) + yp{t) + Wm{t)
= Cp [ApAxpit) + BpA\L{i) + BdWp(t)] + yp(i) -f

Wrn(t)

= CpApAxp{i) + CpBpAu[t) + CpBdWp{t) + yp{t) + u;,n(0-

(4.13)

To augment the state space formulation for a SISO system we need to put toget her
(4.8) with (4.13) as follows:
D

x(/)

Axp{f + 1)
ypU +1)

Axp{t)
;vp(0

Ap 0
CpAp 1

Bp
Bd 0
Au{t) +
CpBp
CpBd 1

^<’m(0
(4.14)

x{t)

.*/(') = [0 1]

Axp{i)
yp{f)

(4.15)

Hence the augmentexl state vector of a SISO system for the centralized MFC is
given by:
x{t + 1) — Ax{t) + BAu{t) + Dv{t),
(4.16)

y(t) = Cx{t).

The triplet {A.B,C) is called the augmented model which is use^d in the design
of predictive control.
The next step in the design of a centralized MFC is to calculate the predicted
plant output with the future control signal as the adjustable variable. The next
section will examine in detail the optimization carried out within the prediction
horizon Ap. For simplicity, the case of SISO systems is considered first. The
results are then extended to multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems later in
this chapter.
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4.1.2

Prediction of State and Output Variables

Assiiine that at the sampling instant t, t > 0, the state variable vector x{t) is
availalhe through measiirement and provides the current plant information. The
future control trajectory is denoted by:
AU{t) = [A?/(/)
where,

Aw,(/ + 1)

• • • Au{t + Nc — 1)] ,

(4.17)

is the control horizon dictating the mnnber of parameters used to

capture the future control trajectory.

Likewise the future state variables are

])redicted for A'p samples, where iV,, re])resents the prediction horizon. We denote
the future stat(' varial)les as:
.Y(/)= [.t(/ + 1) x(i + 2)

A«(/ + 7V„)].

(4.18)

The control horizon A7 is chosen to be less than (or e(iual to) the i)rediction
horizon Np. Based on (4.16), the future state variables are calculated seciuentially
using the set of future control parameters as follows:
x{1 + 1) - Ax{t) + BAu{t) + Dv{i),

(4.19)

x{t + 2) = Ax{i + 1) + BAu{i + 1) + Dv{t + 1)
= A [Ax{i) + BAu{i) + B)v{t)] + BAu{i + 1) + Dv{t + 1)
= A‘^x{t) + ABAu{t) -t- BAn{t + 1) + ADv{i) + Dv{i + 1),

(4.20)

x{i + Np) = A^^x{t) + A^'^-^BAu{t) + A^^-^BAu{t + 1)
+ • • • + A^^-^^BAuit + V - 1) + A^^-^Dv{t) + A^^-^Dv{t + 1)
+ • • • + A^^-^^Dv{t + Ac - !)•
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From the ]3redicted state variables, the predicted output variables are, by substi
tution into (4.16),
y{t + 1) = Cy\x{t) + CBAu(t) + CDv{t),
y{t

(4.22)

2) — CAx{t + 1) + CBAu{t + 1) + CDv{t -I-1)
- CA [Ax{t) + BAu(t) + Dv(t)] + CBAn{t + 1) + CDv{t -f 1)
= CA^x{i) + CABAuit) + CBAuit 4- 1) + CADv{i) + CDv(t + 1),
(4.23)

y(l + A',,) = CA'^’’x(i) + CA^^-'B^u(l) + CA^^-'^BAuU + 1)

+ A'c - 1) + CA^^-^Dv(l) + CDv(i + 1)

+■■•+
+ ■ ■ ■

+

CA'^"-'^-Dv{l + N,- 1).

(4.24)

Note that all i)r('dicted v^ariables are formulated in terms of current state variable
infonnation x{i) and the future control movement Au{1 -t-?'), (f = 0, 1,..., A^e)The ])redicted output and the noise vector can be defined as follows, resi)ectively:

>'(0 = [y(* + i) </(' + 2)

C(<) = [v(0 1’(< + 1)

!/(( + ' )],

(4.25)

i;(/. + Ac - 1)] ,

(4.26)

ap

where in the SISO system the dimension of Y is A^p and the dimension of AU is
iVf,. Equation (4.24) can be written in a compact form considering (4.17), (4.25)
and (4.26):
Y{t) = Fx(t) + <lNAf/(/) + 4>,C(/).

(4.27)

In the next section we use the predicted output of the system (4.27) to solve the
optimization problem.
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4.1.3

Optimization

The aim of the MFC is to bring the predicted outputs as close as possible to
the reference signal, where we assume that the reference signal remains constant
(hiring the optimization. Assume that the reference vector is defined as:
y^{t)=

+

+

■■■

y^{t + Np)],

(4.28)

The objective of MFC is to find the best control input vector AU such that an
error function between the reference and the predicted output is minimized. The
objective function that reflects the control objective is (iefined as:
nm, J(0=||V(0-5'''(/)||^ + ||AC/(0l| 2R

;

(4.29)

subject to

!■(/) = Fx(/) + <I>„A[/(0 + 3>,iC(/),

(4.30)

A('„...,(0 < At/(/) < A(/.„„(/),

(4.31)

where AUjrUnii) and AUmaxii)
Ihe lower and npiier limits for the inputs,
respectively, and Q > 0 and /? > 0 denote the weighting matrices.
To find the ojAimal AU{t) that minimizes the cost function ./(/), (4.29) can be
exj)ress('d with resp(x:t to AU{t) by using (4.27) as:
.;(() = [v'(() - r“(/)]'’'Q [y(() - y“(()] + Au'''{t)RAU{t)
= [Fx{l) + 4>„Al/(() + 4>dC(() -

Q [Fx{l) + 4>„A(/(<) + $,,<(*) - ^'“(0]

‘ AU'^{i)RAU[t)
= lr(t) + 'i>„At/(0l'^ Q |r(0 +

A(7(0] + AU'''{t)RAU{t),

(4.32)

where r{t) = Fx{i) + ^dC{t) —
is a constant term for the optimization
{iroblem. Therefore, further simplification can be made as:
.;(() = |r(() + 4>„Af;(0]'''Q |r(«) + •i>„At/(<)| + Au'^'{t)RAU{t),
= r'^{f}Qr{t) +2r'''(/)g'i>„At/(0 + AU'^{t) ['tjQ'i',,] AU(t) + AU'^(t)RAU{t),
0

= t At/’^(0 [2<1>;';(?4>„ + 2R] AU{t) 4 2r'^{t)Qi\AU(t).
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To find the optimal AU{t) that minimizes the cost function J{i) we need to
obtain the analytical solution of (4.33) as follows;
dJ{t)
dAU{t)

d
[[r(() + $„Al/(()l’^Q|r(0 +
dAU{t)
= ‘i>jQ[r(() + 4>„Af/(()l + RAU{t) = 0.

+ AU'^{t)RAU{t)] = 0
(4.34)

Therefore the optimal control input vector can be defined as:
ALr(f)

= -

+

R]-'

(4.35)

with the assum})tion that
Q4>u +/i*] ^ exists. The matrix
+-^^] -1
being the Hessian matrix outlintHl in the optimization literature, e.g. [122].
Note that the oi)timal solution in (4.35) is for the unconstrained case. Thus it
can be stated that a necessary condition for a minimum ,/(/) in an unconstrained
optimization ])robleni is:
dJ{t)
dAU{t)

= 0.

(4.36)

In Section 4.2 we consider the constrained MFC o]hiniization ])robleni.

4.1.4

MPC for MIMO Systems

In the previous section, for simplicity, the MPC was designed based on a SISO
system. This design methodology can be readily extended to MIMO systems
without much additional effort because of the state-space formulation.
Assume that Xp G 5ft”, u G 5ft”, i/p G 5ft^. We also assume that the iiumber of
outputs is less than or equal to the number of inputs, i.e. p < r. If the number of
outjmts is greater than the number of inputs, we cannot hope to control each of
the measured outputs independently with zero steady-state errors. Assume that
the state space model of a MIMO system is given as:
Xp{1 + 1) = ApXp{i) + Bpu{t) T Bdd{t),

(4.37)

yp{t) = CpXp{t) + w(/.).

(4.38)
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Following the same framework as a SISO system leads us to obtain the angmented
model of a MIMO system as:
x(t)

x(f+l)

Axp{t + 1)

Ap

oj

Axp(/,)

_ Ypit + 1) _

Op Ap

Ipxp

_ yp(0 _

D

+

Bp
CpBp

Au{t) +

’

Bd
OpB(i

oj]
Ipxp

Wp(0

W,n(0

(4.39)

(4.40)

y{t) =

where Ipxp is the Identity matrix with dimensions p x p, p the number of ont])iits,
and Oj. is a. p x n zero matrix. For simplicity, we denote (4.40) by:
x(/ + 1) = Ax(/) + BAu(/) + Dv(/.),

(4.41)

y(/) = Cx(/).

The extension of the MFC solution for the MIMO systems is quite straightfor
ward. We only need to i)ay attention to the dimensions of the state, control and
ont])nt vectors of a MIMO system. Similarly to the SISO system, we need here to
find the predicted output vector over the prediction horizon as well as conqonted
control in])nts over the control horizon. Therefore, for the predicted output we
will have:
Y(t) = Fx(^) + $,AU(^),

(4.42)

where.
CA
CA2

F=

CA^p
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=

CB

0

0

0

CAB

CB

0

0

CA^B

CAB

CB

0

CA^p-^B

CA^p-^^B

CA'^i'-'B CA^p-2B

(4.44)

The iiicrenieiital o])tiiiial control coiii])uted tliroiigh the analytical solution is
given by:
AU*(0 = -

+ R]“' $,',Qr(/),

(4.45)

where r(/) = Fx(/) + 4>^/C(/) — Y°(/) is a constant term for the optimization
l)rol)lem and

=

CD
CAD

0
CD

0

CA^D

CAD

CD

0

CA^>-^D CA^i-^D CA^p-^D

at) =

(4.46)
CA^f’-^D

v(0
v(/, + l)

(4.47)

v(/, + Ae- 1)
In a IVIIMO system the size of weighting matrices Q and R are pNp x pNp and
rNc X rAc, respectively.
In the next section centralized MPC for constrained problems is considered.

4.2

Constrained MPC Problems

The main idea in a constrained MPC problem is to modify Au{t) to suit the
situation where the constraint becomes activated. In the context of MPC, this
l)robleni is handled systematically by using o])tiniization. To this end, we need
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to formulate the MPC problem as an optimization problem that takes into accomit the constraints present. In this section the operational constraints that are
frequently encountered in the design of control systems are discussed. These op
erational constraints are presented as linear inequalities of the control and })lant
variables.
Frecjiiently encountered constraints in applications can be divided into three ma
jor categories. The first two categories deal with constraints imposed on the
control variables u(/.) while the third ty])e of constraint deals with output y{t) or
st ate varial)le x(/,) constraints. For simplicity, we discuss SISO systems first and
subsequently extend the case to MIMO systems.
4.2.1

Constraints On The Control Input

Constraints on the control input variables are applied in two ways. First, con
straints on the control input Increment, Au(/), and second, constraints on the
ani])litude of the control in])ut, u(/).
Constraints on the control input Increment are hard constraints on the size of
the control signal movement, i.e. on the rate of change of the control variables,
Au(/). Suppose that for a single input system, the upper limit is Aujnax{i) and
tlu' lower limit is Au,„j„(/). Then, the constraints are specihed in tlu' form:
Au„iin{t) < Au(/) < Au^ax(0-

(4.48)

The rate of change constraints can be used to impose directional movement con
straints on the control inputs. For instance, if u(/) can only increase and not
decrease then we can select 0 < Au(/) < Au.jjiax{i)- The constraint on Au can
be used to cope with the cases where the rate of change of the control amplitude
is restricted or limited between lower and upper bounds.
The other ty})e of constraints on input variables are the constraints on the am
plitude of the control variable, u(/,). These are the most commonly encountered
constraint Fvpe and are also physical hard constraints on the system which can
l^e shown as:
^inin (/) < u(/) < ^max{^)i
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where
variable.

4.2.2

and u,„a3.(^) are the lower and upper limits for the control input

Constraints On Output Variables

The o])erating range for the i)lant's output can be specified. For instance, suppose
that the output y{k) has an upper limit y,nox
a lower limit ymin, then the
output constraints are specified as:
yminik) < y{k) < Yinax (A-).

(4.50)

Outimt constraints are often ini])leniented as soft constraints. The reason being
that the outi)ut constraints often cause large changes in both the control and
incremental control variables when they are enforcc'd. When that hapi)ens the
control or incremental control variables can violate their own constraints and the
problem of constraint conflict occurs. In situations where the constraints on the
control variables are more essential for plant operation, the output constraints are
often relaxed by selecting a larger range to resolve the conflict problem. Similarly,
we can inii)ose const raints on the state varial)les if t hey are measurable or impose
the constraints on observer state variables. They also need to be in the form of
soft constraints for the same reasons as the out])ut case above.

4.2.3

Constraints On A MIMO Seytem

Since in hlllVlO systems there is more than one in})ut the constraints should be
specified for each input independently. In the multi-input case, the constraints
for the upper limits can be defined as:
u max
1

max
U2

U

(4.51)

u mm
1

,,min

u:

(4.52)

and the lower limits.
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Then the ainplitiide of each control signal is required to satisfy the constraints:
ur” < ui(^) <

Ur" < U2(0 <

K'"

<

(4.53)

^r{t) < uj

Similarly for the control input increment we can consider the upper and lower
honnds as:
Au^i’7nax

^^jnax

Auy^'^*

An”'"'

•

An!

• • • An;"'”

(4.54)

(4.55)

Each input variable with rate of change is sj)ecilied as:
Au^""* < Aui(/) < Au'"“"
Au^2””' < Au2(/) < AuJ'“^

An;"'” < Au,(/) < An;

(4.56)

Constraints on output and state variables also can be defined in a similar way.
Note that all the constraints are defined within the prediction horizon. However,
in order to reduce the coinpntational burden, sometimes a smaller set of sampling
instants are chosen to impose the constraints instead of all future samples.
The next step is to combine the constraints with the cost fimction J(A’) used in
the design of MPC. As the optimal solutions will be obtained using Quadratic
Programming (QP), the constraints need to be decomposed into two parts to
reflect the lower limit and the upper limit with opposite sign. Thus, for instance,
for the input constraints we get:
AU„,,>, < AU(/.) < AU,
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which can l)e ex})ressed by two inequalities as:
-AU(^) < -AU,

(4.58)

AU(0 < AU,

(4.59)

This can also be written in a matrix form,
-I
I

AU(/) <

-AU,
AU,„

(4.C0)

The same })rocednre can l)e applied to all the constraints including control and
output constraints. Normally, the constraints are inii)osed for all fntnn' sampling
instants and all constraints are presented in terms of AU(/). In the case of a
nianii)nlated variable constraint, we write:
u(/)

l'

u(/ + 1)
u(^ + 2)

I
I

u(/ -f

Nc -

=
1)

I

Iu(l

- 1) +
s,,

I 0
I I

Au(/)

0
0

Au(/ 4 1)
Au(/ 4- 2)

II

(4.61)

Au(/ + Ac — 1)
C2

Rewriting (4.61) in a compact form, with Ci and C2 corres])onding to the apl)ropriate matrices, then the constraints for the control movement are imposed
as

;Ciu(t- i) + C2AU(/)) < -u,

(4.62)

(C,u((-i) + C2AU(;))<u„

(4.63)

where
and U,„aa. are cohmm vectors with
elements of
and
respectively. Similarly, for the increment of the control signal, we have the con
straints:
Nc

Umin

•AU(/,) < -AU,

(4.64)

AU(/,) < AU,

(4.65)
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where
and
are column vectors with Nc elements of /^Ujrnn and
Au,„i„, respectively. Since in the QP formulation the cost function is presented
in terms of AU(/), therefore the output constraints should also be expressed in
terms of AU(/):
ymin

< Fx(0 + 4>,,AU(/) <

(4.66)

Yrnax,

where Y,„j„ and Y„mx are the lower and ui)i)er bounds for the (m])uts, resj^ectively.
The final form of inequality constraints for the constrained MPC problem can l)e
])resented as follows:

u
u
L3.

s;
AU(/) <

S2
S3.

(4.67)

where',
u =

Si =

U7n)n T Ciu(/

-C2
C2

1)

tJrna.T “ Ciu(i — 1)

L. -

s. =

-AU7

AU7„

(4.68)

S-4 =

-Y,nin
Yrnax

+ Fx(/,)
“ Fx(t)
(4.69)

Since the cost function J(/) is quadratic, and the constraints are linear inequali
ties, the problem of finding an optimal predictive control is equivalent to finding
an o})tinial solution to a standard QP ])roblem.
In the next section the centralized MPC problem for a Multi-Rate (MR) system
is formulated.

4.3

Centralized Multi-Rate MPC

In this section we focus on formulating the MPC problem for MR systems in
which either the control inj)ut or the output measurements are not available at
certain sampling times.
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In an MR output setting the output vector y(/) can be measured every Ty seconds,
where Ty > 0. A switching function 7(/) is introduced as follows:

=

1

if / = TyTy, (for some integer Ty)

0

otherwise,

(4.70)

where Ty is an integer introduced to descril)e the output sampling mechanism. For
a multiple output system, with p being the number of outputs, with z = 1, 2...,p,
the following output measured vector </?(/) can be defined:
(4.71)

ifi(t) = T(/)y(/),
where
T(/) = diag 7i(0

72(0

7p(0

(4.72)

Likewise in an MR input setting the in])ut vector u(/) can be injected every
seconds, where
> 0. Introducing a switching function p for the in])uts holding
mechanism we can write:
^4(0 =

1
0

if / = TuFji, (for some integer Ty)
otherwise.

(4.73)

where Ty is an integer introduced to describe the input sampling iiiechanism. For
a multiple input system, with r being the number of inputs, with i = l,2...,r,
the following control in])ut matrix 4E'(f) can be defined as:
^(/-) = diag Pi(/) /i2(0

lir{t)

(4.74)

Now a new control variable is introduced as follows to implement the input ad
ministering Iiiechanism:
Au(() =

(4.75)

where i9{i) is the optimal control input computed by the multi-rate MPC con
troller.
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Eventually applying (4.71) and (4.75) to (4.41), the discrete time state space
model for the multi-rate MPC problem can be written as:
x(/, + 1) = Axil) + B4'(/)i9(0 + Dv(f),

(4.76)

¥>(() = T(i)Cx(0.

For the centralized MR system presented in (4.76), the objective function for the
MPC controller is as follows:
A'n

"!!+«-1)

m ’■■■’

‘

^

A'c-l

" E ll-vf' + *) -

+ *)lle + E

t=i

i=i

Ill order to find the solution for (4.77) we need to find the predicted outputs
over the ])rediction horizon. For this pnrjiose, the future state variables are hist
calculated secjnentially using the set of future control injints as follows:
x(/ + 1) = Ax(/) y B4/(/)i9(/) + Dv(/),

(4.78)

x(/ + 2) = Ax(/ + 1) 4 B^{t + l)int + 1)) 4 B\(t + 1)
= A [Ax(/) +

+ Dv(/,)] +

4 l)d{l + 1) + Dv(/ + 1)

= A^x(/,) 4 AB'^{t)'d{i) 4 B^{t 4 l)'d(/ 4-1)4- ADv(C 4- Dv(^ 4- 1),
(4.79)

Wn-l
Nd-2i
x(/ + Ap) = A^f’x(0 + A'"p-'B^(/)i9(0
+ A'''p-^B^(i
+

+

+ 1) + ■ • •

+ Ac - l)^{t + Ac - 1) + A^'’"^Dv(t) + A^^-^Bv{t + 1)

+ • • • + A^'^-^^Dv(/, + Ac - 1).
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The predicted output variables then can be written as:
y{t + 1) = CAx(0 +

+ CDv(t),

y(/ 4- 2) = CAx(t + 1) 4 CB4'(/ +
= CA [Ax(/) 4

(4.81)

+ 1)) + CDv(/ + 1)
+ Dv(t)] + CB4'(^ +

+ 1) + CDv(/ + 1)

= CA'^xit) 4- CAB^(/.)t?(0 + CB^(/ + l)i9(t + 1) + CADv(/) + CDv(/ + 1),
(4.82)

^Vn-2l
A'n-l
y{t + Ap) = CA^»x(/) + CA'"'’-'B^(t)??(/)
+ CA'''p-^B4'(t
+ l)^{t + 1) + • • ■

y

4 CA^'’-^‘T^^(/ 4- Ac - l)i9(/, + Ac - 1) 4- CA^r’-^Dv(/) 4+ • • • + CA^'’-^‘Dv(/ + Ac - 1).

(4.83)

Expressing (4.83) in a matrix form we get:
■ y(t + 1) ■

y(' + 2)

_y(' + ^p).

=

CA
CA^
x(/,)4CA^p_

CAB4'(0

0
CB4'(t + 1

CA^'»-iB4'(t)

CA^p-2B4'(t + 1)

CB4'(/)

m
+ 1)

_t^(t +Ac -

•••

CA^p-^-B4'(/+ Ac - 1)

+
1)_

CD
CAD

0

0

CD

0

CA^p-^D

CA^p-^D

CA^p-^^D

X

v(0
v(/, + l)
v(t + Ac-l).
(4.84)
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The matrices in (4.84) can be collected in a compact form as:

Y(0 = Fx(i) + *„((WO + $dCW-

(4.85)

The objective fmiction for the multi-rate MPC can be written as:
mill J(0 = ||Y(/)-Y“(0||Q + ||e(0llL

(4.86)

subject to
Y(() = Fx(0 + $„(«WO + '^rfCW,

(4.87)

«,„.„(() < e{t) < e,„aAt),

(4.88)

where
and ^„,n3-(0
the lower and upper limits for the inputs, res])ectively.
To find the optimal 0(1) that minimizes the cost function J(/), (4.8G) can be
expressed with respect to 0{l) by using (4.85) as:
J(0 = [Y(0 - y'’(0]'‘'q [Y(0 - y“(0] + '»''’«)R.»(0
= [Fx(7) + $„(()»(') + 4>,/C(0 - Y<>(0]’' Q [Fx(/) + $„(()«(?) + *rfC(0 - Y“(0]

+ e^\i)Ke{t)
= ir(0 +

Q ir(() + i„(()0(0) + »'^(0R.»(').

(4.89)

where T{t) = Fx(/.) -h ^^(,{1) — Y^\i) is a constant term for the optimization
problem. Therefore, further simplification can be made as:
J(() = |r(() + $„(f)9(0r Q |F(() +
= r^'(t)Qr{t) +2r'^[$J(/)Q$„(()] m +
0

= b'^(() [2$I(()Q$„(<) + 2R] 0{t) + 2r'r(t)Q$„(0e(().

(4.90)

To find the optimal d{t), that minimizes the cost function J(t) we need to obtain
the analytical solution of (4.90) as follows:
d
[ir(() + €>„(()f)(()rQir(i) + $.,«)e(()| + e'^(0R«(()] = o
de(t)

dJ(0
de(t)
=

4.;i'(/)Q|r(() + *„(()(?(«)! + R0(0 = 0.
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Therefore the optimal control input vector can be defined as:
r(l) = - [#;;'(()Q4>„(0 + R]-’

(4.92)

In an MR system a state estimator is required to estimate the states at those
sampling times when the output measurements are not avalilahle, T(/) = 0. In
the next section a centralized KF for the MR systems is discussed.

4.4

Centralized Kalman Filter (KF)

In the design of model i)redictive controllers, we have assumed that the infor
mation x(/) is available at the time i. This assumes that all the state varialdes
are measurable.

In reality, with most applications, not all state variable's are

nie^asured (or available). IndetHl, some of tlieuii may be impossible to me^asure.
The'refore, we ikhhI a state (estimator to estimate the states in this situation.
Consider the linear discrete time model giveui in (4.1) (4.2). We want to use the
available measureunents, y^, to estimate the state of the system, x,,. Mathemat
ically, the exi)ected value of the estimate should l)e equal to the expected value
of the state. Statistically, it would mean that we want to find the estimator with
the smallest ])ossible error variance. The Kalman Filter (KF) is a state estimator
which should satisfy mainly two criteria:
1. The mean of the estimates should be equal to the mean of the expected
value.
2. The variation of the state estimates from the true estimates should be a
minimum.
A KF solution is not ai)pro])riate unless we can satisfy certain assumptions which
are:
• The mean of the process and measurement noise should be zero.
• No correlation exists between the ])rocess and the measurement noise. This
means that at any time instant they are independent random variables.
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To understand the KF equations, let us consider the process noise v(/) to be a
discrete time white noise. The following covariance matrix can hence be dehiied
as:

E{v(^)v'^(0} - Sp(0 where
d=

Srf 0
0 S„;

(4.93)

and S^,, are positive semi-definite matrices and the assumption is that
and w =
where both
and uT are integerated white noise.

Consider the measurement noise, zt, to be a discrete time white noise.

The

following covariance matrix can hence be defined as;
E {z(/)z^^(/)} = S„,(/,),
where

is a })ositive definite matrix and the assumption is that

where each element of

(4.94)
2

=

is integratexl white noise. Now let (4.76) in the presence

of measurement noise be;
^(/:)-T(/.)Cx(/,) + T(/)z(/).
Given the matrices A, B,C,D,

(4.95)

the KF for the MR systems should

estimate x(/) such that the covariance of (x(/.) — x(0) is minimized over the
prediction horizon and x{t) is the estimation of x(/,). Let the KF for the one step
prediction be expressed as follows:
x(/, + 1) = Ax(/.) + BAu(/) + L [y(/) - Cx(^)j,

(4.96)

where L is the Kalman Gain.
For an MR system a small change in the standard KF (4.96) is introduced by
replacing y(/) with ip{t). Note that the C matrix is replaced by T(t)C and also
from the matrix properties Y(/.)C =

”^(0- So that

x(l + 1) = Ax(^) + BAu(/.) + L [(/?(/) - T(/)Cx(^)]
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Considering (4.95) and (4.97), the estimation error e = (x(^) — x(^)) at sampling
time t therefore:
e(/ + 1) = (x(/ + 1) - x(t + 1))
= Ax + BAu(0 + Dv(f) - {Ax(/,) + BAu(/) + L [(^(/) - Y(/)Cx(/)]}
= Ax + Dv(/) - {Ax(0 + L [T(/)Cx(0 + r{t)z{t) - T(/)Cx(0]}
= [A - L{t)r{i)C] e{l) + Dv(/) - L(/)T(/)z(0.

(4.98)

Now consider the system at x(()), if E[x(0)] = x(0) then it im})hes that E[e(/)] =
0, V/ where E[.] is the ex])ectation of the argnment. In order to develop the KF
for MR e;is(' we defiiu' a covariance' matrix S(/) as:
S(l + 1) = E[e(/ +

+ 1)].

(4.99)

This covariance of error, S(/), innst l)e minimized by the KF. Hence, considering
(4.98) and (4.99) yields:
S(/ + 1) = E[e(( + l)e''(/ + 1)1
= (A - L(0T(0C] S(() [A - L(/)T(/)C1'‘'

DS,,D

- [LT(01S,„(0[LT(01'r

(4.100)

Eeinatioii (4.100) is the algebraic Ricatti difference equation whose minimum can
be found when
S{t + 1) = AS(;)A'‘' - AS(()C'''T(()n-‘(0T(<)CS(l)A''' + DSpD'r

(4.101)

where n(/) is positive definite and is defined as follows:

n{t) = r{t)cs{t)c^'r{t) +

(4.102)

In order to guarantee the non-singnlarity of (4.102) at any time instant an extra
term [Ip — T(/)] is added to (4.102) giving:

n{t) = T(0CS(0C^T(/) + T(/.)S,,(/)T(/,) + [Ip - T(0].
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The matrix [1^, — T(/.)] only adds non-zero terms to the scalar diagonal elements of
r2(/) during the out])nt sani])hng mechanism and in no way affects tlui })redictor
equation. It should he noted that (4.101) represents the solution of the Ricatti
equation and is a miniminn if and only if:
L(/,) - AS(/)C^'T(f)ir^(0.

(4.104)

The Kalman gain is a function of the relative certainty of the measnrenients
and current state estimate, and can he timed to achieve particular performance.
With a high gain, the filter places more weight on the measurements, and thus
follows thorn more closely. With a low gain, the filter follows the model predictions
more closely, smoothing out noise hnt decreasing the responsiveness.

At the

extremes, a gain of one causes the filter to ignore the state estimate entirely,
while a gain of zero causes tJie measnrements to lie ignore'd.
The main difficulty involved in the jirediction prohlern for (4.76) lies in the
singularity of the ontjint noise covariance matrix T(/)S,„(/)T(/). This ohstacle
will lie overcome hy apjilying a teclmiipie similar to [6]. To this, consider the
])redictor ecinations in (4.97), (4.101), (4.103) and (4.104) for system in (4.76).
The aforementioned prediction eiinations rejiresent standard ])redictor equations,
excejit for the extra term [1^ —T(/)] added to the definition of ri(/) to guarantee its
nonsingnlarity at any time instant. Note, however, that in view of its definition,
r2(/) is block diagonal and matrix [1^ — T(/)] only adds nonzero terms to those
scalar diagonal elements of r2(/,).
The introduced KF is the centralized KF which is used for MR systems. In
tlie next chaiiter the distributed MFC with distributed KF for multi-agent MR
systems will be introduced and discussed in detail.
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Chapter 5
The Distributed Multi-Rate
Control Problem
Many practical control i:)roblenis involve ninlti-rate ineasnreinents sanii)l(d at
(lifFerent rates. A connnon case which arises is when the process outi)nts or con
trolled variables are ineasnrable only with large saini)hng delays and intervals and
secondary nieasiireinents must be utilized in order to design an effective control
system [7]. The secondary measurements are usually sanii)led at much higher
rates and consecpiently a mult i-rate system results. A good industrial example
is controlling product compositions in distillation columns where the sani{)ling
delays associated with composition measurement can be significant. In [12], [6]
l)ractical situations are illustrated in which measurements of process variables
and input updates occur at different rates. In multi-rate systems, either output
measurements or input updates are not available at certain sampling times. Such
systems can arise, e.g. when the number of sensors is less than the number of
variables to be controlled or when measurements of outputs cannot be completed
simultaneously because of application limitations. The multi-rate nature gives
rise to lack of information which will cause uncertainty in the system’s perfor
mance. In order to deal with the lack of information at the faster rates, state
estimation techniques in combination with control methods are typically used.
The focus in this chapter is to develop a generalized scheme that covers both
of these aspects for large-scale systems. In a distributed MFC architecture, the
whole system is decomposed into a number of small subsystems. Each subsys-
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teiii is controlled by a so-called agent which solves its own, local optimization
problem. A new MPC control strategy is proposed for large-scale systems with
multi-rateness in its subsystems. This means that each of the subsystems is MR in
in])nts and/or outputs. The MR control method developed allows control moves
to be made using state estimates from a distributed Kalman Filter. The i)resented method considers control of large-scale MR systems with linear dynamics
that are cou])led via in})uts and/or states.

5.0.1

What Is Game Theory?

CaiiK' tlu'ory is tlu; formal study of conflict and coo])('ration. Game theoretic
concepts ai)ply whenever the actions of several agents are interdependent. These
agents may be individuals, groups, firms, or any combination of these. The
conce])ts of game theory ])rovide a language to formulate, structure, analyze and
nnderstand st rategic scenarios.

5.0.2

Definitions Of Games

The focus of game theory is the game itself which is a formal model of an interac
tive situation. It lyjiically involves several ])layers; a game with only one player
is usually called a decision problem. The formal definition lays out the players,
their preferences, their information, the strategic actions available to them and
how these influence the outcome.
Games can l)e described formally at various levels of detail. A cooperative game
is a high-level description specifying only what payoffs each potential group or
coalition can obtain by the coo]:)eration of its members. What is not made exI)hcit is the process by which the coalition forms. As an example, the players
may be several parties in parliament. Each party has a different strength based
upon the number of seats occupied by party members. The game describes which
coalitions of parties can form a majority l)ut does not delineate, for example, the
negotiation process through which an agreement to vote en l)loc is achieved. Co
operative game theory investigates such coalitional games with respect to the
relative amounts of ])ower held by various j^layers or how a successful coalition
should divide its j^roceeds.
In contrast, non-cooperative game theory is concerned with the analysis of strate-
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gic choices. The paradigm of non-cooperative game theory is that the details of
the ordering and timing of players’ choices are crucial to determining the out
come of a game. A non-cooperative model of bargaining would posit a specific
process in which it is prespecified who gets to make an offer at a given time.
The term non-cooperative means this l)ranch of game theory explicitly models
the process of ])layers making choices out of their own interest. Cooperation can
and often arises in non-cooperative models of games when players find it in their
own best interests. Branches of game theory also differ in their assumptions.
A central assumption iji many variants of game theory is that the players are
rational. A rational player is one who always chooses an action which gives the
outcome he most ])refers given what he ex})ects his opponents to do. The goal
of game-theoretic analysis in these branches then is to predict how the game will
be ])lay('d by rational ])layers or relatedly, to give advice on how best to phxy the
game against o])i)onents who are rational.

5.1

Nash Game Theory

The earliest exam])le of a formal game-theoretic analysis is the study of a duo})oly
by Antoine Cournot in 1838. The mathematician Emile Borel suggested a formal
theory of games in 1921, which was furthered by the iiiathematician .John von
Nemnann in 1928 in a theory of parlor games. Game theory was established as a
held in its own right after the 1944 publication of the inonumental volume Theory
of Games and Economic Behavior by von Nemnann and the economist Oskar
Morgenstern. This book provided niiich of the basic terminology and problem
setup that is still in use today. In 1950, .John Nash demonstrated that hnite
games always have an eciuilibriiim point at which all ])layers (a player is an agent
who makes decisions in a game) choose actions which are best for them given
their o])ponents’ choices. This central concept of noncooperative game theory
has been a focal point of analysis since then. In the 1950s and 1960s, game
theory was broadened theoretically and applied to problems of war and politics.
Since the 1970s, it has driven a revolution in economic theory. Additionally, it
has found applications in sociology and psychology and established links with
evolution and biology. Game theory received sj^ecial attention in 1994 with the
awarding of the Nobel prize in economics to Nash, John Harsanyi and Reinhard
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Selten. At the end of the 1990s, a high-profile application of game theory was
the design of auctions.

Prominent game theorists have been involved in the

design of auctions for allocating rights to the use of bands of the electromagnetic
spectrum to the mobile telecoinmunicatioiis industry.

Most of these auctions

were designed with the goal of allocating these resources more efficiently than
traditional governmental practices and additionally raised billions of dollars in
the United States and Europe.

5.1.1

Nash Equilibrium (NE)

In game theory, a strat(^gy is one of the given ])ossible actions of a i)layer. In an
(extensive game, a strategy is a complete j)lan of choic'cs, one for each decision
j)oint of the i)lay('r. A Nasli equilil)rium recommends a strategy to each player
that tlie player cannot imi)rove upon unilaterally, that is, given that the other
l)layers follow the recommendation. Since the other i)layers are also rational, it is
reasonal)le for each ])layer to ex])ect his o])])onents to follow the recommendation
as well.
Definition 1. The XE strategy has the following dehnition for the case of
two players (agents). (0*(/),02(/)) is a Nash equilibrium strategy set if [73]:

(0:(O.02(')) <-A (e.iO.eji/)),

(5.1)

.^2(0:(o,02('))<^2(0:(<).e2(o),

(5.2)

■h

where 0i (/) is any admissible strategy for player i and Jj is the performance index
of })layer i. A Nash equilibrium strategy assumes that if one ])layer minimizes his
cost on the basis that the other })layer’s strategy is known and it is at equilibrium,
then the first player will find his optimal strategy at equilibrium. It is also possible
that there may l)e a strategy pair that gives a lower ])erformance cost for both
l)layers; however, that ])air will not have the property (5.1) (5.2). Extension to
more than two })layers can be obtained in the same manner.
Consider an 7?i-])layer game with M := {!,... ,rn} denoting the players set.
The decision or action variable of player i is denoted l)y Qi{t) G S^, where E, is
the action set of j)layer i. The action set usually is a finite set which means the
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player has only a finite number of possible actions.
In the next section we focus principally on tlie non-cooperative Nash game
theory conce])t and its ap])lication in distributed MPC design.

5.2

Problem Formulation For Interacting Inputs

This section considers multi-agent systems with linear dynamics that are coul)led via in})uts. First, distributed MPC design based on Nash game theory is
introduced and then distributed KF for this case is i)resented.

5.2.1

State-Space

Consider a linear dynamic i)lant consisting of m subsystems where the model of
subsystem {? G 1,..., m} can be written as:
^P,

+ 1) — Ap,Xp,(0 + Bp^u,(/) -h Bd,cii(/ ) -h ^ Bp^ ^Uj(/)

yp,(0

= Cp,Xp,(/) +

(5.3)

(5.4)

where t is the discrete time index of the system under control. Also, Xp, G
5?^^ u, G
Yp, G 5^'“' and dj, w, are the ])rocess and measurement noise vectors,
res})ectively. Let:
Axp^(/,) = Xp,(0 -Xp,(/, - 1),

(5.5)

Au,(/.) = u,(/.) - U,;(^ - 1).

(5.6)

The state space equation for Axp, can be obtained from (5.3) resulting in:
Axp,(/ + 1) = Ap,Axp,(^) T Bp^Au, (0 + Bd,Wp^(/.)
in

(5.7)
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where
Wp,(<)

= di(() - di(^ - 1).

(5.8)

Similarly, for the output we obtain:
y„,(/ + 1) = Cp.Axp,(( + 1) + yp.(0 +w,„.((),

(5.9)

wliere
w,„.(0 =

+ 1) - w,.(/).

(5.10)

Variables w„^(/) and Wp^(/) are assumed to be a Wiener process. The Wdeiier
])rocess can Ire used to rejrreseiit the integral of a Gaussian white' noise jn'oeess,
and so is useful as a model of noise and instrument errors. Substituting (5.7) into
(5.9) we have:
yp,(/ + 1) = Cp,Axp,(/, 4- 1) + yp,(/) + w,„,(/)
= Cp,Ap,Axp,(/,) + Cp,Bp,Au,(0
+ Cp,Bd,Wp,(/) + yp,(/) + w„,,(/.)
771

+ 5^CpBp.,^Au,(0.
j=l

(5.11)

Now, considering (5.3) (5.4), (5.7) and (5.11), we define new state and control
input vectors as

Xj(/.)

and Auj(/), respectively, where

x,(/,) =

Axp,(0

yp,(0
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The following model represents a distributed multi-rate system with input cou
pling;
Xj(/ + 1) = AjX,(/) + B„Auj(^) + D,Vj(0 + ^ BjjAuj(/.)

y^{t)

(5.13)
(5.14)

C,x,(/) + z,(t),

where for each subsystem z, x, and y, denote the state and output variables,
resi)ectively, v,, z, are the process and measurement noise sequences, respectively,
and A;, B„, B,j, D, and C; are matrices defined as:
A, =

Bi, =

C A

O/xy
I

Bp..
Cp,Bp„

V,(/) =

Wp,(f)

W,n,(0

,Di =

,C,

B,, =

Bp.
Cp.Bp,

B(i,

t)/x^

Cp, Bcj,

^qxq

O/Xy

ly xq

Matrix I.^x<? is the q by q identity matrix and O/x./ is the I by q zero matrix.
Variable Au,(/-) is the multi-rate input signal (the input signal that includes the
input holding mechanism described later in this section) which is injected into
subsystem i at saniizling time t. As can l)e seen from (5.13), subsystems are
coupled through inputs only (Auj(f)).
Assume that the sampling instants for the system vary as f = 1, 2,... ,7} where
Tf is the final sampling time. We follow a strategy similar to [6] in implementing
multi-rate measurement or in])ut uizdating mechanisms for subs3^stem i. In a
multi-rate outi)ut setting, t he output vector yi{f ) of subsystem i can be measured
every Ty, sample steps, where Ty^ > 0. Define the output switching function for
sul)s\\steni i, 7, , for j = l,2,...,qi with q^ being the number of outputs of
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subsystem i as follows:
if ^ = rTy^, for some integer r
otherwise,

iiM) =

(5.15)

The following mnlti-rate output vector (Pi{t) can now be defined:
=

T,;(0y,(/),

(5.16)

where
T,(/) = <iiag[7i,(0 7j,(0 ... 7i„,(01-

(5.17)

The mnlli-rate onti)nt vector <^,(/) re])resents the measnred oiit})iits of the mnltirate system at sampling time /. In a mnlti-rate in})nt setting, the input vector
Au,(/) of snbsystenn i is updated every
sanii)le ste})s, where T,j_ > 0. Introduce
the ini)nt switching function
for j = 1,2,...,/, with li being the ninnber of
inputs of subsystem i. Define the inputs holding mechanism as:
/'..(O =

1
0

The following input matrix

if A’ == tTi,^ , for some integer r
otherwise.

(5.18)

for subsystem i can be defined.
= diag[Mi,(l)

■■■

(5.19)

A new control variable 6j{t) is introduced to implement the input administering
meclianism:
Au,{t) = ^,(/)(9,(0.

(5.20)

The control variable 6i{t) represents the computed inputs using the proposed
distributed MPC scheme at sampling time t and the multi-rate control variable
AUi{t) rei)resents the injected inputs into the multi-rate system at sani])ling time
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t. After substituting (5.20) into (5.13) we get:
x*(/ + 1) = A,Xi(0 +

+ D,v,(^)

in

(5.2i:
J= 1

As in multi-rate systems, output measurements are made at specific sampling
times and the output sampling meclianism needs to be included in the system
model. To do that, both sides of (5.14) are multiplied by the out])ut sampling
parameter T,(/);
=

T,(/)C,x,(/) + T,(/>,(/,).

(5.22)

The l(4’t-hand side of (5.22) can be rejdaced by (5.1G), therefore:
=

Tj(0C,x,(/) + T,(/)z,(/).

(5.23)

Ecjuations (5.21) and (5.23) give the linear state-space rei)resentation of the dis
tributed multi-rate system for ? = 1,2,...,7/?. Next, the Nash-based solution to
the distributed MFC problem will be formulated for such a system.
For the plant in (5.3) (5.4) and the defined distributed multi-rate system in
(5.13) (5.14), the following Lemmas hold.
Lemma 1. If the pair (Ap,,BpJ is observable/reachable and system (5.3),
(5.4), does not possess transmission zeros at one then the pair (Ai,Bj) is observ
able/reachable [6].
Lemma 2. If the pair (Ap^, BpJ is observable then the pair (Aj, Bj) is detectable
with non-observable eigenvalues only at the origin [6].

5.2.2

Nash-Based Distributed Multi-Rate MPC

In the distributed control structure, input coupling among subsystems is given by
(5.21). These subsystems communicate with one another to accomplish a global
objective (see Fig. 1). One type of Distributed IMPC based on Nash optimality
has been investigated by [8; 50]. In this approach, the agents communicate but
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they do not take a cooperative decision. The agents iterate to resolve their local
optimization problem simnltaneoiisly and obtain their optimal solution [8; 123].
An initial guess for each agent is first given based on the solution found at the
last sampling time. Then each agent checks if its terminal iteration condition
satisfies a user-defined threshold.

This implies that the agents do not share

information about the utility of each decision; the agreement (Nash equilibrium)
between the agents is reached when neither of their solutions can be improved.
The main advantage of this scheme is that the on-line optimization of a large-scale
})roblem can be converted into several small-scale subproldems, thus reducing the
comi)utational complexity significantly while keeping satisfactory performance.
Consider a linear multi-rate system consisting of m subsystems (5.21), (5.23)
and in control agents. In Nash-based distril)uted MFC each control agent cal
culates the nianii)ulated variable 6,{t) by minimizing its local cost function as
follows:
Nr

Nc-1

1

Q,

’

fc=i
(5.24)
subject to
^i,rnin

^ ^+

Xj(A -f- A’ +

1)

^

A’) <

= AjX,(/

-l-

9, 1, ..., Nc_i,

A’) + BjjAii,(/,

(5.25)

A’)

m

T D(V,(^ + A:) -|- ^ ^ BjjAuj(A + A’),
j= l

(5.26)

A: = 0, 1, .... Ap_i.
where
Variables

and ^j.jnax are the lower and upper limits for the inputs, respectively.
are the reference values to be tracked by the predicted outputs,

Qj > 0 and R, > 0 denote the weighting matrices, and

and N^. are the

prediction and control horizons, respectively.
In order to solve the problem (5.24) (5.26), (5.21) is first substituted into
(5.23). Based on (5.21) (5.23), the future state variables are calculated using
the sequence of future control inputs. The matrices obtained can be written in a
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compact form as
Yj(t) — FiXj(^) +

+ E<i>. j(t)e,(f),

(5.27)

with
Y,(0 = ly’'(/ + 1) y?'(/ + 2),... ,y7(/ + N.jf]

(5.28)

0,(0 = [«,''(<) »?'(' + 1). • ■ ■ .«?'('• + A'c - 1)1’’.

(5.29)

C(0 = [v’'(0 v]'(( + l),...,v^(/ + N,-l)]\

(5.30)

F, = 1(C,A,)'" (C.Af)’’,..., (C.Af-)’"]’’.

(5.31)

<Pu(f) =

C,A,Bu^^(0

(5.32)
C,Af'’ '^'■B.,,^,(/ +A, - 1)

‘l>..(0 =

(5.33)
C,Af>’-'B,,^,(/)

r, =

..

C,D,

0

C,A,D,

C,D,

C,Af^ 'd,

C.Af'’ "d,

(5.34)
...

QAf'’

where, in (5.30), we assume that the process noise is zero from /, + Ac — 1 on:
V, (/ + A’) = 0 for A’ = Ac,..., A^p — 1 h
^ Since the control horizon constraint only holds for Auj via 0* and not for Vj, the assumption
is made that the process noise is zero from t + Ac — 1 on.
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Note that in (5.27), 0,:(/) represents the control inputs over the control horizon
and the in])nt sani])ling matrix ^j(/) is embedded in (5.33). Also, note that
the control input computed by the local I\1PC controller is 0,(/,) and not Auj(/).
However, in the mnlti-rate system the manipulated variables that are injected
into the system are defined as in (5.20) which includes both the computed inj)nts
and the input updating matrix
5.2.2.1

Computation

Consider a linear system consisting of m. subsystems and m control agents. In
Nash-based distributed ^.IPC each control agent calculates the-d,(/) manipulated
variable action by ininimizing its local cost function as follows:
Nc-\

A'=l

A'=0

(5.35)
subject to

(5.36)

^ OdO — 0i,inax;

where ■Ot,,,,!,! and -di^inax
15e lower and upper limits for the input s, respectively. Q( > 0 and R, > 0 denote the weighting matrices and Ap and Nc are the
])rediction and control horizons, respectively.
In ordcu’ to solve the problem in (5.35)-(5.36), (5.21) is first substituted into
(5.23). Based on the augmented state-sjjace model (5.21 )-(5.23), the future state
variables are calculated seciuentially using the set of future control i)arameters.
In practice, the current state Xj(0 is usually not available from measurements
and a state observer needs to be used to reconstruct the full state vector. In this
case, we rejdace xdO kv ifs estimate xdO^ hence
m

Yi(<) = F.x,(<) +(t),i(O0.V) + r,Ci(() +

If Yf(/) = [y,^(/ + 1) yf(/

-I-

(5.37)

2),... ,y,®(/ + ^p)Y , fiic local optimization problem
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Figure 5.1: Distril)ute(l control and estiiiiatioii architecture.

for agent i can l)e reforiiinlated as:
min ,7,(0 = ||Y.(/) - Y“(0||^. + ||0,(OIIr,,

subject to Oijriin ^

^ 0i,iiiax?

(5.38)
(5.39)

where 0i,,ni„ and 0i,max are the lower and npj^er bounds for the inputs, resi)ectively. It can be shown that problem (5.38) (5.39) is equivalent to a quadratic
programming problem which can be solved efficiently and reliably using standard
off-the-shelf solvers. Notice that although the global objective function can be
split into several local olqective functions, the output of each subsystem is still
related to all the input variables due to the input coupling.
The Nash-based MPC algorithm proceeds by allowing each subsysteni/agent
to optimise its objective function using its own control decision %i{i) assuming
that other subsystem’s solutions 0j(^) are known. Let 0^(0 define the computed
control input for subsystem i at iteration /r, {n > 0). At sampling time

in the

first iteration (?? = 0), each agent makes initial estimation of the input variables
0j*(/) and announces it to the other agents. Then, each agent solves its optimiza-
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tioii problem (5.38) (5.39) simiiliaiieously and gets its optimal solution
Next, all the agent compares the new solution with that obtained in the previous
iteration and checks the convergence condition:
(5.40)
ill which

, (for z = 1,2,..., m) is the error accurac}^ If the Nash ojitimal solution

is achieved, each subsystem does not change its decision ■&"(/) because it has
achieved an ecpiililH'ium point of the coupling decision process [123]; otherwise
the local cost function ,/,(/) will degrade.
In the following section, a novel distributed Kalman Filter algorithm is jiro])osed to jirovide optimal estimation x,(/) of the state vector Xj(/,) while compen
sating for the inter-sampling inforniation loss due to the multi-rate nature of the
systems under study.

5.2.3

Kalman Filtering

Consider the linear model in (5.21) (5.23). It is required to use the available
measurements y to estimate the state of the system x. To understand the dis
tributed Kalman Filter eciuations, let us consider the process noise Vj(/) to be a
discrete-time white noise for each sul)system i. The following covariance matrix
for each agent can hence be defined:

E{v,(1)vj'(1)} = S,„{i)

(5.4i;

where E[-] denotes the expectation of the argument and Sp^[t) represents the
covariance matrix of the process noise. Consider the measurement noise Zi{t) in
(5.23) to be a discrete-time white noise. The following covariance matrix for the
measurement noise, iS'^„^ (t), can be similarly defined:
(5.42)
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Let the estimated states by the distributed Kalman Filter for a multi-rate system
be given by:
x,(^ + 1|0 = A,x,(^|/ - 1) + BuAu,{i) + L,{t)[(p^{t) - T,:(/)C,x,;(/|/ - 1)]
+

^[B,^Auj(0 +

-rj{t)CjXj{t\t - 1)]],

(5.43)

where the terms hi{t) and Lj(/) are referred as the Kalman Gams. From (5.43),
it is clear that local estimators share their gains and also estimatexi states to
accomplish their estimation task. Substituting (5.23) into (5.43) and combining
with (5.21) yields the next stej) in obtaining the estimation error ej(/ -i- 1|/) =
X;(/ -t- 1|/) — x,(/ -f- 1|/) at sani])hng time /. The index (/|/ — 1) refers to the
information at sanij)ling time i given knowledge of the process prior to sami)hng
t ime /. Therefore,
e,(t + 1|<) = x,(/, + 1|/) - x,(/ + 1|/)
= (A,. - L,(/)T,.(/)C,le,(;|/ - 1) + D.v,(/) - L,(0T.(/)z,(0
in

- 5^(L,(/)T,(/.)C,e,(/|/ - 1) + hAt)r,(t)z,(t)).

To initialize the estimator algorithm, consider E[x,(()| — 1)] =

Xt(0|

(5.44)

— 1) then

E[ej(/.|/, — 1)] = 0, VL It is assumed that the mean of the estimates should be
(xpial to the mean of the ex])ected value in Kalman Filter design. In order to
develo]) the Kalman Filter for the multi-rate and distributed case a covariance
matrix, S,(^), is defined where.
S,(^ + 1) = E{ej(/ +
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Using the })roperlies of the vector covariance in [7] and also the expansion of the
terms, the hnal form of the multi-rate distributed Kalman filter is obtained as:
S,(t + 1) = A,S,(/)A;-'' + D,

Dj' - A.S,:(<)CrTj(()nr'(<)Ti(<)C,S,(/)Ar

+ X^A,S,(0CjT,(/,)n-‘(0T,(0C,S,V)A
j=l

(5.46)

with Ct,{t) and Clj{i) positive definite and defined as:
a, = T,(OC,S.(OCJ'T,(0 + T,(0S,„,(/)T.(0 + |I,,, - T,(01

(5.47)

n, = T,(/)C,S,(/)C]'T,(0 + T,(0S„.,(/)T,(/) + [I„, - Tj(/)].

(5.48)

It should be noted that (5.46) is the algebraic Riccati equation. The solution of
the Ricatti ecpiation is found iteratively backwards in time by using (5.47) and
(5.48). Then, the Kalman gains are computed as:
U{f) =

(5.49)

Lj{i) = A,s,{t)cjr,{t)nj^{t).

(5.50)

In order to guarantee the non-singularity of
and flj at any time instant the
extra terms [Iqxq — "^7(0]
[Igxq — '^j(01
been added to (5.47) and (5.48),
respectively, in which Iq^q is the identity matrix of size q, [6]. The matrix
[Iqxq —
(0]
non-zero terms to the scalar diagonal elements of Qi{t) and
Clj{t) during the output sampling mechanism and in no way affects the predictor
equation.

5.3

Problem Formulation For Interacting States

In this section the distributed KF algorithm in conjunction with a distributed
MFC scheme for multi-agent MR systems that are coupled via states is studied.
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5.3.1

State-Space Model

Consider distributed MFC for systems with linear dynamics whose centralized
nominal model is decomposed into m subsystems.

Let t be the discrete-time

index for the system under control. The following model can be written for a
distributed system with state coupling:
x,(/ + 1) = A„x,(/) + B,Auj(/) +

^ A,jXj{t),

(5.51)

(5.52)

y,(/) = C/x,(/) + z,(0,

where for each subsystem /, x,, u,, y, denote the state, input, and out])ut vari
able's, res])e'ctively, v,, z, are the state and measurement noise disturbances, re^s])(X‘tively, and A,;, B,, A^, D, and C, are the system matrices of ap])ropriate dimensions.

Also, Au,(/) is the increment of the input signal, defined as

Au,(/) = u,(/) — u.i{( — 1). Note that the model i)resemte'd in (5.51) (5.52) is
an augmented model [31]. The variable Au,(/) is the multi-rate input signal
injected into the subsystems at each saniiding time. As seen in (5.51), subsys
tems are cou])led through states only. A similar strategy to [6] in implementing
multi-rate measurement and in])ut calculation mechanisms for synchronous and
asynchronous agents is followed.
In a multi-rate output setting, the output vector yj(/) of subsystem z can be
measured every Ty^ time units, where Ty^ > 0. At those sampling time instants
at which the measurements are not available, the distributed KF proposed in
the next section provides the oi)tinial estimation of the missing measurements.
Define the switching function 7*^, for j = 1,2,..., cp with cp being the number of
out])uts of subsystem z, as follows:
if ^ = Ty^ Ty^, for some integer r.Vj
otherwise.

(5.53)

The following measured output vector iPi{t) can now be defined:
(P,{t) = r,{t)y,{t),
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where
T,:(/) = cliag[7ij(/),7i2(0,- • ■

r/iAt)].

(5.55)

Ill a imilti-rate input setting, the input vector U/(^) of siibsystein i is updated
every
time units, where
> 0. As the input updating happens occasionally,
u])dating the state-s})ace model, which requires the input computation at each
sampling time, may lead to a faulty estimation. This problem can be solved
by substituting in the estimated states obtained by the projiosed distributed KF.
Now introduce a switching function
for j = 1,2,..., /j with /, being the number
of inputs of subsystem i. Define the inputs holding mechanism as:
j 1
n
()

if / :=
.1
•
otherwise.

for some integer r,,

(5.56)

The following injmt matrix 4',(/) for sulisystem i can be dehiied:
(5.57)

$,(/) = (liag|/i„

A new control variable, ■0j(/), is introduced to implement the iiijiut administering
inechanism:
Au,(/) = ^,:(/,)d,(/,).

(5.58)

Substituting (5.58) into (5.51) and (5.52) into (5.54) yields:
x,(/ + 1) = A,,x,(/.) + B,<^/^{t)^^{t) + DjV,(/) + ^ A,jXj(t),

(5.59)

As multi-rate systems’ output measurements are made at specific sampling times,
the output sampling niechanism needs to be included in the system’s model. To
do that, both sides of (5.52) are multiplied by the output sampling parameter,
T,(/):

(5.60)
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The left-hand side of (5.60) can be replaced by (5.54), therefore:
= T,(/.)CjXi(() + Ti(«)zj(?).

(5.61)

Equations (5.59) and (5.61) describe the linear state space model of the dis
tributed multi-rate system for i = 1, 2,..., m where m is the number of subsys
tems. In the following section, a distributed MPC problem will be formulated.

5.3.2

Control Methodology

In the distributed control structure, state coujoling among subsystems is consid
ered as given by (5.59). Each subsystem is controlled by a so-called agent; the
agents communicate with one another to accom})lish a global objective. Each
agent i shares both its j^redecided input trajectory i)rovided by the local MPC
controller, 6,{i), and also its estimated state trajectory, Xj(/.), i)rovided by the
local Kalman lilter, with the neighboring agents (see Fig. 5.2). One type of dis
tributed MPC is based on Nash o])tiniality [8; 50]. In this ai^proach, the agents
coiiiimmicate with one another but they do not take a cooi)erative decision. This
means that agents do not have knowledge about other agents’ objectives and t hey
us(' the o])tinial values provided by the neighboring agents to make their opti
mal decision. An initial guess for each agent is first given based on the solution
found at the last samjding time. The agents then iterate to resolve their local
o})tiniization juoblem simultaneously and obtain their locally o])timal solution
[8]. Hence, each agent checks if its terminal iteration condition satisfies a userdefined threshold. This implies that the agents do not share information about
the utility of each decision. Agreement (Nash equilibrium) between the agents
has been reached when neither of the agents can improve its solution. In other
words, in Nash-based MPC each agent transmits current state and input trajec
tory information to all interconnected subsystems MPCs. Competing agents have
no knowledge of each others cost functions. From a game theoretic perspective,
the equilibrimn of such a strategy, if it exists, is called a noncooperative equi
librium or Nash equilibrium [4]. The main advantage of this scheme is that the
on-line oi)tiniization of a large-scale problem can be converted into several smallscale sub])roblems thus reducing the computational complexity significantly while
kee])iiig satisfactory ])erformance in the presence of noise and disturbances [123].
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Figure 5.2: Distributed MFC control and distributed KF estimation structure.

Similar st rate'gies have l)een i)ro])osed in [55]; an open-loop Nash equilibrium so
lution has been studied in [124]. In [125], Nash equilibrium solutions have l)een
pro})osed for stochastic dynamic games. In this section a Nash-based MFC for
distributed multi-rate systems is develo])ed.
Consider a linear system consisting of m subsystems and rn control agents.
In Nash-based distributed MFC each control agent calculates the mani])ulated
variable, ■dj(/), by minimizing its local cost function as follows:
Nr:

«r(0,

,V 2 it ^ Nc — 1)

*

^

Nc-1

^
A:=l

^*

A—0

(5.62)
subject to
^ ^i{t + k) < '&i,max?
G,yi{t -\- k) < 0

0, 1, ..., A^c-l5

k = 1, 2,..., A^p,

Xi{t -|- A’ -|- 1) = Aii'x.i{t
+ k),

k =

(5.63)
(5.64)

k) -l-

-|- k)-&i{t -f- k) -t- DiVj(i -I- A’)4-

k — 0,1,..., A^p_i.

(5.65)

j=i
where G, is a constant matrix and G^y, represents a set of inequality constraints
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on the states. Also, dj{t + k) = 0 for k =

, Np — 1. The variables

and -Oj^niax are the lower and upper bounds for the inputs, respectively, Qj > 0
and R, > 0 denote the weighting matrices and Np and Nc are the prediction
and control horizons, respectively. The set-point is denoted by y° and notation
||y||g defines the weighted Euclidean norm, i.e. Ijyllg = Y^Qy- la order to
solve the problem in (5.62) (5.65), (5.59) is first substituted into (5.52). Based
on the obtained state-s})ace model the future state variables are then calculated
sequentially using the set of future control variables, Qi{i). The matrices thus
obtained can be written in a conij)act form given by.
(5.66)

Y.(0 = F.x,(/) + (i)„(/)0,(<) + r.c-(0 +
j-1
with
Y,(/) = [y;‘'(/ + l) yJ{l + 2)...yJ(i + N,,)]'r,
+

6,(0 = [«;'■(/)

+

= [xj(0 xj(/ + 1).. .xj(/ + N„ - 1)]'',
C(0 = [vi''(0

+

F, = [(C.A..)''' (C.A|)"'... (C,A~-)’y,

0
4‘u(t} =

CiA.iB,*,)/)

(5.67)
(5.68)
(5.69)
(5.70)
(5.71)

...

:

(5.72)

C,a"" ‘B.f.)!) ...........

C.a"" "'B,$.(< + Ac - 1)

C.D,
C, AijD;

C.D,

C,A"''"'d, C,Af'’"^D. ... C,A"'’^"--D,
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4>u(0 =

(5.74)
iVp-l

lC,A,^.

A

A,

~

A

111 (5.70), it is assumed that the process noise is zero from ^ + A^c~l on: Vi(/ + A’) =
0 for k = Nc: ...,Np — 1.
In pract ice, the current state of each subsystem, Xj(^), and also the current state of
the neighboring subsystems, Xj(7), (j ^

j = 1,..., m), are usually not available

from measiirements in a nmlti-rate system and a state observer needs to be used
to reconstruct the full state vector. In this case, we rejilace x,(/) and Xj(^) liy
tlieir estimates X/(/) and x^(/), resulting in:
in

Y.v) = F,x,(/) + ())„(n0,(O + r,c,(0 +

Y. Xj(0<i)y(0.

(5.75)

j^'i
wIktc

Xj(/) = [x| (/) Xj (/ + 1) .. .xj(/ + Ap — 1)]^ is the vector of estimated

states over the jirediction horizon of the neighboring subsystems and is provided
by the nmlti-rate estimator introduced in the next section. If Y°(/) =
1)

+ 2)...

(/ +

+ A^p)]^, the local oi)tiniization problem (5.62) for agent i

can be reformulated as:
min .A(x,(/,),X,^,: (f),0.(/))= Y,(t)-Y^(t) [
e>(0
Q,

||0,

2

R, ’

(5.76)

subject to
0.,n..n < 0,(0 < 04,max,

(5.77)

G,Y,(0 < 0,

(5.78)

X/(t 4- A’ + 1) = AjjXj(/. + A’) + Bj^j(/
A’)
m
+ D4Vi(^ -f- k) +
AijXj{t -f A’), A’ = 0,1,..., Ap_i,
j=i

(5.79)

j¥^i

where G, is a matrix reflecting the constraints with its nimiber of rows equal to
the number of constraints and number of columns equal to the dimension of Y,.
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Also, Qj = diag[Qi,..., Q,] and R, = diag[R, ,..., R/] are the block-diagonal
output and input weight matrices, respectively. The lower and upper bounds for
the input sequence,
are denoted by 0i,niin and 0i,max, respectively. It can be
shown [31] that problem (5.76) (5.79) is equivalent to a quadratic programming
problem which can be solved efficiently and reliably using standard off-the-shelf
solvers.
The optimization j)robleni (5.76) (5.79) is solved iteratively using Nash-based
MFC. The Nash-based MFC algorithm for solving the control problem proceeds
by allowing each subsystem to optimize its objective function using its own con
trol decision, i?,(/), assuming that neighboring subsystem solutions,

are

known. Let ■0[*(/) define the comj)uted control input for subsystem ? at iteration
n, {n > 0). At each sanii)ling time stej) each agent makes an initial guess of its
decision variables over the control horizon and broadcasts that to the neighboring
agents:

e;'(o = iwior («:'(' +1))'''.•. wi' + a'c -1)) TiT

(5.80)

Then, each agent solves its oi)timization ])roblem (5.76) (5.79) and gets its opti
mal solution, 0(*'^’(/,). Next, all agemts compare the new solution, ©•'"''’(f), with
the solution obtained at the previous iteration, 0”(/), and check the convergence
condition:

lier'(0-e"(0ll <e.
in which e is the error accuracy.

(5.81)

When (5.81) is satisfied, the Nash optimal

solution has been achieved. Then, each agent does not change its decision, 0f(O?
anymore because it has achieved an equilibrium point in the coupling decision
process [123]. The iterations then stop as otherwise the local cost function J^{t)
would degrade.
Reformulating the objective function in (5.76) in terms of 9i{t) to make the
l)robleni applicable for quadratic programming (QF) [31] leads to:
1

■m = fj(t) [24.;(OQ,4>ao+2fi,] e.(o
-f

2tlJ

Q(4)j.j(/.)0j(/.),
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where 11^ = F,x,(f) + r,c,(() +

, Xj(i)<t>y(0 - Y»(0 is a constant for the opj¥^i

L

tiinization problein leased on the Nash iterative setting. To solve the optimization
IH’oblem of ininimizing (5.82) subject to the constraints dchned in (5.77) (5.79),
the following change needs to be applied. Since in the presented cost function in
(5.82), the varial)le Yj(/) has been eliminated, the constraint in (5.78) should be
re])laced in terms of

<t>„(()0,(O + r,c,(0 + VXj(()<|),j(0
j=l

F,xi(i)

< 0.

:5.83)

Considering the dehnition of fl,, (5.83) can be written as:

G,

4)„(/,)e,:(/) + n,+ Y“(/)

<

0.

:5.84)

Also, (5.77) and (5.84) can be combiiK'd as:
(pniO
I

■-n, - Y<>(0'
(5.85)

0,(0 <
a

-I

Hence, in general, the oi)tiniization problem in (5.82) can be solved subject
to the overall constraints defined by (5.85).
On the other hand, from the augmented model in (5.59), the variable 0^ is the
increment of the real in])nt. Therefore, we need to transform the constraints on
the rate of the inputs to the constraints on the inputs themselves. To do so,
consider (5.58), in which:
^,(/) = 0 ^ Au,{t) = 0,
^,(/.) = 1

Auiit) = 9,(i).

(5.86)
(5.87)

Considering (5.87), the constraints in (5.77) can be written as:
(5.88)
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Now, consider (5.88) over the control horizon,:
-AU,(0 <

(5.89)
(5.90)

AU,(0 < AU,-

where AUj:(t) = [Au)^ (/), AuJ(t + 1), • • • , Au^(/ + Nc - 1)] ^and AUi^mi,, and AUj^,
are cohnnn vectors with Nc elements of Auj^„ii„ and Auj^max, res])ectively.
E(]nations (5.89) and (5.90) in a compact form can be expressed as:
I

AU,(/) <

-AU i,inin

(5.91)

AU,

Considering the notation iij(/) = u,(/ — 1) + Au,(/), we can write:
'f
I

u,{t)
uR/ -f 1)
—

_u,{t -t- A7 - 1)_

u,(/ - 1) +

1

Au,{f)
Au,:(/ + 1)

'/ 0 0 • • • o'
1 I 0 ■•■ 0
: :
1 1

:
1

: 0
■■■ 1

(5.92)

Auj(/ + Nc — 1)

Rewriting (5.91) and (5.92) in a com])act matrix form, with Ci and C2 corre
sponding to the ap{)roi)riate matrices, then the constraints for the control inputs
are inij)osed as:
(CiU,(/ -1)+C2AU,(0) < -U,,

(5.93)

(CiuK/,-1)+C'2AU,(/,))

(5.94)

Using (5.93) and (5.94) the constraints on the input increment can be transformed
to the constraints on the input itself and vice versa [122].

5.3.3

Distributed MR Kalman Filter

5.3.4

Problem Statement

Distributed Kalman filtering [19; 78; 79; 80] involves state estimation using a
set of local Kalman filters that communicate with all other agents. However,
in multi-rate state estimation an additional issue needs to be considered which
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is the iimiti-rateiiess of the system. The main issue that is addressed by the
l)roposed method is to introduce a novel state estimation approach for multi-rate
linear discrete-time systems in which measurements are only available at certain
sanii)hng times.

5.3.5

Distributed Multi-Rate Estimation

Consider the linear multi-rate model in (5.51)-(5.52). The goal here is to use the
available measurements,

to estimate the state of the system, x, (/). Consider

the ])rocess noise, Vj(/), for subsystem i to be discrete-time white noise signal.
Th(^ following covariance matrix can hence be (hdiiu'd:
;5.95)
where E[-] denotes the ex})ectation of the argument and Sp^{1) rei)resents the
covariance matrix of the process noise. Consider the measurement noise, z,(/),
in (o.bl) to be discrete-time, zero mean, white noise. The following covariance
matrix for the measurement noise, *S',„^(/), can be defined similarly:
E [z,(/)z;'(/)] = 5,„,(/).

(5.96)

The eciuations for the ])roposed KF are divided into two parts: estimation (pre
diction) equations and measurement update equations.
5.3.5.1

Prediction

In the proposed distributed Kalman Filter for the multi-rate system, each local
Kalman Filter should estimate x,(/.) such that the covariance of x,(^) — Xj(^) is
minimized, when x,;(/.) is the estimate of Xj(f). Let the one step-ahead prediction
be expressed as follows:
x,(/ + 1|/) = A„:Xj(^|/ - 1) + B,,Au,(^) +

- 1),

(5.97)

where the index (/.|/. — 1) refers to the information at sampling time t given
knowledge of the j:)rocess prior to sampling time t. The variable Xj indicates the
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estimated states of agent j. In this way, exchanging information among agents is
done through provided neighboring agents’ estimation, Xj.
The distributed multi-rate Kalman filter equation with Lj and Lj as Kalman
Gams for subsystem i and subsystems
can be expressed as:
x,(/, + 1|/.) = A,,x/(/|^ - 1) + B„Au,(/,) + L,{t) [ipj(t) -

- 1)]

77}

+

- 1) + Lj(0 [<Pj{i) - rj{t)Cj{t)^j{t\t - 1)],

(5.98)

J-l

E(iuation (5.98) is used to coni])nte the vector of estimated states over the ])rediction horizon for each agent Xj(/). As seen from (5.98), each agent computes
its estimatexl states by using its neighboring agents’ estimated states, Xj(/|/ — 1),
which have f)een provided at the })rior time stej) . In otheu’ words, local Kalman
filters share their estimated states and also their Kalman gain with their neigh
boring agents. Let S,(/|/ — 1) be the })redicted estimate covariance at sani])ling
lime t given observations u]) to, and including, at time / — 1 giving:
S,(/|/ - 1) = A,,x,(/ - 1|/ - 1)A/, + D,Sp,(/)D/ + ^ A,jXj(/ - 1|/ - l)Aj.

(5.99)
The'se predicted state estimates, X;(^|^ — 1), and covariance estimates, S^{i\t — 1),
are in fact an estimation at the current sampling time and they do not include
observation information from the current sampling time. In the u])date phase,
the current })rediction is combined with current ol)servation information to rc'fine
the state estimation.
5.3.5.2

Measurement Update

Define the innovation or measurement residual for each subsystem i as.
Ai(/) = y,(/) -

-

1).

(5.100)

For a multi-rate system, the estimated state is introduced by replacing yi{t) with
(Pi{t) in (5.01). Note that all
matrices are replaced by Tj(f)C,. Applying this.
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(5.100) can be represented as,

Ti{t)Ai{t) =

- 1).

(5.101)

The modified innovation covariance is then defined as follows:
n,(/) = T,-(()C.S,(f|f - l)CfT,(/) + T,(<)S„,(/.)T.(0 + |I,,, - T,(f)l. (5.102)
In order to guarantee that Cli{t) is non-singiilar at any time instant, the extra
been added to (5.102) in which l^xq is the identity matrix

term

of size q [6]. The matrix fli(/) is block diagonal and the matrix [I^xg — "^1(0]
only adds non-zero terms to the scalar diagonal elements of I2,(f) during the ontl)nt sampling iiiechanism when there are no measurements available (the output
sampling mechanism described by Tj(/,) is zero). Therefore, adding [I^xq — "^1(0]
to (5.102) in no way affects the estimator.
Introducing the Kalman Gain for the limiti-rate system as:
L,(0 = A„S,(/|l-l)C?'T,(;)n-'(0,

(5.103)

we procei'd to iijidate the estimation error covariance considering (5.59) and
(5.97) as:
+ 1|^) = y.^(i -f 1|/.) - x,(/, + l\t).

(5.104)

By snbstitnting (5.61) into (5.101) and then proceeding by substituting the result
along with (5.59) and (5.97) into (5.104) we obtain:
Sj(/ + l|t) = cov le^(t + l\t)]
= cov[(Aa - U{t)Ti{t)C,)ei{t\t - 1)
+ D,Vj(/) - L,{t)Ti{t)z^{t) + ^ AijSij(t\t - 1)].

(5.105)

j=i

Exiiaiidiiig the terms, and also considering the properties of the vector covariance
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[7], yields:
S.(( + 1|0 = Ai,S,(/|/ - IjA^; - 2L.(«)Ti(0C,S.((|/. - 1)AT
171

+ um.m'ii)+D,s^,mj + ^Ays,(/|< - i)a5.

(5.106)

Miliiiilizilig the error covariance with reKi)ect to Kalman gain, Lt(/), yields:
^S,(/ + l|/.)
dU{t)

d
[A„S.(/|( - 1)A,', - 2L,(()T.(0C,S,y|( - 1)A‘
dU{t)

+ L,m,(i)Lj{l) + D,S,„(0D;'' 4 Y,

- 1)A’;] = 0.
(5.107)

It should he noted that (h.lOG) is the algebraic Riccati equation and from (5.107)
the minimmn is attained if and only if [77]:
■2A,.S,(1|/ - 1)C7T,(0 + 2L,V)a:(0 = (1.

(5.108)

The Kalman filter gain for each subsystem i can be found by solving (5.102),
(5.103), (5.100) and (5.108) iteratively backwards in time.

5.4

Summary

In this chapter, a new Kalman filter-based distributed model predictive control
algorithm has been proposed for MR mnlti-agent systems. The proposed frame
work consists of two main ])arts, control and estimation, and both parts have
been studied for the interacting inj^nt and interacting state cases.
In the control part, a distributed klPC via a Nash game has been studied for
limiti-rate sampled-data systems and in the estimation part a distributed KF has
been jiroposed to j^rovide the state values for inter-sampling times. The algo
rithm ])rovides a reliable control and estimation and coni})ensation mechanism
for the information loss due to the multi-rate nature of the systems using the
proposiM distributed KF. In the presented method, each agent has knowledge of
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its own dynamics and also is aware of the neighboring agents’ computed inputs.
The presented method uses a commmiication-based optimization based on a Nash
Equilibrium which is non-cooperative game. In the next chapter the convergence
and stability conditions of this proposed method will be discussed.
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Chapter 6
Characteristics of the Proposed
Method
111 tliis cliaiiter the stability «nd convergence of Nasli-based distributed MPC
for large-scale innlti-rate systems first proposed in Chapter 5 is analyzt'd. In
large-scale mnlti-rate systems when the mnnber of control inputs, outputs and
constraints is increased, system regulation for closed-loop stability and perfor
mance liecornes an ini])ortant issue [7].

MPC is known as a well-established

control method that has been addressed by many researchers to co])e with largescale control ])roblenis [18], [50], [31], [51], [52], In MPC problems, in some cases,
the controller may drive the states of the system to a part of the state space
where no solution to the finite time optimal control problem satisfies the existing
constraints, i.e. the control problem becomes infeasible. The lack of feasibility
and stability guarantees has been addressed by imposing terminal set constraints
[36], [53] or by solving the infinite-horizon problem [54], The constraints on the
terminal set that are necessary to show stability tend to result in small terminal
sets. In [5], stability issues for distributed control of networked systems have
been addressed through the suitable integration of the subsystems’ MPC con
trollers. The proposed cooperation-based, distributed MPC algorithm for linear
systems is iterative in nature. At convergence, the distributed MPC algorithm,
in which the overall plant objective fnnction is a strict convex combination of the
individual snl)systeni’s objective functions, achieves o])tinial (centralized) control
])erforniance. In [5], the control algorithm can be terminated at any intermediate
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iteration without coinproiiiisiiig feasibility or closed-loo]) stability of the resulting
distributed controller. A distributed MPC forniulation is proposed in [26], [55] in
which agents solve their optimization problem with locally relevant variables, cost
functions and constraints to achieve some degree of coordination. The authors
show asym])totic stability under state feedback provided the interactions among
the subsystems satisfy a stability constraint.
Here, we address the convergence and stability issues of distributed control of
limiti-rate systems through the suitable control and estimation of the various
subsystems’ MPC and Kalman filter schemes. The designed distributed local
Kalman filters are stable estimators. Local measurements along with local and
interacting Kalman gains are required for estimator updates. The tradeoff here
is the subo])tiniahty of the generated estimates. In addition, the closed-looj)
stability of the resulting distributed controller and filters is analyzed for the con
strained and unconstrained subsystems with injiiit coiqiling. In fact, the main
contribution of this chajiter is to ])rovide the convergence and stability analysis
of the theoretical framework iirojiosed formerly in Chai)ter 5.

6.1

Constrained Problems

In this section convergence and stability of the jjroposed method in Chapter 5 for
the constrained case is studied.

6.1.1

State Space Representation

Consider a linear dynamic plant consisting of rn subsystems where the model of
subsystem ?, {?’ G 1,...,?/? }, can be written as:
Xp,(/ + 1) = Ap,Xp,(0 + Bp,u,(/) -t- Bd,d,(0 + ^Bp,

yp,(^) = Cp,Xp,(f) + w,(0,

(6.1)

(6.2)

where i is the discrete time index of the system under control. Also, Xp^ G
U;: G
G 5?'^ and d,, w,; are the process and iiieasurement noise vectors.
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respectively. Now, let:
Axp,(0 = Xp.(0 - Xp,

(6.3)

(< - 1),

(6.4)

Au,(0 = Ui(0 - u,(( - 1).

Now the state space equation for Axp^ can be obtained from (6.1), which results
in:
in

Axp,(/ + 1) = Ap,Axp,(^) + Bp,Au,(/.) f Bd,Wp,(/) + ^ Bp, ^ Au^(/),

(6.5)

where
Wp,(/) - d,(/) - d,(/ - i;

(6.6)

Similarly, for the outj)ut we obtain:
yi..(' + 1) = C|>,Axp,(/ + 1) + yp.(0 + w„,.(/).

(6.7)

w,„,(/) = w,(« + 1) - w,.(0.

(6.8)

wher(^

Variables

[t) and Wp^ (/,) are assumed to be a Wiener process. Since the Wiener

j)rocess is used to represent the integral of a Gaussian white noise process, it is
therefore useful as a model of noise, as instrument errors in filtering theory and
as unknown forces in control theory. Substituting (6.5) into (6.7) yields:
yp,(/, + 1) = Cp,Axp,(^ + 1) +yp,(/.) + Wm,(/)

= Cp,Ap,Axp,(/) + Cp,Bp,Au,(0 + Cp,Bd,Wp,(0 +yp,(0 + Wm,(0
(6.9)
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Now, considering (6.1) (6.2), (6.5) and (6.9), new state and control input vectors,
x,(/) and Au,(/), res]){H-tively, arc defined where

Axp,(0

x,(/,)

6 10)

( .

yp,(0
The following model represents a distributed multi-rate system with input cou
pling:
x,(/ + 1) = A,x,(/) + B,,Au,(/,) + D,v,(/,) + ^ B,jAuj{t),

yd/) = C,x,(/) + z,(/),
where for each subsystem

(6.11)

(6.12)

x, and y, denote the state and ont])nt variables,

resi)ectively, v,, z, are the state and measnrenient noise secjuences, respectively,
and A,, B,,, B,^, D, and C, are matrices defined as:

A, -

B„ =

Ap^
C

O/xq

A

' B,..

T

■

CpBp,

B„
CpPi BpPi,J

V,(/) =

Wp,(/)

,Q;-

O/xq
xq

I
-‘■qxq

Matrix I^xq is the q l)y q identity matrix and O/xq is the / by q zero matrix.
Variable And/) is the multi-rate input signal (the input signal that includes the
input holding mechanism described later in this section) which is injected into
subsystem i at sampling time /. As can be seen in (6.11), subsystems are coupled
through inputs only {An
Considering the input and output switching functions, ^d/)
i’es])ectively, as defined in Chai)ter 5, the multi-rate input AUi{t) and multi-rate outi)ut
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can be written as follows:
(6.13)

(6.14)

ip^{t) = T,(0CjX,(/.) + Ti{t)z^{t).

The control variable 6i{t) represents the coni])nted inputs using the proposed
distributed MFC scheme at sani])ling time / and the multi-rate control variable
AUi{i) rei)resents the injected inputs into the multi-rate system at sani])hng time
/. Substituting (6.13) into (6.11) yields:
m

x,(/ + 1) = A,X,(/) + B,,^,(/,)^,(/) + D,:V,(/,) + ^

<f,(l)

=

j{i)ej{i).

X,(t)C,x,(l) + Xi{i)z,(l),

where x, and y, are the state and onti)iit variables, resj^ectively. Also,

(6.15)

(6.16)
and

are the state and measurement noise sequences, resi)ectively, and A,, B„, B,j,
D,, and C, are state space matrices. Variable

is the ini)nt holding mechanism

and ■&( is the multi-rate input signal. Tj is the output holding mechanism and
ifi is the multi-rate output signal, [56]. In fact,

and T* are diagonal matrices

in which the diagonal elements are either 1 or 0 when the inpnt/outpiit variables
are available or nnavailable, resi)ectively. As in multi-rate systems, output mea
surements are made at specific sampling times; the output sampling mechanism
needs to be included in the system’s model.
Ecjiiations (6.15) and (6.16) give the linear state-space representation of the dis
tributed imilti-rate system for i = 1,2,... ,m.. For the plant in (6.1) (6.2) and
the dehned distributed multi-rate system in (6.15) (6.16), the following Lemmas
hold [6].
Lemma 1. If the pair (Ap^,BpJ is observable/reachable and system (6.1),
(6.2) does not possess transmission zeros at one, then the pair (Aj, B,j) is observ
able/reachable.
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Lemma 2. If the pair (Ap^ , BpJ is observable, then the pair (Aj,Bjj) is
detectable with non-observable eigenvalues only at the origin.
Consider a linear nmlti-rate system consisting of m subsystems (6.15), (6.16) and
m control agents. In Nash-based distributed MPC each control agent calculates
the manipnlated variable 0,{t) by minimizing its local cost function as follows:
Nc-\

fc=l

A.=0

(6.17)
subject to
^i,niiii ^

+ k) <

(6.18)

k = 0, 1, ...,

x,(/ -l- A' -|- 1) = AjX,(/ -f- k) -f B,,Au,(/ -f- A:)
m

+ Dt'v,(/ + k) -(-

B,jAuj(/ -l- A‘),

k = 0,1,..., iVp_].

(6.19)

In order to solve the })roblem (6.17) (6.19), (6.11) is first substituted into (6.12).
Based on (6.11) (6.12), the fntnre state variables are calcnlated using the se(inence of fntnre control in})nts. The matrices obtained can be written in a coni])act form as
m

Yj(A)

F,x,(0 + 4>z7(0®*(0 +

r,C(/.) + ^4),j(/)0_,(A),

(6.20)

where we assume that the process noise is zero from /. -h Ac — 1 on: Vj(^ -h A’) = 0
for A’ =

Ac,...,Ap-l

b

Note that in (6.20), Qi{i) re])resents the control inputs over the control horizon.
Also, note that the control input computed by the local MPC controller is 6i{t)
and not Auj(A). However, in the multi-rate system the manipulated varial)les in
jected into the system are defined as in (6.13) which includes both the coni])nted
’Since the control horizon constraint only holds for Auj via 0, and not for Vj, the assumption
is made that the process noise is zero from / -f Nc — 1 on.
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inputs and the input updating matrix
F'ocusing on multi-rate Kalman filter design: consider the linear model in (6.15)
and (6.16). The available measurements

are used to estimate the state of the

system, x,. A linear optimal filter based on the Kalman Filter for distributed sys
tems is now ])roposed. To understand the distributed Kalman Filter equations,
consider the ])rocess noise, Vi(/.), to be discrete-time white noise for each sub
system i. The following covariance matrix for each agent can hence be dehned:

Si.
0

0
s...

(6.21

wh(ne E[-] denotes the ex])ef:tation operator and Sp^{i) re])resents tlie covariance
matrix of the process noise. Also, S^\^ and S'w, are positive semi-definite matrices
so that dj = SY'^dJ and
= SU'^w] where each element of dj and w[ is
integrated white noise.
Consider measurement noise

Zj{l)

in (6.16) to be discrete-time white noise. The

following covariance matrix for the measurement noise

can be defined

similarly:
E{2,((>?'(/)} =5„„(().

(6.22)

where S.^.. is a jrositive definite matrix so that Zj — Sui^z- where each element of
zf is integrated white noise.
Lemma 3. If the pair

is reachable, then the pair ^A,,is

reachable (see [6] for the proof).
Let the states estimated by the distributed Kalman Filter for a multi-rate system
be given lyy:
x,(/ + 1) = A,x,(/,) +

+ Lu{t)[^p^{t) - T,(/)C,:x,(/,)j
(()«,(() + L,,.(()[¥.,(«) -T,(/,)C,.x,(()]],

+

(6.23)

J=1

where ^^{t) and L(j(/) are referred to as the Kalman Gains. Each local Kalman
filter sends its gain, L,/(/), and estimated states, x,(/,), to the neighboring Kalman
filters and receives the neighboring Kalman filters’ gains, L,j(/), and estimated
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states,

Xj(t).

The estimation error, ei{t + 1), at sampling time

^

+ 1 is obtained

by substituting (6.16) into (6.23) and subtracting the result from (6.15):
ei{t + 1) == x,(/ + 1) - x,(^ + 1)

= [A, - L,,(/)T,(0Qje,(/) + D,v,(0 - L,,(/)T,(t)z,(0
(6.24)

- £(L„«)T,(0C^e,(0 + L.,(0T,«)z,(0).

In order to develop the Kalman filter for the multi-rate and distributed case, the
error covariance, S,(/ -t- 1), is minimized with
Si(/ + 1) — E[e.,(/. -t- l)e^ (/ + 1)],

(6.25)

where E denotes the ex])ectation of the argument. The estimated states at sam
pling time i + 1 will be updated through (6.23) using the state estimation at
sami)hng time /, x,(/), and obseu'ved information at sampling time /, Xj(/), L,j(/)
and L,j(/).
Definition 1. The Nash Eqihlibrimn (NE) strategy has the following def
inition for the case of two players (agents). (0*(/),02(/)) is a Nash eqnilibrimn
strategy set if:

(0iW.02W).

(6.26)

J2(0;((),0;(O)< J2(0;«),02W).

(6.27)

.7,

where 0,(0
admissil)le strategy for player i and Jj is the performance index
of player i. Notice that a Nash equilibrium strategy assumes that if one player
minimizes his cost on the basis that the other ])layer’s strategy is known and it
is at equilibrium, then the first player will find his optimal strategy at equilib
rium [73]. It is also possible that there may be a strategy pair that gives a lower
])erformance cost for both players; however, that pair will not have the property
(6.26) (6.27). Extension to more than two players can be obtained in the same
manner.
Consider an 7/?-player game with M := {1,... ,m} denoting the players set. The
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decision or action variable of player i is denoted by Qi{t) G S*, where Ej is the
action set of player i. The action set is iisnally a hnite set which means the })layer
has only a finite number of possible actions. Let 0 denote the m-tnple of action
variables of all players, 0
(^i,... ,^7,1)- Also, let E C E be the constraint set
for the game, where E is the m-product of Ei,... ,Et,,; hence, for an 7?i-tuple of
action variables to l)e feasible we need 0(f) G E, [126].
If we consider that the objt^ctive function of the player i is denoted by Jj(0j(/), 0jj^j(f)).
where 0^

stands for the action variables of neighbonring agents of agent

Now, an 7/i-ln])le of action varial)ies 0* G E constitutes a Nash equilibrium (or
non-coo])erative equilibrium) if, for all i G M,
j. (0.;(/),0v^,(/)) < J7 (07(/),0;,,^7(f)) ,v0,(/) G E,

(6.28)

such that (0*(/),0*jy,(/)) G
Now, focusing on tlu' stability of the Nash game strategy: for simplicity, in the
initial discussion, consider the two-])laver case; the discussion can easily be ex
tended to 111 > 2. Assuming that the two players are at the NE point, consider
the following secinence of moves: (1) One of the players (say P\) deviates from its
corres])onding ecinilibrium strategy, (2) P2 observes this and minimizes its cost
function in view of the new strategy of Pi, (3) now P\ optimally reacts by min
imizing its cost function, (4) P2 optimally rtxicts to that o})timuni reaction, etc.
If this infinite sequence of moves converges back to the original NE solution, and
this being so regardless of the nature of the initial deviation of Pi, it is said that
the Nash equilibrium is stable. If convergence is valid only under small initial
deviations, then it is said that the Nash equilibrium is locally stable. Otherwise,
the Nash equilibrium is said to be unstable [126].
The notion of stability, as introduced above for a two-player game can be ex
tended to the 7n-player case. Essentially, a re-adjustment the scheme is necessary
when there is a deviation from it by any player. For m > 2, the following formal
definition of a stable Nash equilibrium can be written [126].
Definition 2.

A Nash equilibrium 0*(/),7 G M, is globally stable with

respect to an adjustment scheme Z if it can be obtained as the limit of the

6.1 Constrained Problems

iteration:
(6.29)

0.*(<) = lim 0"(i),
0r'(<) = arg

min

Ji(0,^;^,(<),e,(i)),

(6.30)

0,(Oe-,

such that 0°(/) G Hj, ? G M, and n is the nnniber of iterations. Also, the superseri])t Z„ indicates that the precise choice of

depends on the re-adjiistinent

scheme selected.
A similar strategy is used in the Nash-based distributed MFC algorithm for solv
ing the constrained control {)roblem iteratively. In the pro})Osed method rising
the Nash strategy, each agent oirtimizes its objective function, J/(/), using its
own control decision, 0,{t), assmning that other subsystems’ solutions, 6j{t), are
known. Let d"{t) define the computed control input for subsystem i at iteration
71,

(?/ > 0).
At each samjiling time each agent makes an initial guess of its decision variables

over the control horizon and broadcasts that initial guess to neighboring agents
[8]:

0:'(/) = [wior w(' +1))'

(0"(( + A'e - 1)) xrr

(6.31)

Then, each agent solves its optimization problem (6.17) (6.19) and gets its op
timal solution, 0-^'''^(/). Next, all the agents compare the new solution, 0-'“''^(/),
with the solution obtained at the i^revious iteration, 0”(Oi

check the conver

gence condition:
\\er\i)-e7(moo<u,
in which e, is the error accuracy.

(6.32)

In a Nash-based distributed MFC scheme

the agents connmniicate but do not take a cooperative decision. They iterate
exchanging future in])nt sequences until an agreement has been obtained. In
fact, an agreement has been reached when (6.32) is satisfied. Then, each agent
no longer change its decision 0^{t) because it has achieved an equilibrium point
within the coupling decision process. If the decision, 0”(/), is changed then the
local cost function, Jj(f), degrades. Note that the initial guess for each agent
is first made based on the solution given by the neighboring agents at the last
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sampling time.
The strategy described above can l)e formulated as follows.
First consider a linear system whose behavior can be thought of as being caused
by rn agents. At any sampling time

the ith agent model can be considered as

(6.20). When the prol)lem is an output feedback problem, Xj(^) can be replaced
by x, (/). Note that in the implementation of predictive control using the Kalman
Filter the control signal is AU((^) and the matrices (A,,

come from the

model used for the distributed predictive control design (6.11), (6.12). For the
])redict(xl outputs through Nash-based MFC we can write:
Y,(/) = F,x,(/) + <t>..(/)er'(0 + r,c.(/) + y^«)),,(/)0"(O.

(6.33)

If we define the reference vector as Y^{i) = [(y,^( / + 1 ))^ (yf (/ -|- 2))^,..., (y,^(/ +
A^p))^]^, then the local olijective function for the zth agent (6.33) can be refor
mulated as:
mill ,7,(0= Y.(0-Y“(/)
+||e,(0|||,,
0 (/)
Q,

(6.34)

1

subject to
®7,iniii — ®j(0 —

(6.35)

G.Y,(/) < 0,

(6.36)

in which Yj(/,) ^ F,x,:(/) + (J)jj(/,)0"+^(^) +
4>7j(O0?(O
Q* and
_
jY*
R, are positive definite matrices which define the output and the input weighting
matrices for each agent, respectively. It can be seen that although the global
objective function can be split into several local objective functions, the output
of each agent is still related to all input variables due to input coupling. Such
a distributed control problem with different goals can be solved by Nash game
theory [123]. Reformulating the objective function in (6.34), in terms of Qi{t) to
make the ])robleni applicable for quadratic programming (QP) [31], leads to:

Ml) = \ {er'(i)V [2<i);','(0Q,<t>..(()+2R,] 0r‘(')+2n(tyQ,(t)„(<)er‘(().
(6.37)
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where

n,(/) =

F.x,:(o + r,c,(() + E“=i 4>.j(0ej(0 - Yf(t) is a constant for the

optiniization i)rol)leni based on Nash iterative setting. To solve the optimization
prol)leni of miniinizing (6.37) subject to the constraints defined in (G.35) and
(6.36), the following change needs to be apj^lied. Since in the presented cost
fmiction in (6.37) the variable Y, (/) has been eliminated, therefore the constraint
in (6.36) should be translated in terms of Qi{i). This means:

G,

F,x,(/) + (|)„(()0"+'(O + r,4(0 +

(6.38)
j=l

Considering the definition of f[,(/), (6.38) can be updated as:

G, ^4),4/)0rMOT n,(/) + Y,^(/,) < 0.

(6.39)

Now, subject to (6.35) and (6.39), this becomes:
4>a(0
I

(S

•0r'(o <

(6.40)

-I
N,

L,

Consider the constrained objective function in (6.37) subject to (6.40), then define
the Hamiltonian of the distributed system as [127]:
11,(0 =
where

+

(6.41)

are Lagrange multipliers (co-states) and f,(^) can be written as:
f,(O = N,0y'(O-L..

(6.42)

Now, the Ilamillonian can be constructed by inserting (6.37) and (6.42) in (6.41)
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as:

11,(<) = ^ (0r’(<))'

+ 2R,] 0r'(O + 2n(t);'Q.(|>,.(()0"-'‘(i)
lees)

+ £.[N,0r‘(O-Lil

To find the optimum value of the 0t(t), the derivatives of the Hamiltonian with
resi)ect to co-states and inputs need to be calculated,

dll,(0
dij

-0,

(6.44)

= 0.

(6.45)

By considering (().44) and (().45);
0;'+'(/)'

t,

24>S(0Q,<|),.(0 + 2R,
N.

N7‘

-1

2fl(t)^Q,(!)„(/,)
(6.46)

0

and the optimal in])ut can be written as:
0r'(O = 4>u(O“' [n,(0 + Y"(0

(6.47)

and with Ki(f) = 4)~^(^), in an expanded form, this yields:
771

0y'(') = Ki{t)iFMi) 4 r.(()C(01 +
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(6.48)

6.2 Convergence Analysis

The overall solution of the whole system can be written as:
0y(O = K,(()[F,x.(O + r,(/K,(i)] +

(0 — ^2(0 [F2X2(/.) + r2(/)C2(0] +
K2(/)[4)2i(/)e?(/) + ... + <|)2,n(^)e:u/.)],

= K,,(/) [F„x,,(/) + r„,(oc»(01 +
[4>lni (00^(0 + • • • +

(/)].

(G.49)

Ex])ressing (6.49) in ('oinpaet form:
0r'(o

er'U)

■k.(o

0

0

K2(0

0

0

=

0

■ FiXi(/,)4

F2X2(/) + r2(/)C2(0

0

••

ri(/,)Ci(/)

K,„(/)_

_F„,x„,(/)

+ r„,(/)c«(0_

V
Ai(0

+

0

Ki(04)i2(0

K2(/-)4^21 (0

0
K,n{t)(^rn2{t)

•

■

K,(04>i.„(0

•

K2(/.)<|>2„.(0

eno
es(/)

0

e"(0.

■

(6.50)

Ao(0

Equation (6.50) can therefore be written as:
= AiU) [Fx(/) + r(0C(0] + Ao(Oe"(^)-

6.2

(6.51)

Convergence Analysis

In (6.51), at each sami)hng time the disturbance vector, C(f), and the current
state, x(/), are known. They do not depend on O(^). Thus, the first term of
(6.51) is irrelevant for convergence of the iterative solution and (6.51) can be
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suiiiiiiarized as:

e"+‘(0 = W) + Aoe"(0,

(6.52)

where ^{t) is a function of the current estimated state, disturbance vector, and
the set-point vector, /3(x(/.), 4(0?mentioned parameters are known
in advance, /?(/) is a constant term irrelevant to the iteration. To guarantee a
convergent algorithm the spectral radius of Ao(/) must be less than 1 and so:
||p(Ao(/,))|| < 1,

(6.53)

where p(Ao(/)) denotes the spectral radius of A()(/,).

6.3

Stability Analysis

This section is devoted to the stal)ihty of the i)roi)osed method. Proving the
closed-loop stability of the constrained problem, the main idea now is to show
that the contractivity of the sequence of objective functions to the overall prob
lem generatexl by the i)roposed method leads the system towards being stable at
the origin.
Lemma 4- Under the conditions of Lemma 1, if: (a) there does not exist two
distinct eigenvalues of Ap^, Aa,* and A^^j, such that
not exist eigenvalues

of Ap^ /A^

1,

= A^"’, and (6) there does

|A^:| = 1, such that A^

= 1, then the

})air (Aj,Bi^j(^)) is reachable [128].
Lemma 5. Under the conditions of Lemma 2, if: {a) there does not exist two distinct eigenvalues of Ap., Aq^j and A^^i, [Aa^ij > 1, lA^^jJ > 1, such that XJ^ = A^^%
and (6) there do not exist eigenvalues A,; of Ap,, A^
1,
xf^' = 1, then the pair {Ai,'B^Ti(t)) is detectable [129].

|Aj| = 1, such that

Lemma 6. Under the conditions of Lemma 3 and Lemma 6, for any Sj(0) > 0,
the solution Si{t) of (6.23), (6.25) asymptotically tends to the unique solution of
(6.23), (6.25), Si(0) > 0. Moreover, the predictor (6.23) and the Kalman gain
equations, with Si{t) = Si{t) is asymptotically stable, i.e. all the characteristic
multipliers of the matrix (Aj — L,(t)Tj(t)Ci) are inside the unit circle [130].
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For the closed-loop system in (6.11), (6.12), (6.13) and (6.51), the following re
sults hold.
Lemma 7. Under the conditions of Lennnas 1 and 4, the closed-loop system in
(6.15) and (6.51) is asymptotically stalde, i.e. all the characteristic multipliers of
the matrix (Aj -1- Bj,4^j(/)AiFi) are inside the nnit circle [6].
Remark 1. Explicit constraints on the control and control increments could also
be considered. Provided that a feasible solution to problem (6.34) (6.36) exists,
a stability result similar to the Theorem 1 could be derived with Lyapunov type
argmnents similar to those ado})ted and j)roved in [6].

Theorem 1. Under the conditions of Lemmas 3, 4, 5 and 6, and Theorem 1,
the closed-loop system (6.11), (6.12), (6.13) with S,{t) = S,(/) and (6.51) is
asymptotically stable, i.e. all its characteristic multipliers arc inside the unit
circle.
Proof. Considering (6.11), (6.13), (6.23), (6.24) and (6.51), we obtain:
Xi{t + 1)

e,(/ -f 1)

A, + B„4',(/,)AiF,
-B,^,(/)AiF,
0
A,-L,(/,)T,(/)C,

e,{t)

(6.54)

Since Lemmas 1 and 6, and Theorem 1 hold, the characteristic mnltiphers of
(A, -(- B,i4',(/,)AiFj) and (A^ — L,(/)T,(/)Cj) will be inside the unit circle.
□

6.4

Unconstrained Problems

In this section the convergence and stability of the proposed method in Chapter
5 for the imconstrained case is studied.

6.4.1

State Space Representation

Consider a i)lant com])rising in subsystems. Let local model i for the distributed
multi-rate system be represented by a discrete, linear time-invariant (LTI) model
in (6.15) (6.16). To solve the unconstrained optimization problem, consider the
compact model (Aj, B„:, B.^, Cj, D,) for subsystem i.j G {l,...,rn} and i ^ j
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for which a Nash-based distributed MFC strategy [56] is foriiiulated for control
ling innlti-agent, multi-rate systems. Considering (6.15) (6.16) which is a state
s])ace model, the local unconstrained cost function,

for each agent can be

])resented as follows:
iVn

Nc-1

A:=l

fc=0

(6.55)
subject to
x,(/ -|- A’ -l- 1) = A/X/(/ -f- A’) -l- B//^,(/, -|- A‘)'0,(/ -|- A’)
+ D, Vj (/ -|- A') + ^ ^ B,j y (/ -)- k )'0j (/ + A’),

(6.56)

j=i

■0;(/ -l- A') = 0,

(6.57)

A' = A^(.,..., jVp — 1,

where Q, > 0 and R, > 0. In (6.56), it was assumed that v,(/ -(- k) = 0 for k =
Nf ,..., A^p — 1; also, y^-{t + k) is the reference profile to be tracked by the controller.
The re])resentation of future outjiuts of the system over the {)rediction horizon in
terms of a secpience of future control injmts can be denoted as:
Y,(/) = F,x,(/) +4)„(A)0,(/) + r,;C(/) + ^4),j(A)0j(O,

where F,, 4)j,(/.), Fj, Ci(A) and

6.4.2

(6.58)

are the system matrices defined in Chapter 5.

Solution To The Problem

The distributed multi-rate model has been formulated in (6.15) keeping in mind
that there exists input coupling among subsystems. Each subsystem is controlled
l)y a so-called agent. In the algorithm proposed in [56] the agents communicate
with each other but do not take a cooperative decision. They iterate exchanging
future input sequences until an agreement on the value of the computed inputs
is obtained. An agreement is reached when the difference between the proi)osed
control vector by each agent at one iteration and its value at the previous iteration
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is l)elow a threshold.
All iterative solution is used to solve the optimization problem in (6.55) (6.57).
Strictly speaking, every agent solves its optimization problem using its own input
variables assuming that the optimal solution of the other agents is known. The
formnlation of the control decision for agent i from iteration n to iteration n +
1 can be derived by solving the local optimization problem without inequality
constraints (^'„||| lepp == 0, (?’ = !,... ,m)) as follows:
m
=

K.(0 [F.:X,(/) +r,-(/)£;.(<) - Y“(i)] + K,(O^(|>„(()0"(<).

(e-59)

Rewriting (6.59) for ni agents

with K,(/) =

we obtain the overall solution of the whole system as:

e"+‘(/) = A,(o [Fx(o + r(/)C(() - Y“(/)] + A„(/.)e"(o,

(o.oo)

w heri'

Ai(/)-

0
Ao(/.) -

K2(/)c|)2i(/)

■Ki(/)

0

0

K2(0

0

0

0
0

•

(6.61)

Ki(04>i2(0
0

K^(04>rnl(0

■

K2m2m{t)

(6.62)
0
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and
x(0 = [x[(^) xj(f),...,x^,(0]'^,

(6.63)

e^’(/) = [(0)?(o^ (0?(or,---,(0:;.w)T,

(6.64)
(6.65)

Y«(/) = [(Y?(or (Y°(/)r,...,(Y«(/,))T

r(/) ^

U(/)

0

0

0

r2(/)

0

0

0

r,.(/,)

Fi

0

0

F2

0

0

(6.66)

(6.67)

(6.68)

The output prediction equation used for Nasli-based JMPC will be based on the
distributed filtering strategy discussed in the previous section. Using (6.58), the
prediction equation of the controlled oihpnts based on the estimated states and
future ininit variable moves for agent i can be written as:

Yr‘(o = F,x,(/)+<i.„(O0r‘«)+r,c,(<) + £<i.„(O0"(O:

(6.69)

j=i
where n denotes the number of iterations. In iteration n, the local objective
function for agent i can be reformulated as:

Q,

(6.70)

where the reference vector is defined as Y)^(/,) = [(yf(/+l))^ (y°(/.+2))"^,....
0 and R, > 0 are output and iiijnit weighting matrices, re-
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spectively. It can l)e seen tliat although the global objective function is split into
several local objective functions, the output of each agent is related to all the
input variables due to input coupling. Such a distributed control problem with
different goals can be solved by Nash game theory.
The proposed Nash-based distributed MPC and distributed Kalman filter algo
rithm is summarized in Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1.
t ■<— 0, n
0, / ■<— 0, flag ^ 0
while flag = 0 do
while / = 0 do

e*(/) ^ (/ - A„(/))-'A,(0 [Fx(0 + r(0C(/.) - Y«{i)]
if ||B*(/) — 0(011 ^ f then
./■
1
end if

eu) e- e*(0
n i— n + 1
end while

e,(() ^ [/o---o]e’(<)
Compute (Pi{t)
%{t + l) ^ DMKFiSft))

+1
if t = tend then
flag
1
end if
end while

In Algorithm f DMKF refers to Distributed Multi-rate Kalman Filter which
uses (6.15), (6.23) and (6.25) to compute the estimated states, (see Chapter 5 for
more details).
In the ])resented control scheme, distributed agents communicate to find the
optimal solution.

In addition, the algorithm presents an iterative strategy in
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wliich the iterative controller is characterized by the optimization problem in
(6.70). An initial guess for each agent is first given based on the solution found at
the last sampling time. Then, each agent checks if its terminal condition satisfies
a user-defined threshold. Agreement among the agents is reached when neither
of their solutions can be improved. Note that in this bargaining process, in the
case of convergence, the agents reach a Nash solution from a game theoretical
point of view.
In the next cha])ter, the proposed strategy ])resented in Algoiithm 1 is com
pared with decentralized Kalman filter approach presented in Algoiithrn 2 through
simulations.
Algorithm 2.
t i— 0, n i— 0, J i— 0, j log i— 0
while flag = 0 do
while / = 0 do

e*(t)^A,(o[Fx(/) + r(()C(/)-Y»(«)]
if ||0*(/) — 0(011 ^ ^ then
./■ ^ 1
end if

0(/) e- 0*(O
n e- n -f 1
end while

e,(/)^ [/o---o]e*(0
Compute (Pi{l)
x,(/. + 1) ^ DecMKF{S,{t))
/,<-/, + 1

if t = /end then
flag
1
end if
end while

In Algoi'ithin 2, DecMKF refers to Decentralized Multi-rate Kalman Filter
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which uses tlie following equations in (6.71) (6.72) in combination with (6.25) to
compute the estimated states.
x,(/ + 1) = A/x,(^) +

+ D,v,(/,).

%{t + 1) == A/X,(/,) + B„'i',(/.)0,(^) + LH{t)[(Pr(t] - T,(/,)C,;Xj(/,)].

(6.71)

(6.72)

Note that (6.71) ])resents t he model of subsystem i in the decentralized scheme.

6.5

Convergence Analysis

Consider the distributed MFC ap])roach of linear dynamic plants i)resented in
])revious section. The optimal solution of the whole system for the unconstrained
case achieved by Nash-based MFC is defined in (6.60) and can be summarized
as:
(6.73)
where /0(/) is a function of the current states, the disturbance vector, and the
reference vector, ^{t) = ¥{x{i),C,{l),Y^\t)). This inqdies that P{t) is a constant
term inde])endent of the iteration.

To guarantee a convergent algorithm the

spectral radius of Ao{i) must be less than 1, thus:
p{Ao{i)) < 1,

for all t

(6.74)

where p{Ao{t)) denotes the spectral radius of Ao(/).
Remark 2.

Note that since the system in (6.15) (6.16) is linear time-

invariant and also the matrices ^i(f) and T,(/) are in fact periodic [56], so is
Ao(f) and therefore it is only necessary to test (6.74) for a finite number of t
values.
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6.6

Stability Analysis

In this section the stal^ility of the distributed multi-rate MPC strategy and the
distributed multi-rate Kalman filter are discussed. The contraction of the se
quence of objective function values to the objective function values of the overall
problem generated by the presented problem in previous section leads the system
towards achieving a stable behaviour. To understand this aspect it is necessary
to investigate the stability of the controller and also the state estimator.

6.6.1

Stability of the Distributed Control System

Consider the com})uted control input through the Nash-based iterative solution
as (6.60). At Nash equilibrium, the iterative solution stops and
where 0*(/) is the optimal solution for the inputs. Then, the Nash o})timal
solution of the whole system at sampling time / can be obt ained as follows:

e’{t) = (I - A„(/))-'A,(0 [Fx(0 + r(0C(/) - Y“(/)]

(0.75)

In order to present (6.75) in a compact form let K„,(/) = (I —
where the term (I — A()(/,)) is always scpiare and non-zero.
Now, consider the predictive state s})ace model of agent i at time instant i as
presented in (6.15) then ex])and that for m agtuits to get the state space model
of the whole system between sampling time t and ^ 4- 1 as follows:
x(/, + 1) - Ax(/,)

-f

B{t)e*{t) + Dv(t),

(6.76)

where

A=

Ai

0

...

0

0

As

...

0

0

0
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... A,,

(6.77)
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Bii^l(/)

Bi2^2(0
B2rn'^m(t)

(6.78)

BW =

Di

D =

0

0
0

...

0

D2 ...

0

0

...

(6.79)

D„

and
(6.80)
x(/) = [x'[(/) xj(/),...,x)y,(/)]^\

(6.81)
(6.82)

Substituting (6.75) in (6.76) yields:
x(/ + 1) - [A + B(/,)K,„(/,)F] x(0 - [B(/)K,,(f)F] e(t) + D
+ v(/.) + B(/,)K„,(/,) [rmi) - Y«(0] ,

(6.83)

where e(/) = x(/,) - x(0 = [e7(/,), e2^'(0, • •. ,e^(0]'^.
To compute the estimation error for the whole system, e(^), it is necessary to
expand (6.24) for the m agents as follows:
e{t + 1) - [Ae(/:) - Le(0Ce] e(/,) - Le(/)Te(^)Z(0 + Dv(/),

(6.84)

where

AM =

ai

0

0

a2

.

0

0

... a.
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6 86)

a,(0 = A, - L,,(^)T,(^),

0
L2i(/)Ci

Li2(0C2
0

Le(OCe -

( .

• •

Li,„(/)Cj

••

L2rn (()C 7

(6.87)

0

L,„2(0^2
and
z(/)-[z'[(/,) zj(/,),...,z;^(o]'^.

(6.88)

Now, coiiyideriiig ((>.83) and {G.84) yiolds:
x(/ + 1)'
e(/ + l)_

A + B(/)K,„(/)F -B(/)K,„(0F
0
A,(0-L.(0C,

x(/)
e(/)

(6.89)

The stal)ility eoiidilioii for the whole system expressed in (6.89) can be defined
as follows:
A + B(/)K„.(0F

V

0

-B(0K.„(0F\
a,-l,c,

j

i

(6.90)

The condition defined in (6.90) guarantees the overall stability for the distributed
multi-rate MFC for the unconstrained input-coupled system. Note that in fact it
is only necessary to test (6.90) for a finite number of t values (see Remark 2).

6.6.2

Stability of the Distributed Kalman Filter

In order to analyze the stability of the distributed multi-rate Kalman filter, the
state s]race model of the estimated states (6.23) for m agents is rewritten to get
the overall model of the state estimations:

x{t + 1) = A(/)x(0 + B(t)e*{t) + L{t)(p(t),
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where

A(/) -

aii(0

ai2(0

airn(0

aL2i{t)

a22(0

•••

^2m{t)

^7ni(0

^7772(0

• • •

^771771 (^')

(6.92)

where
a„(/,) ^ A, - L,,(f)T,(OQ,
(6.94)

a,,(/) = L,,(/)T,(/,)C,.
and
x(/)-[x7(o xj(/),...,x;^i(/)]^^\

(6.95)

v^(0 = [</^7(0

(6.96)

L(/) -

Lii(0

Li2(0

•••

Li^n(/.)

L2](/)

L22(0

•••

L2„i(/)

L77}i(/^)

L7;^2(0

• • •

I-'772777 (0

(G.97)

Substituting the optimal input computed by the controller (6.75) into the overall
state space equation of the estimated states by the estimator (6.91) yields:
x(7 + 1) =

[A(i) + B(7)K.„(7)f] x(7) + B(()K,„(7) [r(()C«) - Y“(/)]

+ Lip(t).
(6.98)

The stability condition for the overall estimator expressed in (6.98) is defined as
follows:
f> (a(/) + B(()K,„(()f) < 1, for all t

(6.99)

As ex])lained in Remark 2^ it is only necessary to test (6.99) for a finite number
of / values.
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In the proposed distributed MPC and distributed Kalman filter algorithms for
niiilti-rate systems, agents can communicate and co-ordinate with each other and
exchange information in order to accomplish their objectives. Next, a theorem
is presented to investigate the case in which the communication between local
Kalman filters fails and no signal is received from the neighboring filters. The
effect of this information loss on stability of the proposed strategy is then studied.

Theorem 2. Consider a distributed multi-rate Kalman filter ineludmg rn local
Kalman filters where the states are estimated by each local Kalman filter using
(6.23). If the communication of the computed local gains and the estimated local
states between the local Kalman filters fails then the distributed Kalman filter will
be stable if and only if
p (a„(/) + kh(t) + (B„(/) + B;,(/))K,n(/)F^ < 1, for all t

(6.100)

where
Aa{t) = d7:ag(aii(/),a22(/),... ,a„,„,(/)),

(6.101)

A,(/;) - n{t)[A{t) - Aa(0],

(6.102)

and
Bait)

(6.103)

= dza^(Bii^i(/.),B22^2(^), • •.,

B,(0-n(/,)[B(^)-B,(^)],

(6.104)

where
0

Quit)

0

n{t) =

^Im

tt23(0

•

^2m(^)
0

1 (0
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and
a„{t) =

1,

if the communication is successful, at time t

0,

if communication fails, at time t

(6.106)

Proof. The output prediction model of agent i under the communication failure
at time instant t can be described by combining (6.106) and (6.23) as follows;
x,(/, + 1) = A,x,(/) + B„^^{t)di{t) + L^i{t)[(p.ft) - Tj(/.)Qx,(/,)]
+ a.,(0 ^

+ UMvA*) - rAt)CA(t)]],

(6.107)

j^'i
Ex])ressing (6.107) for m agents yields:
x(/ + 1) = [Art(/) + A/,(/)]x(/) + [B„(/) -f B;;(/)]0(/) + [Lu(/,) + luf,{t)](p{t),
(6.108)
where A„(/), A;,(/), Ba(/), and Bift) are as defined in (6.101) (6.104) and
L„(/.) = diag(Ln(/,),L22(/)

(0),

U(0 = n(0[L(/.)-u(0],

(6.109)
(6.110)

Inserting (6.75) into (6.108) yields:
x(^ + l)= Aa{t) P Ab(t) ^ {Ba{t) + Bb{t))Km{t)F x(^)

+ (B„(o + B6(0)K.„(i)[r(i)C(() - yod)]
T (La(0 T L;,(i))(/?(^).

(6.111)

The stability of the distributed system presented in (6.111) can be guaranteed if
only if
p (^Aa{t) + Ab{t) + {Ba{t) + Bb{t))K„ft)F^ < 1, for all t

(6.112)

Note that Remark 2 also applies here.
Remark 3. Since no filter communicates with itself, the diagonal elements of
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ft{t) are always zero. Communication failures among local filters affecting the
structure of the matrix ^l{t) can be characterised the following two categories:
• If a filter cannot receive information from other filters then a row of Q{t)
becomes zero;
• If a filter cannot transmit its information to the other filters a colimm of
f2(^) becomes zero.
In order to study the stability criteria (6.112), we explore the possibility of a fully
decentralized Kalman filter in which there is a complete communication failure.
In this case, ocij{i) in (6.108) is zero for all filters and (6.108) is represented as:
x(/ + 1) = A„(0x(/) + B„(/)©(/) + La{t)(p{t).

(6.113)

Snl>siitut.iiig ((>.75) in ((>.113) yields;
x(( + 1) = A„(/) + B„(/)K,..(/)Fj Ml) + B„(0K„.(/)[r(()C(() - Y")/.)]
(6.114)

LMvil}-

Therefore, a fully decentralized Kalman filter (no communication between filters)
is asymptotically stable if and only if:
p (^Aa{t) + Ba{t)Kr,,{t)F^ < 1, for all t

(6.115)

Regard to Remark 2, it is only necessary to test (6.115) for a finite number of t
values.

6.7

□

Summary

111 this chapter, the stability and convergence of a Nash-based distributed MFC
and a distributed Kalman filter scheme for linear multi-rate systems have been
analyzed. Moreover, the situation in which exchanging local information includ
ing local estimated states and local computed Kalman gains fails within the dis
tributed Kalman filter has also been studied. From the analysis, the proposed
method has been shown to be closed-loop stable under certain conditions.
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Chapter 7
Applications
111

this clia])ler, three case studies are studiexi to demonstrate the efficiency of

the proposed method. The first case study is a high purity distillation column
studied as a benchmark for large-scale systems in [50; 79], The second one is a
jiower system with two control areas interconnected through a tie line; a system
presented first in [4] is considered to illustrate the performance of the jiroposed
method for the state coupling case. The final case study is a three agent, Heavy
Oil Fractionator (HOF) system [131] simulated to demonstrate the efficiency of
the proposed method in different scenarios.

7.1

Case Study 1

7.1.1

System Description

7.1.1.1

Distillation Column

The high purity distillation column consists of two states, two inputs and two
oihputs. Fig. 7.1. The outputs of the system,

and

^2

product compositions, respectively, and the inputs,

Ui

y\

are the top and bottom
and

U2,

are the reflux

flowrate and the boil-up, respectively. As the composition dynamics are usually
much slower than the flow dynamics the system can be considered to be a multi
rate system.
In ])articular, the following nominal, state-space, continuous-time model is
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1 op l’roduc(
(yl)

(:)

-► Condenser

Distillate
Reflux (u1)

boil-up {u2)
bottom

Prtxluct

<:)

(>•2)

Rc-boilcr

Figure 7.1: Distillation coluiiiii case sliidy.
considered:
-0.0133

0

x\

0

-0.0133

X2

^2

0.0117
0.0144

0.0115

?f,l

0.0146

U2

(7.1)
(7.2)

y = x.

The inputs are constrained to —2 < Ui < 2 and — 1 < U2 < 2. The continnonstiine model is discretized with a sampling time of 1 min. The parameters used
for simulation purposes are the same as the parameters used by [50]: Np — 20,
Nc = ^ and Q = R = 1.
The set-point value for the first subsystem switches between one and zero every
200 minutes and for the second subsystem the set-point is zero. The nominal
model was decomposed into two subsystems as follows:
Subsystem 1:

y

\

= -0.0133x1 +0.0117ui +0.0115^2

(7.3)

= 2:1

(7.4)

no
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Subsystem 2:
±2 = -0.0133x2 + 0.0146zzi + 0.0144^2

(7.5)

y2 = X2.

(7.6)

The process and iiieasureinent noises for both subsystems are zero mean white
noise sequences with covariances Sp^{t) = Sp^{t) = S^iit) =

7J.2

— 10“^.

Results

The closed-loo}) performance was studied using centralized MFC, Nash-based
MFC with Distributed KF and Nash-based MFC with decentralized KF for a
imilti-rate setting. The outputs and inputs for the asynchronous agents (agents
in which both inputs sampling rate and outputs sampling rate arc different) are
shown in Fig. 7.2.
It can be seen from Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3 that the projiosed method in the
presence of noise and input constraints represents good tracking performance
that is close to the centralized case. Moreover, the distributed Nash-based MFC
with a decent ralized KF shows slower tracking in comparison with the cent ralized
apjiroach and the jirojiosed method.
In Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5, two scenarios have been considered. In the first sce
nario, the goal is to analyze the degradation of the iierforniance due to infrequent
output samiiling. From the simulation results in Fig. 7.4 it can be seen that
performance does not degrade significantly even in a noisy process with a lack of
output measurements.
In the second scenario, the aim is to analyze the effect of infrequent inputs on
the system performance. The simnlation results for the second scenario, depicted
in Fig. 7.5, show satisfactory performance in the presence of noise. From Fig. 7.5
it can be seen that the proposed method presents even better performance than
the centralized case for the second subsystem’s output when the input sampling
period increases.

The main reason for this improvement with respect to the

centralized scheme is that in the centralized case when the inputs are updated
less frequently than the output measurements, the state computation at each
sani])hng time can not be accomplished properly because of the missing input
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— 2 min;

— 1 min; Ty^ — 4 min; Ty.^ — 9 min

— 2 min;

= 1 min; Ty^ = 4 min; Ty.^ = 9 min

Figure 7.2: Closed-loop response of asynchronous agents using Centralized ap
proach in red (solid); Nash-based MFC with DKF {proposed method) in blue
(dashed); Nash-based IMPC with decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
injection in the inter-sampling times. However, this problem is not the case in
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= 2 min;

= 1 min; Ty^ = 4 min; Ty^ = 9 min

(a)
= 2 min;

= 1 min; Ty^ = 4 min; Ty.^ = 9 min
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(b)
Figure 7.3: Closed-loop response of asynchronous agents using Centralized aj>
proacli in red (solid); Nash-based MFC with DKF [proposed method) in blue
(dashed); Nash-based MFC with decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
the proposed method as the Kalman filter corrects the fault by replacing the
computed states with the estimated states.
Table 7.2 gives a comparison of the costs as a mean over the complete siniu-
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lation period. Using the three MFC schemes in terms of set-point tracking, the
proposed method shows better performance in comparison with the decentralized
KF case. From Table 7.2 can be seen that the most computational cost value
is for the multi-rate inputs and single-rate outputs scenario. This means the
method is very sensitive to infrequent input sampling rates. Whereas, the least
coni])iitational cost value comes from the single-rate inputs and multi-rate output
scenario, which means the method is less sensitive to infrequent output sampling
rates. The reason for this phenoniena is that when output measurement is missed
due to infrequent sampling rate, the estimated state by Kalman filter is replaced
to compensate the lost out})ut. However, when input updating is missed due to
infreciuent sani])ling rate, the state com])utation will be faulty and consequently
this faulty state will be used in the next step computation.
Moreover, from Table 7.2 can be observed that the coni])utational costs for the
constrained cases are more than the unconstrained cases. This is because when
the problem is constrained, the controller needs more effort to minimize the cost
function. In contrary when the problem is unconstrain(M less control effort is
needed to solve the optimization problem.
The following i)erformance measure is used to compute the cost of each method
as a mean over the complete simulation period Tf, (see Table 7.2):
.

™=

T

Tf

rrt

EET(x.:W.e,W.e.W),

(7.7)

ij = l
ji=i

The discrepancy of the different methods (distributed MFC with distributed
multi-rate KF and decentralized multi-rate KF) with respect to centralized MFC
with centralized KF is computed as (see Table 7.1):
= -^-'^^(method)

-^^^(centralized) ^QQC/

PM(centralized)

(7.8)

From Table 7.1, the lower value of APM for each approach represents less
deviation of the aforementioned approach from centralized method. As it is clear
from Table 7.1, in all scenarios the value of APM for the proposed method is less
than the value of APM for decentralized KF approach. This means the proposed
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Table 7.1: Performance comparison for constrained problems.
Method
Sampling [«]
APM
Tu, T
-t U2 Tyi ^y2
4
Centralized KF
2
1
0
9
2
1
4
Proposed DKF
9
0.23
2
1
4
1.11
Decentralized KF
9
Centralized KF
Proposed DKF
Decentralized DKF

2
2
2

4
4
4

1
1
1

1
1
1

0
0.71
1.69

Centralized KF
Proposed DKF
Decentralized DKF

1
1
1

1
1
1

3
3
3

9
9
9

0
-0.11
1.22

method tracks the desired set-point more precisely than the decentralized KF
method. Moreover, the value of AFM for the proposed method in the infrequent
outi)ut scenario is —0.11, which means the tracking performance in the proposeal
method j)reseiits less dcwiation from the set-point in coni{)arison with centralized
method (see Fig 7.5).
Table 7.3 ce)mi)ares the pre)poseel method with elecentralizeM KF approach in
terms of inaximum iteration numl)er and also average convergence time. From
the results it can be concluded that decentralizeel method needs more iterations to
solve the o])tiniization problem, therefore requires more time for convergence; this
makes the decentralized approach slower than the proposed distributed method.
This is one of the reasons for the poor tracking performance in the decentralized
scheme. The other reason is ignoring the information exchange among the agents
in the decentralized structure.
To see the effect of control and prediction horizons as tuning parameters of
the proposed method. Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7 have been simulated. In Fig. 7.6(a),
the proposed method has been simulated over various control horizons and the
])rediction horizon is kept as Np = 20. As seen from Fig. 7.6(a), the control
horizon does not affect the set-point tracking significantly. In Fig. 7.6(b), the
proposed method has been simulated over different prediction horizons while the
control horizon is kept as Nc = 5. From Fig. 7.6(b), it is clear that the longer the
]3rediction horizon, the better set-point tracking.
In Fig. 7.7, the number of iterations in the proposed method is plotted against
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Tu^ = 1 min:

= 1 min; Ty^ — 1 min; Ty^ € {3, 6, 9} min

= 1 min;

= 1 min; Ty^ — 1 min; Ty.^ G {3,6,9} min

Figure 7.4: Closed-loop response of different output sampling rates using the
proposed method. The solid line represents Ty^ = 3; the dashed line represents
Ty^ = 6; the dash-dotted line represents Ty^ = 9.
simulation time. In Fig. 7.7(a), the prediction horizon is AC = 20 and the pro-
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G {2,3,4} min; Tu^ = 1 min; Ty^ = 1 min; Ty^ = 1 min

T,n G (2,3,4) min;

= 1 min; 7}^, = 1 min; Ty.^ = 1 min

Figure 7.5: Closed-loop response of different input sampling using the proposed
method. The solid line represents 7}^ = 2; the dashed line represents
= 3;
the dash-dotted line represents T^j = 4.
posed method is simulated over different control horizons. From Fig. 7.7(a), it
can be observed that the number of iterations needed for convergence is more
or less the same in different control horizons, whereas from Fig. 7.7(b) it can be
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Table 7.2: Simulation results and analysis of: Centralized (Cent), Nash-based
MFC with distributed Kalman Filter (Nash-DiKF) and Nash-based MFC with
decentralized Kalman Filter (Nash-DeKF).
Performance Evaluation - Cost Computation
Cent Nash-DiKF Nash-DeKF
Single-Rate
Tu, = I T = 1* T = 1-L , T
-t y2 =1^
Constrained
0.3752
0.5808
1.4025
Unconstrained 0.3063
0.5082
0.7756
T
Multi-Ratel
J Ul = 2- T = \- T = 4; Ty, = 9
Constrained
1.0464
0.4955
0.6125
Unconstrained 0.4332
0.5449
0.7956
Multi-Rate2
T
= 9
-L Ul = T T = 1- T = 3;
Constrained
0.3373
0.5713
0.9070
Unconstrained 0.2713
0.5193
0.7666
o.
T
—
4
T
=
1T ==1
T
=
Multi-Rates
J- Ul
Constrained
0.7570
0.6224
1.5659
Unconstrained 0.7022
0.5900
0.8435

Table 7.3: The maximum iteration number and average convergence time com
parison for proposed method and decentralized KF ai)proach.
Method
Proposed method
Decentralized KF

nicixiimmi iteration

average convergence time (sec)

10
18

197
392

Table 7.4: The elapsed CFU computation time for optimal input at different
control horizons in the proposed method.
Control Horizon [Nc)

Proposed method [sec]

Decentralized [sec]

20
15
10
5

0.0045
0.0030
0.0020
0.0012

0.0094
0.0059
0.0039
0.0022
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Figure 7.6: Closed-loop response of asynchronous agents (TTj = l,Tu2 = 2,Tyj =
3,Ty2 = 4) at different control horizons (a) and different prediction horizons (b).

observed that the larger prediction horizon needs a larger number of iterations to
converge.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of required iteration numbers of the proposed method at
different control horizons (a) and different prediction horizons (b).
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Therefore, from Fig. 7.G(a) and Fig. 7.7(a), it can be concluded that chang
ing the control horizon does not affect the system’s i)erfornian{-e significantly.
The elapsed CPU time for computation of optimal inputs at different control
horizons while the prediction horizon is fixed has been computed in Table 7.4.
From Table 7.4, a shorter control horizon requires a shorter simulation time for
both distributed and decentralized methods. However, the CPU elapsed time for
computation for the decentralized method is greater than the proposed method,
because the decentralized method needs more iterations for convergence.
From the simulation results, it can be concluded that for the proposed dis
tributed multi-rate controller, a selection of large j)rediction horizon and short
control horizon drives the system toward a desired tracking performance.

7.2
7.2.1

Case Study 2
System Description

The second case study considered in this cha})ter is a two area ])ower network
(see Fig. 7.8) which is a benchmark used to study distributed MPC algorithms

[119].14].
Most interconnected power systems rely on Automatic Generation Control (ACC)
to control system frequency and tie-line interchange [4]. These objectives are
achieved by regulating the real power outj)ut of generators throughout the system.
To cope with the expansive nature of i)ower systems, various limits must be taken
into account, including restrictions on the amount and rate of generator power
deviation. ACC therefore provides a very relevant example for illustrating the
l)erforniance of distributed multi-rate predictive control and estimation in a power
network setting. For the purpose of ACC, power systems are decomposed into
control areas with tie lines providing the interconnections between the areas [4];
each area typically consists of numerous generators and loads. However, it is usual
for all generators in a given area to be lumped as a single equivalent generator
and likewise for loads. This approach is adopted in the considered case study [4].
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7.2.1.1

Two-Area Power System Model

The following noiiiiiial, normalized, state-space, continuous-time model for each
area i is defined as in [4]:
(7.9)
dARinech,
di
dAP,
di

1

(AP„,ech, - APvJ,

Ten,
1

1

G,

P,

1

(7.10)
(7.11)

where the definitions of the power system variables and parameters are provided
in Table 7.5.

The notation A is used to indicate the deviation from steady

state, e.g. Aw represents the deviation in the angular frequency from its nominal
operating value (50 IIz.).
The tie^line power flow bet ween areas i and j is ex})ressed as:

d^p:L
dt

= Tij{Aw^ - Awj),

(7.12)

= -APg.

(7.13)

Since the model is used in the predictive controller synthesis, the load variable
APl, for each area z, as a disturbance input, is assumed constant during predic
tions, i.e.

dAPu = 0,
dt

z = l,2.

(7.14)

Each subsystem is connected via state coupling AP^lg. The output (controlled
variable) for area 1 is the frequency deviation Aw] and the output for area 2 is
the deviation in the tie-line power flow between the two control areas (AP^l^).
By examining the power system model (7.12), it is clear that if Acci

0 and

APjP
0 then Auj2
0.
Discretizing the process (7.9)-(7.14) with a sampling interval of Tg = Is leads
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Table 7.5: Basic Power System Definition
Parameter
Description
w
Angular frequency
Angular momentum
D
Ratio of change in load to change in frequency
Charging time constant
Ten
Governor time constant
Tg
Pf
Ratio of change in frequency to change in unit output
Tie-line stiffness coefficient between areas i and j
^(Tiech
Mechanical power
Non-frequency sensitive load
Pl
P.
Steam valve position
Pref
Load reference set-point
Tie-line power flow between areas i and j
•' tie
Table 7.6: Parameters of the Two-Area Power System Model
Parameter Area 1 Area 2
2
2.75
D,
0.07
0.03
A/f
4.0
3.5
50
10
Ten,
40
25
Tg,
to the discrete-time state-space model (6.11)-(G.12) with
X.

= [Aw. AP„«|.. AP„ APl. AfXl''',

A Pref,-,
yi=Awi,

(7.15)
(7.16)

y2 = APt?^.

(7.17)

and where matrices Ajj, A^j, B^, Cj can be easily constructed from (7.9)-(7.14).
The model parameters are given in Table 7.6. The tie-line stiffness coefficient
between areas, 1 and 2 is given by T12 = 7.54.
In Fig. 7.8, the block diagram of the distributed MPC control structure for
the considered power system example is shown. Each control area i consists of a
MPC controller that is used to generate optimal load reference set-point APref,
based on optimal estimated system states computed by the KF.
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Figure 7.8: Block diagram of the t wo-area, interconnected power system, control
structure.
7.2.1.2

Design of the Distributed KF and MFC

The design process for the distributed KF consists of the selection of noise covariance matrices
and
for each subsystem i. The estimation quality
depends on how accurately these matrices reflect the actual noise conditions in
a real system. In this example, it is assumed that the process and measurement
noise signals for both control areas are white noise sequences with covariances
= iSim = Sm2 — 10“^. Since the only measurements available in the
system are the frequency deviations, AuJi and Acj2, as well as the load reference
set-points, A/d-efi and APref2 (see Fig. 7.2), the remaining system states in (7.15)
will be reconstructed by the proposed distributed KF.
The design j^rocess for the distributed MFC controller consists of the selection
of the prediction horizon and control horizons, Np and Nc respectively, as well
as the output and input weighting matrices, Qj and R/, for each control area i
such that the desired level of closed-loop performance is achieved. To aid the
comparison with other distributed MFC control strategies [4], the prediction and
control horizons are chosen as Np = 20 and Ac = 15, as suggested in [4].
The input and output weighting matrices for the distributed klFC control
problem for both subsystems are chosen as i?, = I and Qi = 51 respectively. A
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larger output weight relative to the input weight means that it is more important
to penalize the frequency and tie-line power imbalance than the load reference
deviation from the steady-state value.
While the primary goal of the distributed MPC controller is to provide good
frequency and power regulation, the control system must respect the physical
and safety limitations of the power system variables during operation. In this
exam])le, the load reference set-point variables in each area are constTained as
follows:
-0.3 < AF,eu < 0.3,

2 = 1,2

(7.18)

where the input as defined in (7.16) is the deviation of the absolute value of Pref,
with respect to the steady-state value APref,.
Note that the })resented constraints in (7.18) are constraints on the input itself,
APref,, ^ind not on the rate of APref,. Therefore, in order to ap})ly the proposed
algorithm on this example the presentexl constraints in (7.18) for the rate of
APref, need to be transformed using the formulation presented in Chai)ter 5.
In the following section, the performance of the i)roi)osed distributed multi-rate
KF-based MPC control system will be evaluated and coni])ared with distributed
MPC, centralized and decentralized multi-rate Kalman filters.

7.2.2

Results

7.2.2.1

Operation Scenarios

Four scenarios are studied to demonstrate the utility of the proposed method.
In the two first scenarios, the output and input for the synchronous agents are
studied; then, two scenarios consider the asynchronous agents. For the case of
synchronous scenarios each agent is multi-rate with different input and output
sampling rates. However, all agents have the same sampling rate in their inputs
and outputs.
In the first considered synchronous scenario, the inputs have a faster sampling
rate than the outputs (P^j = l,Pu2 —
= 6, Py2 ~ 6)
^1^^ second
synchronous scenario, a slower input sampling rate has been assumed (P^j =
3, Pu2 = 3, Pyj =
— !)•
In the asynchronous scenarios, in addition to agents having different internal
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sampling rates for their inputs and outputs, these sampling rates will be different
for (^aeh agent in the system. In the hrst considered async-hronous case, the inputs
have a faster sampling rate than the outputs (T^j = 2,Tu2 = 3,Tyj = 4, Ty.^ = 9)
and in the second asynchronous scenario, a slower input sampling rate

—

4,Tu2 = 3, Tyj = l,2^y2 “ 2) will be considered.
Table 7.7: Performance comparison and analysis for synchronous agents.
PM
APM
Method
Sampling [ s]
TU) TU2 Ty\ '^y-2
Centralized KF
Proposed DKF
Decentralized KF

1
1
1

1
1
1

Centralized KF
Pro])osed DKF
Decentralized KF

3
3
3

3
3
3

6
6
6
1
1
1

6
6
6
1
1
1

0.1129
0.1174
0.2014

0
3.98
78.39

0.4935
0.5092
0.8385

0
3.18
69.90

Table 7.8: Performance coni])arison and analysis for asynchronous agents.
Sampling [;s]
Method
PM
APM
^y2
TU]1 T
T
-^U2
yi
J-

2
2
2
4
4
4

Centralized KF
Proi)osed DKF
Decentralized KF
Centralized KF
Pro])osed DKF
Decentralized DKF

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
1
1
1

9
9
9
2
2
2

0.2810
0.3059
0.6245
0.7521
0.7935
0.8901

0
8.86
122.24
0
5.50
18.34

The following performance measure is used to compute the cost of each method
as a mean over the complete simulation period Tf.
T{

m

(7.19)
^ f=l i,j = l
The discrepancy of the different methods (distributed MPC with distributed
multi-rate KF and decentralized multi-rate KF) with respect to centralized MPC
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with centralized KF is computed as;
-^■^^(method)

AFM =

-^^(centralized)

PM(centralized)

100%.

(7.20)

111 all simulation cases, a 15% load disturbance in Area 2 is applied at t — 5s.
In order to evaluate the noise filtering properties of the pro])osed KF algorithm,
all measurements and state variables are perturbed with unifornily distributed
random signals of magnitude 10“'.
A: Synchronous Agent Scenario

In Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10, the simulation results corresponding to the case
where the iiijiut sampling rate for both agents (power areas) is 6 times faster
than the onljuit sainjiling rate are presented. It can be observed that the ])erforniance of the pro})osed multi-rate KF method is close to that of the single-rate
(perfect) case; the total simulated performance loss APM is 3.98% in comiiarison
to 78.39% in the fully decentralized KF case (see Table 7.7). This means that the
multi-rate KF algorithm is more effective in compensating for the information
loss due to the infrequent output measurements. Notice that the constraints on
the load reference set-])oint variables imposed in (7.18) are respected at all times
during the operation of the controller.
In the second scenario, the input sampling rate is considered to be 3 times
slower than the output measurement rate. In (Fig. 7.11) and (Fig. 7.12), the
transient responses of the proposed KF-based MFC control system are shown.
Comparing the results to those in Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10, it is clear that the in
frequent input sampling has a greater influence on the closed-loop performance.
While the transient behavior in frequency deviation in Area 1 is similar in both
cases, the tie-line power flow between the two areas is significantly affected when
a slower update rate for inputs APrefj and APref2 is considered. This effect is
also evident from the transient response of the load reference set-point (input)
for Area 1 (Fig. 7.12(a)); the response is more oscillatory and takes significantly
more time to settle. Table 7.7 reports that the proposed multi-rate KF method
yields a smaller deviation from the centralized KF {APM = 3.18%) in compari
son with the decentralized KF {APM = 69.90%).
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Figure 7.9: Closed-loop responses of synchronous agents with faster input / slower
output sampling rates using single-rate KF in red (solid); proposed distributed
MFC with multi-rate KF in blue (dashed); distributed MFC with multi-rate
decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
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Figure 7.10: Closed-loop responses of synchronous agents with faster input /
slower output sampling rates using single-rate KF in red (solid); proposed dis
tributed MFC with multi-rate KF in blue (dashed); distributed MFC with multirate decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
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Figure 7.11; Closed-loop responses of syndnvnous agents with faster output /
slower input sampling rates using single-rate KF in red (solid); proposed dis
tributed MFC with multi-rate KF in blue (dashed); distributed MFC with multi
rate decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
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Figure 7.12: Closed-loop responses of synchronous agents with faster output /
slower input sampling rates using single-rate KF in red (solid); proposed dis
tributed MFC with multi-rate KF in blue (dashed); distributed MFC with multirate decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
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From the presented results for synchronous agents it can be observed that
by api)lying the proposed distributed MFC and distributed KF, performance of
the multi-rate model with interacting states improved by 74.41% with respect
to decentralized approach. This value is significantly high in comparison with
improvement of the multi-rate model with interacting inputs which was 38.26%
(see Section 7.1.2). By coni})aring the improvement values it can be concluded
that, role of distributed Kalman filter becomes more important when the inter
acting i)arameters are states. The main reason is that in the case of losing state
variables, they can be compensated by replacing the estimated states provided
by distributed Kalman hlter.
B: Asynchronous Agent Scenario

Ill this section, the two control areas are considered to be asynchronous in the
sense that the input sampling rates are (i) different for both areas and (ii) faster
than the output samphug rates. From the results shown in Fig. 7.14, it can be
seen that the frequency deviation, AcC], in Area 1 and the tie-line power flow,
show smaller deviations from the steady-state for the proposed multi-rate
KF compared to the decentralized case. This can be confirmed from the per
formance metrics re])ort(?d in Table 7.8 which demonstrate that the proposed
method results in a lower discrepancy both with respect to the centralized KF
{APM = 8.86%) and the decentralized KF {APM = 122.24%).
In Fig. 7.15, asynchronous control areas with a slower input update rate with
respect to the output sampling rate are studied. Similarly to the synchronous
agent case (Fig. 7.11) and (Fig. 7.12), a considerable loss in the closed-loop per
formance can be seen. Nevertheless, the system output responses corresponding
to the proposed KF method converge slightly faster than for the decentralized
KF. Evaluating the performance measure in (7.19) and (7.20) for each method,
(see Table 7.8), it is clear that the proposed method yields a lower discrepancy
both with respect to the centralized KF {APM = 5.50%) and the decentralized
KF {APM = 18.34%).
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Figure 7.13; Closed-loop responses of asynchronous agents with slower output
/ faster input sampling rates using single-rate KF in red (solid); proposed dis
tributed MFC with multi-rate KF in blue (dashed); distributed MFC with multi
rate decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
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Figure 7.14: Closed-loop responses of asynchronous agents with slower output
/ faster input sampling rates using single-rate KF in red (solid); proposed dis
tributed MFC with multi-rate KF in blue (dashed); distributed MFC with multirate decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
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Figure 7.15: Closed-loop responses of asynchronous agents with faster output /
slower input sampling rates using single-rate KF in red (solid); proposed dis
tributed MFC with multi-rate KF in blue (dashed); distributed MFC with multirate decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
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Figure 7.16: Closed-loop responses of asynchronous agents with faster output /
slower input sampling rates using single-rate KF in red (solid); proposed dis
tributed MFC with multi-rate KF in blue (dashed); distributed MFC with multirate decentralized KF in green (dash-dotted).
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Figure 7.17: Shell heavy oil fractionator.

7.3
7.3.1

Case Study 3
System Description

To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method for solving distributed control
])rol)leins, the example of a three agent distillation column, shown in Fig. 7.17,
known in the literature as the Shell heavy oil fractionator (HOF) [132] is studied.
The HOF is characterized by three product draws and three side circulating
loops. Product specifications for the top and side draw streams are determined
by economics and operating requirements. There is no product specification for
the bottom draw but there is an operating constraint on the temperature. The
three circulating loops remove heat to achieve the desired product separation.
The heat exchangers in these loops reboil columns in other parts of the plant.
Therefore, they have varying heat duty requirements. The bottom loop has an
enthalpy controller which regulates heat removal in the loop by adjusting steam
make. Its heat duty can be used as a manipulated variable to control the column.
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The heat duties of the other two loops act as disturbances to the column. Since
the composition and the reflux flow have diff’ercnit rates, this system could be
considered an MR system.
The model considered in this example is represented by the following transferfunction matrix [131]:

y(s) =

4.05e~^^
50s+l
5.39e-^-'
50s+l
4.30e“'^‘‘’’
33s+l

1.77e~^^'
60s+l

5.72e-2«
60s+l
4.42e-^^
44s+l

5.88e-^^
50s+l
6.90e~2-'
40s+l
7.20
19s+l

us

(7.21)

This system will serve as a test l)ed for both nunierical and simulation ex
periments due to its test suitability for different scenarios. The model has three
variables that must be controlled: top and side com})ositions, yj, y2, and reflux
temperature at the bottom of the column, y3. It also has three manipulable
variables: to}) draw rate, Ui, side draw rate, U2, and bottom reflux, U3. It can
l^e seen that the Shell benchmark control problem is complex problem and it
includes many possibly conflicting process requirements that are very difficult to
satisfy [8].
The continuous-time model is discretized with a sampling time of 2 min. The
state space model is obtained based on a canonical realization of equation (7.21)
as follows:
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A=

0.9608

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0.9608

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0.9412

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.9672

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0.9672

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0.9556

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0.9608
0
0.9512
0

0

0
0
0.9001
(7.22)

B =

0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0.2500

0

0

0.5000

0
0

0
0

0.5000
0
0.5000

(7.23)

0

0

0.5000

0

0

1.0000

0.3176

0

0

0.2321

0

0

0.4611

0

0

0

0.4227

0

0

0.3750

0

0

0.6730

0

0

0

0.5151

0

0

0.3928

0

0

0.7194
(7.24)

Decomposing the system in (7.21) into m — ‘i agents yields:
Subsystem 1:
4 05e“®^
yl(s) Ui(s),
^ ^
50s + l ^ ^
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Subsystem 2:
,

5.72e-2^

y2 5 - ^

60s + 1

, ,

U2 g ,

(7.26)

Subsystem 3:
^

y3(s) =

7.20
—-U3(s).
19s + 1

(7.27)

The constraints on the input variables are as follows:
0 < Ui < 1.5,

(7.28)

0 < U2 < 1.5

(7.29)

— 1 < U3 < 0

(7.30)

The ])araineters used for siiniilation pnr})oses are : Np — 20, Nc = ^ and Q = I
and R = 1. The set-])oint value for all agents are yj — y2 — 3 and y3 = —3.

7.3.2

Results

7.3.2.1

Operation Scenarios

In order to demonstrate performance of the proposed method for multi-rate (MR)
systems four different operation scenarios are tested. The main goal is to simulate
all ]30ssible multi-rate scenarios and check their tracking performance by applying
the proposed method. Basically, the single-rate SR scenario represents the desired
performance and all multi-rate scenarios are compared to it. In brief, the scenarios
described above can be summarized as follows:
• Scenario 1. Comparison of single-rate (SR) input and SR output where
Tui = Tu2

=

Tu3 = 1, Tyi = Ty2 = Tys = 1 witli MR input and SR output,

where Tui = Tu2 =

= 3, Tyi = Ty2 = Ty3 = 1. (See Fig. 7.18 Fig. 7.23)

• Scenario 2. Comparison of SR input and SR output where T^i — Tu2 =
7^3 == 1, Tyi = Ty2 = Ty3 = 1 witli MR input and MR output for the
synchronous agents where T^i = 7^2 = T^s = 3, Tyi = Ty2 = Tys = 8. (See
Fig. 7.24 Fig. 7.29)
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Scenario 3. Comparison of SR input and SR output where T^i = Tu2 =
Tu3 = 1, Tyi = Ty2 = Tys = 1 witli MR input and MR output for the
asynchronous agents where the rates of output measurements are multiplier
of the rates of input updating,
= 2,Tu2 = 3,
= 4, Tyi = 6, Ty2 =
9,Ty3 = 12. (Blue dash line in Fig. 7.30 Fig. 7.35)
• Scenario 4- Comparison of SR input and SR output where
= Tu2 =
Tu3 — 1, Tyi
Ty2 = Ty3 = 1 witli MR input and MR output for
the asynchronous agents, where the rates of output measurements are not
multiplier of the rates of input updating,
= 3, Tu2 = 4, Tu3 = 5,
Tyi = 7, Ty2 = 9, Ty3 = 12. (Grceii pentagon marker line in Fig. 7.30
Fig. 7.35)

Figure 7.18: Dynamic response of controlled variable, yi. Red line SR method and
blue line with pentagon marker MR input and SR output {Tu\ = Tu2 =
= 3),
{Tyl = Ty2 = Ty3 = 1)
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Figure 7.19: Dynamic response of controlled variable, ^2- I^ed line SR method and
blue line with pentagon marker MR inj)ut and SR output {T^i = Tu2 = Tui = 3),
{Tyl = Ty2 =TyS = 1)

Figure 7.20; Dynamic response of controlled variable, ys. Red line SR method and
blue line with pentagon marker MR input and SR output
= Tu2 =
= 3),
{Tyl = Ty2 = Ty^ = \)
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Figure 7.21: Dynamic response of manipulated variable, u\. Red line SR method
and bine line with pentagon marker MR input and SR oiitpnt
=
3), {Tyl = Ty2 = Ty:^ = 1)

Figure 7.22: Dynamic response of manipulated variable, U2. Red line SR method
and blue line with pentagon marker MR input and SR output (T^i = T^z = Tus =
3), {Tyl = Ty2 = TyS = l)
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Figure 7.23; Dyiiainic res})oiise of iiiaiiipiilated variable, Us. Red line SR method
and bine line with pentagon marker MR input and SR output {Tu] = Tu2 =
=
3),

{Tyl — Ty2 = TyS =

l)

Figure 7.24: Dynamic response of controlled variable, yi. Red line SR method
and bine line with pentagon marker MR input and MR output for synchronous
agents, (T^i = T^2 = ^u3 = 3), {Tyi = Ty2 = Tys = 8)
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Figure 7.25; Dyiiaiiiic response of eoiitrolled variable, y2. Red line SR method
and blue line with j:)entagon marker MR input and MR outi)ut for synchronous
agents, [Tu\ T^2 =
= 3), (Tyi = Ty2 = Tys = 8)

Figure 7.26: Dynamic response of controlled variable, y^. Red line SR method
and blue line with pentagon marker MR input and MR output for synchronous
agents, (T^i = Tu2 =
= 3), (Tyi = Ty2 = Ty^ = 8)
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Figure 7.27: Dyiiaiiiic response of niaiiipiilated variable, u\. Red line SR method
and blue line with ])entagon marker MR input and MR output for synchronous
agents, (T^i = T„2 =
= 3), {Tyi = Ty2 = Tys = 8)

Figure 7.28: Dynamic response of manipulated variable, 112- Red line SR method
and blue line with pentagon marker MR input and MR output for synchronous
agents, (Tki = 7^2 =
= 3), (Tyi = Ty2 = Ty^ = 8)
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Figure 7.29: Dynamic response of manipulated variable, U3. Red line SR method
and blue line wit h ])entagon marker MR input and MR output for synchronous
agents, (T^i == 7^2 = 7^3 = 3), {Tyi = Ty2 = Tys = 8)

Figure 7.30: Dynamic response of controlled variable, yi. Red line SR method
and blue dash line MR/asynchronous method, (T^i = 2,Tu2 — 3, 7~u3 = 4) and
{Tyi = 6, Ty2 = 9, Ty3 = 12), grecii pentagon marker line is MR/asynchronous
method, (T^i = 3, 7^2 = 4,7^3 = 5) and (Tyi = 7, Ty2 = 9, Tys = 12).
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Figure 7.31: Dynaiiiic response of controlled variable, ?/2. Red line SR method
and bine dash line MR/asyiichroiions method, {Tu\ = 2,T,^2 — 3,
= 4) and
{Tyi — 6,Ty2 = 9, Ty3 — 12), groeii j)eiitagon marker line is MR/asynchronous
method,
= 3, 7^2 = 4, Tu3 = 5) and (Tyi = 7, Ty2 = 9, Ty^ = 12).

Figure 7.32: Dynamic response of controlled variable, y^. Red line SR method
and bine dash line MR/asynchronous method, {T^i = 2,Tu2 = 3,Tu3 = 4) and
{Tyi = 6,Ty2 = 9,Ty3 = 12), groeii pentagon marker line is MR/asynchronous
method, (T^i = 3, Tu2 = 4,
= 5) and (Tyi = 7, Ty2 = 9, Tys = 12).
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Figure 7.33: Dynamic res])oiise of manipulated varialile, U]. Red line SR method
and bine dash line MR/asynchronous method, {T^i — ‘2,Tu2 — 3, 7/^3 = 4) and
{Tyi = 6, Ty2 = 9,Fy3
12), gTeeii ptmtagon marker line is MR/asynchronons
method, (T„] = 3,
= 5) and (Tyi = 7,Ty2 = 9,7^3 = 12).

Figure 7.34: Dynamic response of manipulated variable, U2. Red line SR method
and blue dash line MR/asynchronous method, {T^i = 2,Tu2 = 3, Tu3 = 4) and
(Tyi = Q.Ty2 = 9,Ty3 = 12), grecii pentagon marker line is MR/asynchronous
method, (T^i = 3, 7^2 = 4,
= 5) and (Fyi = 7, Ty2 = 9, Ty^ = 12).
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Time [min]
Figure 7.35: Dynamic response of niani}mlated variable, us. Red line SR method
and blue dash line MR/asynchronous method, {Tu\ = 2,Tu2 = 3,71,3 = 4) and
{Ty\ = 6, Ty2 =
= 12), green ])entagoii marker line is MR/asynchronous
method, (T^i ^ 3,Tu2 = 4,T^3 = 5) and (Tyi
7, Ty2 = 9,7^3 = 12).

From Fig. 7.18 Fig. 7.20, it can be observed that when the ini)ut ui^dates
are not available at each sampling time (in this case input updates are available
every 3 min), the system presents slower performance in comparison with the SR
method in which input updates are available at all sampling times but it still
tracks the set-point well.
In Scenario 2, the rate of input updating 7/,i = 71,2 = 2/,3 = 3 and the rate
of output measurements Tl^i = Ty2 = Ty^ = 8 are the same for all three agents.
Fig. 7.24 Fig. 7.26 show that SR method converges very quickly. However the
MR method for the synchronous agents converges slower. Fig. 7.27 Fig. 7.29
show that the constraints on manipulated variables are satisfied.
The simulation results for Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 are presented in Fig. 7.30
Fig. 7.35. It can be observed that the algorithm for the case in which the rate of
input updating and output measurements are multiplies of each other, converges
faster than the case in which the rate of input updating and out put measurements
are not multiplies of each other for all three outputs.
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The following perfonnance nieasiire is used to coinpnte the cost of each method
as a mean over the complete simulation period, Tf:
1

™=

T

Tf

m

EEt(x.(o.0.w).

(7.31)

t = l i=l

The discrepancy for different scenarios (MR input and SR output, SR input and
MR out])ut, MR input and MR outputs for synchronous and asynchronous agents)
with respect to SR input and out})uts is computed as:
^(scenario)
^

-''I^(single-rate)

(7.32)

^(single—rate)

Table 7.9: Simulation results and analysis of various test conditions.

SR

Performance comparison (AFM)
T = T — T =1
Tyi =T y2 =Tys == 1^
p _ p _ 7- _ 0

MR inj)ut/ SR output

SR input / MR output
Synchronous MR
Asynchronous MR
Asynchronous MR {Ty = 3Tu)

Tyi
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Table. 7.9 shows the performance of the proposed distributed multi-rate method
for different scenarios in comparison with the single-rate (perfect) case. This
study is important as it highlights the importance of missing information at var
ious sampling instances on performance. The least simulated performance loss
is 25.3189% for SR input and MR output case in which the input updating is
available at each sampling time and only the output measurements are missed at
some inter-sampling times. Also the second least performance loss is related to
the MR input and SR output case where the output measurements are available
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at all the sampling times and only the input updating is missed at some intersampling times.
On the contrary, the MR input and MR output for the synchronous case shows
the highest performance loss 56.0518%. The reason for this loss is that all agents
miss information at the same time and hence cannot compensate information loss
of neighboring agents effectively.

7.4

Summary

The main goal of this chapter was to apply the proposed method presented in
Chai)ter 5 to several applications and to compare the results witli alternative
methods including centralized MFC and KF, decentralized MFC and KF and SR
distributed MFC and KF.
Moreover, the ])roposed method was studieid for all the jmssible multi-rate
scenarios. These multi-rate scenarios were com})ared to this single-rate case wliidi
did not consist of any information loss.
The key idea of the proposed method is to deconi])ose the model of the whole
system into 7n subsystems and then obtain a local o])tinium solution for each
agent by exploiting the Nash game. The presented method is ap})licable to multirate systems and it produces reasonable tracking performance in all simulated
scenarios. By referring to tables and simulation results presented in this chapter,
it is argued that the proposed method is stable and tracks the appointed set-point
in the presence of disturbance and sensor noises for almost all possible multi-rate
scenarios.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Research
Distributed MPC and distributed estimation strategies are used for large-scale
multi-rate systems to capitalize on the benefits of using a decentralized structure
while achieving improved performance and stability via communication. This
work considers the Nash game theory related to distributed MFC strategies in
the ])resence of i)rocess noise. Two main objectives were considered in this work:
1. the develo])ment of a novel distribut ed MFC algorithm for large-scale multi
rate systems in which either out])ut measurements or input u])dating is
missing in some inter-sampling times.
2. investigating the characteristics of the aforementioned systematic method
ology including convergence and stability.
Conclusions drawn from this research are itemised below followed by some
suggestions for future work.

8.1

Conclusions

In conclusion, the main contributions of this thesis are as follows;
• Several distributed MFC techniques for linear interconnected systems avail
able in the literature are applicable for standard single-rate systems. In this
work a novel distributed hlFC for large-scale multi-rate systems is devel
oped in which the local objective of each subsystem-based MFC is modified
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to acliieve systemwide control goals based on Nash game theory. The pro
posed framework consists of two main parts, control and estimation. In the
control part, a distributed MFC via a Nash game has been studied for multirate sampled-data systems and in the estimation part a distributed Kalman
filter has been proposed to provide the state values for inter-sampling times.
The algorithm provides a reliable control and estimation and compensation
mechanism for the information loss due to the multi-rate nature of the
systems using the proposed distributed KF.
• The Nash-based MFC strategy involves a negotiation in which an agre^ement (Nash equilibrium) among the agents is reached when neither of their
solutions can be improved. The main advantage of this scheme is that the
on-line optimization of a large-scale i:)roblem can be converted into sev
eral small-scale sul)])roblenis thus reducing the com})utational com])lexity
significantly while maintaining satisfactory performance.
• Convergence and stability conditions for the proj)os(Hl distributed Nashbased MFC framework were characterized and conditions to guarantee the
stability and convergence of large-scale mult i-rate systems with interacting
injuits and states were ])resentexl. When the distributed Nash-based MFC
algorithm converges, o]:)tinial performance is achieved.
• A novel distributed state estimation strategy was developed for estimating
subsystem states. In the presented distributed Kalman filter scheme, the
local Kalman filters exchange their estimated states and also their coni])uted
gains. The proposed distributed Kalman filter was simulated for single-rate
and multi-rate cases. Also, the stability of the distributed Kalman filter
was studied in two cases: perfect communication between local filters and
failing communication between local filters.
• The efficiency of the proposed methodology is shown through its application
to benchmark simulation examples. The simulation results are consistent
with the conclusions obtained from the analysis. The ])roposed method
ology can be applied at the design stage to distributed multi-rate systems
in the presence of process noise and disturbances. In a simulation study
the i)roposed method has been compared with a single-rate KF, centralized
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KF scheme and also with a decentralized multi-rate KF demonstrating signihcant levels of j)erforniance imj)rovenient. Several simulation scenarios
including slow and fast input sampling as well as slow and fast output sam
pling in both synchronous (all agents have the same input/output rates)
and asynchronous (the rate of input updating and output measurements
are different in different agents) arrangements have been considered show
ing feasibility and high levels of effectiveness. Furthermore, the j^erformance
measure also have been computed for different MFC schemes.

8.2

Future Research

Some suggestions for possible directions for future research are outlined below:
• The presented method uses a communication-based optimization based on
the Nash equilibrium which is non-coo})erative. However, the best achiev
able i)erforniance is characterized by a Pareto set which reprt^sents the set
of optimal trade-offs among the competing controller objectives [133]. In
fact, in some distributed systems with interaction between subsystems, ex
changing input trajectories among MFCs (communication) is insufficient to
])rovide closed-loop stability and cooperative games are needed to achieve
systemwide control goals. Further research is required to extend the pro
posed method for coo})erative situations.
• It should be investigated how robust the proposed approach is against mod
eling errors and noise. In addition, the control scheme discussed silently
assumes that the decision making is done instantaneously or that at least
the information used to initiate the decision making at a particular control
cycle is valid also at moment at which actions are actually implemented.
Future research should address how the schemes could be made robust to
delays and also to system parameter variation and model uncertainty.
• The control scheme proposed requires a model that adequately represents
the dynamics of the system. For application of the approaches discussed
to practical examples, models will have to be constructed and validated.
Then, it will also need investigating as to which quantities can be measured
in practice and which quantities will have to be estimated.
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• The application of the control approaches presented in this thesis are not
restricted to applications in the domains of power networks and process
industry only. Additional domains include transportation networks, such
as water distribution networks, road traffic networks, gas distribution net
works, smart grids, etc., biomedical, e.g., a drug infusion system can be
considered as a multi-rate system, supply chains, e.g., for multi-agent con
trol of stocks, and autonomous, guided satellite orbit formation or flying
vehicles.
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